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. iN THE SUPREME cou~rOFT~E STATE OF IDAHO
********************,*******

IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER
CREATINGWATERDJSTRJCTNO.170

L:J~W CL

)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 35175

- - ' - - - - - - - ~ - - - )) Custer County Case No. CV-06-66
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY,
Petitioner/Appellant,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES
Respondent.

Appeal from: District Court

)
)
)
)

of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of1daho, in and for

the County of Custer;.
Before the Honorable Brent J: Moss, District Judge.

ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER/APPELLANT: Scot L. Campbell, Esq., and Dylan B.
Lawrence, Esq., P.O. Box 829, Boise ID 83701
·
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANTS/RESPONDENTS: Phillip J. Rassier, Esq., P.O.
Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720, Reed W. Larsen, Esq., P.O. Box 4229, Pocatello ID 83205-4229
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THE ANDREW & LfNDA LAWLER
FAMILY TRUST
269! BAYSHOREDR
N.EWPORT BEACH, CA 92663

29 S'fARFrSH CT
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92663

CAROLE KLE;fN
l 1541 HARTSOOK ST
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601

CAROLE SORENSEN
11541 HARTSOOK ST
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601

MARYS CARSTENSEN
PO BOX 159
NORWELL, MA 02061-0159

HANS L CARSTENSEN llI
PO BOX 159
NORWELL, MA 02061-0159

JAMBS F BOLEN
1529 N 145 ST
OMAHA, NE 68154

VICKIEL BOLEN
1529N 145 ST
OMAHA, NE 68154

DEMARIA.ETANNER

US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE
324 25111 ST

CHARL01TEJ SINCLAIR

OGDEN, UT 84401
STEVEN R TANNER
l29TANNERWAY
ORLAND, CA 95963

129TANNER WY

ORLAND, CA 95963

DANTELC TANNER
905 W MONTERA Y
ORLAND, CA 95963

DANIEL J MAHONEY lII
234 EL BRJLLO WAY
PALM BEACF!, FL 33480

MARTHA MAHONEY SADLER
PO BOX 1024
PALM BEACH, FL 33480

WILLIS DU PONT
POBOX2468
PALM BEACH, FL 33480

DON A GREENWELL
418 E LINCOLN
POBOX236
PAUL, ID 83347-0236

MAUDE LOU GREENWELL
418 E LINCOLN
POBOX236
PAUL, lD 83347-0236

ERNEST DAY
10495 STONE QUARRY RD .
PAYETTE, ID 83661-5134

FRED C HUMPHREYS
10495.STONEQUARRY RD
PAYETTE, ID 83661

THE ESTATE OF FREDC HUMPHR
C/0.ERNESTDAY
10495 STONE QUARRY RD
PAYETTE, ID 83661°5134

CANDACE P HUMPHREYS.
C/OH HOOK RANCH
10495 .STONEQARRY RD
PAYETTE, ID 83661

WMICHAEL HUMPHREYS
C/OH HOOK RANCH
10495 STONE QUARRY RD
PAYETTE, ID.83661

SHERRILL M BAIRD
POBOX33263
PHEONIX, AZ 85067

· BRECKENRIDGE FAMILY LIMITED
PAlU'NERSHlP .
C/0 KATIE BRECKENRIDGE
POBOX685
PlCABO, ID 83348
BETTY M CURTIS
214MYRL
POCATELLO, ID 83201

LILAC THREE LLC/LILAC srx LLC. .
C/OJOAN MARTINKO MGR
1118 S BRADDOCK AVE (REA,R).
PITTSBURG, PA 15218

RONALD V CURTIS
. 2.14MYRLST
POCATELLO, ID 83201
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THE HUMPHREYS TRUST

10495 STONE QUARRY RD
. PA YETTE,.ID 83661

RONALD YINAL CURTIS
2128 MARIGOLD STl/2
POCATELLO, ID 83201

ANN FINLAYSON
. 374FAIRWAYDR.
POCATELLO, ID SB.91

CATHERJNE A KR.ATZ

KENNETH CRY AN
63 l S 7TH ST

POCATELLO, ID 83201

LAWRENCE J KR.A TZ
5352 W BUCKSKIN
POCATELLO, 1D 83201

BEYERLY I GREEN
859 WLANDER
POCATELLO, ID 83201

ERROL L GREEN
859WLANDER
POCATELLO, ID 83201

KATHERINE K WINTER
87 VALLEY VEIW DR
POCATELLO, ID 83204

FRED M WINTER
87 VALLEY VIEW
POCATELLO, ID 83204

LOUIS F RECJNE.JR
PO BOX 139!
POCATELLO, ID 83204

VER.SALLES REAL ESTATE CORF
.C/O ANDREE DOYLE
725 N RIVERSIDE DR #201
PO!v!PANO BEACH, FL 33062

JAMES R REYNOLDS JR.
544 LAKEMEAD WAY
REDWOOD CITY, CA 94062

T RANDY GILLETTE ..
11260 BONDSHIREDR
RENO, NV 8951 l

NANCYLOGAR
l.855 MAYBERRYDR
RENO, NV 89509

STAN HARRAH CORP
PO BOX 12968
RENO, NV 89510

PO BOX 12968
RENO, NV 89510

IDAHO AG CREDIT FLCA
POBOX386
REXBURG, ID 83440°0386

THOMAS KREEGER
7320HILLRD
ROSEVILLE, CA9566l

GLORJA BAIRD
JOBAIRDLN
SALMON, ID 83467-5023

. CHRISTINE E SCHOWENGERDT
2794HWY93.S
SALMON, ID 83467-5396 .

RICHARD w·scHOWEMGERDT ·.
2794HWY93S
SALMON, ID 83467-5396

CAROL ANNE SHEFTS
703HW'f93 N
SALMON; ID 83467

GREGORY MARTIN SHEFTS
703HWY93N
SALMON, ID .83467

TAMARA COLE
BOX 1416
SALMON, ID 83467

KAY M ELSETHAGEN
BOX 1416
SALMON, ID 83467

5352 W BUCKSKIN

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA .
ACTING.THROUGH
USDI FISH AND. WILPLIFE SERVICE
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING
911NE11THAVE
PORTLAND, OR 972324181

SALLYFOSS
BOX 1416
SALMON, ID 83467

. !{ATHY SUE SMITH
BOX 1416
•. SALMON, ID 83467

STATE OF. IDAHO
DEPT OF FISH & GAME
POBOX 1336
SALMON, ID 83467-1336

· DAVJDRPINGREE
1171 CHANDLER DR
SALTLAKECITY,UT84lo3. ·
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POCATELLO, ID 83201

VERNA HARRAH

USDEPTOF INTERIOR
BUREAU OFLANDMANAGEMEl
SALMON DISTRICT·
120.6 S CHALLIS ST
SALMON, ID 83467
SABEY D PINGREE
1171 CHANDLER DR
.SALT LAKE CI'fY2W' 84103

GERALDfNE M HEINER
4846 NANJLOA DR
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117

CORP OF TIIB PRE(;JDING BISHOP
REAL ESTATE DIV 12111 FLOOR
50 B NORTH TEMPLE ST
SALTLAKECTTY, UT 84150

DANIEL L BERMAN
50 S MAIN ST STE 1250
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84144

CORP PRES BISHOP LDS CHURCH
REAL ESTA TE D!VISION/NRS
50 E NORTII TEMPLE ST
12IBFLOOR
. SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84150-6320

PETERSEN RANCH TRUST
C/O CLARENCE E PETERSEN
585 W 33RD S
SALT LAKE.CITY, UT 84115

BARBARA J FRANKLIN
534 TAM-O-SHANTER DR
SAN 1\1'.ARCOS, CA 92069

MARK FRANKLIN
534 tAM-O-SHANTERDRIVE
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069

FOOTHILL DEVELOPMENT
9337 S 1300 E
SANDY, UT 84094

ANN S VANDERBILT
2651 COCONUTDR
SANlBEL, FL 33957

WILLIAM H VANDERBILT
2651 COCONUT DR
SANIBEL, FL 33957

CARMEN M ROMANOWSKI TRUST
319TANORD
SANTA FE, NM 87501

THOMAS A ROMANOWSKI TRUS'
319tANORD
SANTA FE, NM 87501

LOIS VON MORGANROTH
1223 MONTANA AVE
SANTA MO1'.~CA, CA 90403

SAMUEL F ARMOUR
944E!300N
SHELLEY, ID 83274

JIM SILVA

MICHAELM MP.LONEY
BOX487
SMITHERS, BC V012N0

PA TRICIA A MALONEY
BOX487
. SMITHERS, BC VOJ2N0

SHARON L BACK.US
1666 SPRING VISTA CT.
SPARKS, NV 89436:3636

FISaER CREEK PARTNERS t;LC
AN IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY CO
.HC63 BOX 9934
STANLEY, ID 83278

CRAIG V REMBER
HC 60 BOX 9928
STANLEY, Ih83278

WO-HE-LO SUBDIVISION
HC64BOX9951
STANLEY, ID 83278

. BEN ROY FORSGREN
HC67BOX300
STANLEY, ID 83278

CLIFF M HANSEN
. HC 64 BOX 9910
STANLEY, ID 83278 .

JUDY A HALL GRISWOLD ..
HC 64 i3OX9965
STANLEY, ID 83278

JANETT FORSGREN
HC 67 BOX 300.
STANLEY, ID 83278
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POBOX743
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0743

GLYNN BACKUS
1666 .SJ'RING VISTA CT
SPARKS, NV 89436-3636

REDFISH LAKE L"ODGE INC

cto JA.CKSEE

POBOX9
STANLEY, ID 83278

ELIZABETII L REMBER
HC 64 BOX 9928
STANLEY, ID 83278

ROBERT (J.GRJSWOLD
HC64BOX 9965
STANLEY;ID 83278

KEY BANK OF IJ)AHO TRUSTEE

IDAHOROCKYMOUNTAINRAN
HC 64 BOX 9934

STANLEY, ID 832~5

ROZAL YS B SMITH TRUST
fDAHO ROCKY MOUNTAIN RANCH
HC 64 BOX 9934
STANLEY, ID 83278

DORIS l SCHNEIDER
PO BOX 103
STANLEY, ID 83278

RICHARD L SCh'1'1EIDER
PO BOX 103
STANLEY, ID 83278

PATRICK RUSSELL
PO.BOX II
STANLEY, ID 83278

PHYLLIS RUSSELL
PO BOX 11
STANLEY, ID 83278

JOHN HOLLEY
PO BOX 113
STANLEY, ID 83278

ROZ HOLLEY
PO BOX 113
STANLBY, ID83278

CAROLE KLEIN
POBOX 146
STANLEY, ID 83278

CAROLE K. SORENSEN
PO BOX 146
STANLEY, ID 83278

FLORIS NEUSTAED.TER
PO BOX 170
STANLEY, ID 83278

RICHARD A NEUSTAEDTER
PO BOX 170
STANLEY, ID 83278

CSLINC
PO BOX 193
STANLEY, ID 83278-0193

KHEMA R DANNER
PO BOX 196
STANLEY, ID 83278~0196

STEPHEN L SIEMERS
PO BOX 196
STANLEY, 1D 83278-0196

BRETT WOOLLEY
POBOX23
STANLEY, ID 83278

DANIEL WOOLLEY
POBOX23
STANLEY, ID 83278

ALISON L HAMMERBECK
POBOX268
. STANLEY, ID 83278

DANiEL J HAMMBRBECK
POBOX268
STANLEY, ID 83278

POBOX270
STANLEY, ID 83278

TilEODORE M WELP
POBOX270
STANLEY, ID 83278

ANNPHILL
POBOX281
STANLBY, ID 83278

PAULDHlLL
POBOX281
STANLEY, ID 83218 ·

MICHAEL PlVA
POBOX.308
STANLEY, ID 83278

ESTELLE A COOK
PO.BOX400
STANLEY, ID 83278

.b ELAINE WELP

GEORGE E COOK
POBOX400 ·. ·....
STANLEY;, ID 83278

. . . MVICTORIA .MUMFORD .
POBbX402
STANLEY, ID 83278

JACK NIECE

RUTH V NIECE .

POBOX45

PO.BOX45
STANLEY, ID 83278

STANLEY, ID 85278

~
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BERBERT w MUMFORD llI .
POBOX402
STANLEY, ID 83278

CITY OF STANLEY
POBOX53 .
STANLEY, ID 8327836 .

l

I

SAWTOOTH INTERPRETIVE &
H!STORJCAL ASSN

DONALD CUTLER
PO BOX 65 fl:WY 21
STANLEY, JD 83278

SHARON CUTLER
PO BOX 65 HWY 21
STANLEY, lD 83278

POBOX75

KENNETH ERICKSEN
POBOX78
STANLEY, JD 83278

TOMDREWIEN
POBOX83
STANLEY, ID 83278

DELA DEVLIN BRUBAKER
POBOX.97
STANLEY, JD 83278

FRED HAROLD BRUBAKER
POBOX97
STANLEY, IO 83278

IDAHO ROCKY MOUNTAIN CLUB INC
STANLEY
STANLEY, ID 83278

RICHARD J ANDREWS
SUNBEAM VILLAGE
HC67BOX310
STANLEY, ID 83278

ROJOEMCO
POBOX4
C/0 RON SMITH
STANLEY, ID 83278

LLOYD LUKKES
8472 WINSTON RD
STANTON, CA 90680

VALLEY SUN LLC
C/0 ANN M DOWN
PQBOX844
SUN VALLEY, ID 83353.0844 .

JERl L. WAXENBERG
PO BOX 1680
SUN VALLEY, Ii) 83353

FREDERICK H BLECHMANN 1RUST
PO BOX 184
SUN VALLEY, ID 83353

SUSAN P PERIN
POBOX2338
SUN VALLEY, ID 83353-2338

CLYDE FULLER
Pb BOX 151
SUNDANCE, WY 82729

CLEO ROBERTS
PO.BOX 151
SUNDANCE, WY 82729

BARBARA J MAC MILLEN
705FOSSRD
TALENT, OR97540

US ANTIMONY CORP
POBOX643
THOMPSON FALLS, MT.59873 ·

ELIZABETH C TIERNEY
2832DOWAVE
TUSTIN, CA92680

. RICHARD E MAC ri1ILLEN
705 FbSS RI)
. TALENT, OR 97S40

STANLEY, JD 83278 .

THOMAS MROBERTSON
1562NDAVEW
PO BOX 525 ..
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0525

· BILL BABCOCK
1927 ALTURAS p-R-TWlN FALLS, ID 83301

. HELEN A CUTLER
2233 HILLCREST DR
. TWIN PALLS, 1D 83301

JOHNMMCK.AIN.
253 MARTIN. ST.
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301

MELBOURNEH JENSEN
2615 FALLS AVEB
TW1NFALLS, ID 83301

GER;\LD .K GUNTER
3250WCANYONRIDGE DR
'fWIN. FALLS, ID 83301 ·

NANCY GUNTER
3250 W CANYON RIDGE DR
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301

PATRICIA I COOPER,·
588 l3UCKINGHAM
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301

RC COOPER
5.88 BUCKINGHAM
TWIN FALLS, ID 8:JW I,

-
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KAREN PORTER
598 SU1'fRISE BL VD N
T\lv'IN FALLS, JD 8330 l

ROBERT J PORTER ff
598 SUNRJSE BLVD N
TWfN FALLS, !D 8330 I

MARK ANDERSON
87! .MORNINGSIDE DR
.TWIN FALLS, !D 83301

US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE
SAWTOOTH NATIONAL FOREST
2647 KIMBERLY RD E
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-7976

NEAL H MORRISON
PO BOX 165
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303

RJCKCPARKS
.POBOX.801
.
TWIN PALLS, II) 83303'080 I

MARY LYNNE HARRIS
35955HWY79

WANNER SPRINGS, CA 92086 .

JAMES LEE BEHRENS
35955HWY79
WARNER SPRINGS, CA 9208.6

I
f

W MICHAEL HUMPHREYS
72ABBOTTRD
WELLESLEY, MA 2181

BERT L CHESNEY
16RONDELDR
WEWOKA, OK 74884 .

. YANKEE PORK GOLD DREDGE ASSN
PO'BOX459
WENDELL, ID 83355

JOHN SIMPSON
309 MANDELLA

WOODSIDE, CA 94062

SCOTT CAMPBELL !SB NO. 2251
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT,
ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED
· 101 S CAPITOL BLVD .po BOX 829

· BOISE, ID 83701

.

,
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THE DANIEL J MAHONEY JR .
LIPET1ME TRUST U
Cl()JOJIN D WARD ESQ
1200 NEW HAMPSHIRE AYE
NWSUTIE800
WASHINGTON, DC 20036-6802
JAMES R PETERS .

605 BRO RUN RD
WESTCHESTER,PA 19382

LYNN SIMPSON
309 MANDELLA
WOODSIDE, CA 94062

State of Idaho

DEPARTMENT OF VVP,..TER RESOURCES·
322 East Front Street, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720-0098
Phone: (208) 287-4800 Fax: (208) 287-6700 \Veb Site: www.idwr.idabo.gov.
DIRK KEMPTHOR.NE
Governor

April7,2006

',

Re:

KARLJ, DREW:R

DireCtor

Amended Final Order Creating Upper Salmon River Water District in
Administrative Basins 71 & 72

Dear Water Right Holder:
Enclosed please find a copy of the Amended Final Order Creating the Upper Salmon River
Basin \Vater District No. 170. This Amended Final Order is issued in response to a petition of
reconsideration that had been filed with the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources
(IDWR) after issuance of the Final Order on March 6, 2006. Also enclosed is an infonnational sheet
that explains options for responding to final orders.
·

· The Amended Final Order revises and/or adds certain paragraphs to the Final Order but does
not change the Director's decision from the Final Order regarding the creation of the Upper Salmon
River.Basin WaterDistrict No. 170. The Amended Final Order does notchange the status or
scheduling of the Water District No.17011nnual meeting, which remains scheduled as follows:
7:00 p.m., Tuesday, April 11, 2006
at the. American Legion Memorial Building
221 l\1ain St., Challis, Idaho
The water district meeting is necessary to elect a watermaster, consider selection ofan
advispry committee and adopt a budget for the operation of1he district
Please contact this office, the IDWRregional office in Twill Falls, or the Salmon Field
Office in Salmon if you have any questions concerning this matter.. · ·
·

Sincere!)',

,

~~./.- ~
..

TimLuke .·..
Manager, Water Distribution Section ·

Enclosures

·. Letter to Water Right Holders Transmitting The Amended Final Order
Creating Water District April 7, 2006
- 6 o7 -

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER
CREATING WATER DISTRICT NO. 170

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)

AGENCY'S CERTIFICATE
OFRECORD

)
) ss
.)

I, David R. Tuthill, Jr., Interim Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources, do
hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in the above-entitled matter was compiled and
bound under my direction,. and is a true and correct record of the pleadings, papers and ·
proceedings therein as shown in the index to this record.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set by hand and affixed the seal of the
Department of Water Resources at Boise, Idaho tl:iis

o2f

day of March, 2007

o~

&

.'fc..·.· . ). .~
-~.··
... ;.·•. "'··· ·...· ·....
. ... .R.TUTHILL, JR., . ·
DAVIP.

. Interim Director

AGENCY;S CERTIFICATE OF RECORD - Page 1
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Wild & Scenic
Water Rights Agreement
Upper Salmon River Basin
Meeting with Upper Salmon
Water bistriet Steering Committee
Septemher 13, 2005

Challis, ID

Background of Agreement
• 1997 SRBA Federal Reserved Rights Order
- Fed Wilderness areas entitled to reserved rights
for unappropriate4 flows

1998 SRBA Wild & Scenic Decision
• Mainstem Sallnon W& S reach entitled to
reserved right for unappropriated flows

1999 Idaho Supreme Court Decision
. • Affirmed 1997 SRBA Decision

PRINTOUT OF POWERPOINT PRESENTATION BY TIM LUKE AT MEETING IN CHALLIS SEPTEMBER 13, 2005

ADDENDUM

- 609 -

240

Background of Agreement
October 1999: IDWR Moratorium
- Affecting areas within and tributruy to Wilderness
areas (surface water & ground water)

2000 Idaho Supreme Court Decision
- Water right reserved for Salmon W&S reach
~ Remanded to court for quantification

2004 Wild & Scenic River Stipulation

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
• Fed Reserved Jnstream Flow right
subordinated to all rights upstream of
Shoupe Gage with priority senior to
9/1/2003

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
• Fed Jnstream Flow right subordinated to 150
cfs of new developm~nt when flow at Shoup
gage is less than 1,280 cfs
- including up to 5,000 acres of irr_igation

.

PRINTOUT OF POWERPOINT PRESENTATION BY TIM LUKE AT MEETING IN CHALLIS SEPTEMBER 13, 2005

ADDENDUM

-: 610 -

241

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
Fed lnstream Flow right subordinated to
additional 225 cfs of new development when
flow at Shoup gage is greater than 1,280 cfs
- including additional I 0,000 acres of
irrigation

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
Rights in first 150 cfs block not used in an
entire year can be temporarily replaced by
rights in second 225 cfs block
- equal number of cfs and/or acres
- based on priority date order

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
·Processing of existing applications and
appropriation of 150 cfs may take several
years or more
• Until 150 cfs developed, all new rights may
be delivered even if delivery dlminishes
Wild & Scenic River flows

PRINTOUT OF POWERPOINT PRESENTATION BY TIM LUKE AT MEETING IN CHALLIS SEPTEMBER 13, 2005

ADDENDUM

-

611 .-'-

242

Agreement Summary
, Main Salmon
W&S rights also subordinate to domestic,
deminimus stockwater, non,consumptive, &
instream flow rights
Also subordinate to municipal rights, except
new hookups with capacity of2 cfs or more.

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
Diversions for new water rights must have:
a) Lockable controlling works
b) Measuring device

c) Data logger or other continuous monitoring &
recording device for rate of flow

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
IDWR must establish Upper Salmon Water
District
-

Objectives ofDisfrict as per agreement

i) Collect-Md record diversion data
ii) Enforce water rights in priorily
iii) Curtail unauthorized or excessive diversions

PRINTOUT OF POWERPOINT PRESENTATION BY TIM LUKE AT MEETING IN CHALLIS SEPTEMBER 13, 2005

ADDENDUM

- 612 -
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Agreement Summary
Upper Salmon Water District
•

Creation of one district for Upper Salmon
-

Initiate in Basins 71 & 72 six months after
Fed rights are decreed

-

Existing water districts converted to
sub-districts within USWD
Other sub#districts can be formed
Include surface water & ground water

-

Stipulation Summary
Upper Salmon Water District
Requirements of!DWR & Watermaster
a)
b}
c}
d)
e)
0

Systematic inventory of diversions
Evaluate needs for sub-districts/deputy watermasters
Require measuring devices & headgates as needed
Regularly visi: diveIBions & record measurements
Quarterly reporting of diversions (sw & gw)
Enforcement

g) Annual Reports & Budgets

Upper Salmon Water District
Timelirte for Creation
•
•
•
•

.

Petition SRBA Court in May, 2005
SRBA Court Hearing (9/20/05)
DWR Public Meeting & Hearing (Oct/Nov)
District Annual. Meeting: March, 2006
(limited to Basins 71 & 72)
Add' Basins 73, 74 & 75 in 2006-07,
operational in 2007 .

.

PRINTOUT OF POWERPOINT PRESENTATION BY TIM LUKE AT MEETING IN CHALLIS SEPTEMBER 13, 2005

ADDENDUM

- 613
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Time.line for Creating tlJ>per
Salmon Water District

Basins 71 & 72""

,.,_,

Fl•o!On! .. S!l;'>t'tl

-~-- ·---- --_--·. __
ltr.1115

=~a....r..-

ki,,tl,,,Mo,, ..

"'"'
L•••••
kl,,,l,ol,o~.I:.
!nl'I-,,_
_ _ "'

""~..._.,
..,~

..-l~

•"""'l:iofo

-

ll'IS.'111

II~

Upper Salmon Water District
Conceptual Organization

.

~"
-"·"
~~

PRINTOUT OF POWERPOINT PRESENTATION BY TIM LUKE AT MEETING IN CHALLIS SEPTEMBER 13, 2005

ADDENDUM
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Upper Salmon Water District
Organization Considerations

•

Governance/Advisory Committee
Budgeting/Assessments
- As one district or retain within subdistri~ts?
Staffmg & Office
Watermaster requirements

Upper Salmon Water District
Organization Considerations
Potential consolidation of tributary districts
into one sub-district
-

Potential for less personnel
Avoid duplication of efforts
Retain trib watermasters as seasonal staff

.

Upper Salmon Water District
Organization Considerations
Next Steps

•
•

Steering Committee
Publfo Meeting
Hearing

PRINTOUT OF POWERPOINT PRESENTATION BY TIM LUKE AT MEETING IN CHALLIS SEPTEMBER 13, 2005

ADDENDUM
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246

PRINTOUT OF POWERPOINT PRESENTATION BY TIM LUKE AT MEETING IN CHALLIS SEPTEMBER 13, 2005

ADDENDUM

- 616 -

247

Creation of the
Upper Salmon Water District
Moving Foiward with Creation
Timeline, District Organization,
& Watermaster Duties
Tim Luke, Manager
Water Distribution Section
Idaho Departme111 of Water Resourees
October 24. 2005
Challis.ID

Upper Salmon Water District
Timeline for Creation
Petition SRBA Court in May, 2005
•

SRBA Court Hearing: 9/20/2005

• · !DWR Public Meeting: I 0/24/2005
•

!DWR Hearing: 11/9/2005

_,

Upper Salmon Water District
Timeline for Creation
•

District Annual Meeting: March, 2006
(limited to Basins 71 & 72) ·

•

Add Basins 73, 74 & 75 in 2006-07,
operational in. 2007.
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Timclin~ for Creating Upper
Salmon W,itcr District

Basins 71 & n•

PROPOSED WATER DISTRICT
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN

.._
m---~11,,j.

c:ii.........,..,_ .....,".,u
.~-..-~"""'

2006

1~_,,1~-..- ~ -

PROPOSED WATER DISTRICT
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN

2007

•••

1!1'..... ! ' -

·-+·
•
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Upper Salmon Water District
Organization Considerations
Steering Committee Initiated
Two meetings held: 9/13/05 & 10/4/05
Reps from all Upper Salmon basins
- irrigation, cities, county, state, feds, &
industrial interests
• include reps from existing water districts

Upper Salmon Water District
Steering Committee
Basin 71: Jay Neider, Katie Breckenridge,
Cliff Hansen (Cnty Commissioner)
Basin 72: Jack Challis, Jim Hawkins, Gary
Chamberlain (JWRB), B Doughty
Basin 73: Ted O'Neal, Stan Dowton
Basin 74: Carl Ellsworth, James Whittaker,
Bruce Mulkey, Bob. Loucks

Upper Salmon Water District
Steering Committee
Basin 75:. Dave McFarland, Bill Gattung,
City of Salmon
State Reps: Sen. Don Burtenshaw
Rep. Lenore Barrett
Feds: Bob Kenworthy (USPS)
Al Bittner (BLM)
.
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Upper Salmon Water District
Organization Considerations
Next Steering Committee Meeting: I 1/14/05
Open meetings, all participate
Purpose of committee:
• like a WD advisory committee
- develop resolutions for annual meeting
- governance & budget considerations

Upper Salmon Water District
Organization Considerations
Committee Meeting Issues:
W&S Agreement Requirements
Organization of district
Watermaster & watennaster duties
Water measurement & reporting
Regulation (meas devices & headgates)
• Resolutions & Budgets

Upper Salmon Water District
Organization Considerations
Wild & Scenic Provisions:
•

Cenvert existing water districts ta subdistricts as appropriate

•

Form other sub-districts as necessary
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Water Districts in the
Upper Salmon River Basin

1~_,_J--~:. ... ~···:" 11r..

Basin Maps of
Hydrology &

Water Right
Diversions

Upper Salmon Water District
Conceptual Organization

--

-11.

-'Ml .. -

n

..
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Upper Salmon Water District
Watermaster Duties
What does umbrella watermaster do?
Oversee sub-district watem1asters
Coordinate w/sub-districts on measurement
& reporting procedures
Collect diversion data from sub-districts
~ assures diversions are measured & reported
• provide quali1y oontrol

.

Upper Salmon Water District
Watermaster Duties
What does umbrella watermaster do?
Measuring devices & headgates:
- recommendations

• compliance
- calibration

Upper Salmon Water District
Watermaster Duties
What does umbrella watermaster do?
• Delivery & regulation of water rights
- guidance/assistance to sub-districts
.. monitoring foF excessive use,
out-of-priority diversions
- use or implement computer programs
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Upper Salmon Water District
Watermaster Duties
What does umbrn!la watermaster do?
Reporting
- Quarterly diversion reports
- Budget reports
(includes annual uset assessments, &
financial review)

Upper Salmon Water District
Watermaster Duties
What does umbrella watermaster do?
Enforcement
- assistance to sub-districts regarding illegal
use and compliance issues
- annual rnview of satellite imagery
Training of sub-district watermasters

Upper Salmon Water District
Watermaster Duties
What does umbrella watermaster do?
Water rights administration
- address ownership issues
- water right transfers/exchanges
- assure diversion~water right links
- OPS/identifieation of diversions
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Upper Salmon Water District
Watermaster Duties
What does umbrella watermaster do?
• Representative of users
- coordination with State, IDWR, Feds and
local agencies
- involvement w/Watershed Project on water
right related projects

.

Upper Salmon Water District
Benefits ofUSWD & watermaster?
Oversight
Accountability
Local expertise to sub-districts & users

Upper Salmon Water District
Some Re.guirements of District & Watermaster?
• Elect Watermaster, Advisory Committee &
Treasurer
- maintain fin"11cial accounts and review
- budget: assessments & reports
- comply w/employment requirements
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Upper Salmon Water District
Some Reguirements of District & Watermaster?
• Maintain office contact/presence
• phone contact, access to standard equip

• Minimum PC & commul1ication requirements
- cell, fux, DSL or od1er broadband link
• G!S/GPS software & experience
• other PC experience

Upper Salmon Water District
Organization Considerations
Next Steps
Hearing on November 9th
• Continue Steering Committee meetings
• draft resolutions for annual meeting
• Annual Meeting - March 2006
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D,lt,'lltJSUTION OF LUIN 74

WATUt DIWMIONS
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Informational Meeting - Creation v, the Upper
Salmon Water District

October 24. 2005

Creation of the
Upper Salmon Water District
Background lnfamatlon What Brought Us to This Point In
Water Distribution, and Why Do We
We Need to Go Ftrther?
Prfflmllionby

Dave Tuthilf1 Administrator,
Water Management Oivislon
Idaho Department of Water Resources

Discussion Items, Informational ME!!lting in
Challis, October 24, 2005
• In the beginning .••
• Status of the SRBA
• Anadromous issues
• Wild and Scenic water rights
• Status of the Moratorium
• Standards for creating a new Water District
• Thoughts for the Future

Example,:

• Eastem Snakt Rain Aqtifff
• 1.aww snn Rlv.tOlversionf

• Sa&non RMN'Ss*I
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Informational Meeting - Creation ,.,, the Upper
Salmon Water District

October 24. 2005

Scale: River basin
Issue: Irrigation

Scale: Northwest US
Issue: Anadromous f,sheries

Status of the SRBA
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Informational Meeting - Creation a, me Upper
Salmon Water District

October 24. 2005

SRBA Summary
as of October 11, 2005

ICounts of Water Rights I
OD,c:mi:d"

•aubm~d,Aw.fflns,
Diena

11#,39Z

0 Biting Rn.dflld for

Submlttat

Snake River Basin
Adjudication
Directo~s Reports
For lrrtgation and Other Rights

Basin 72
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Informational Meeting - Creation o, "1e Upper
Salmon Water District

October 24. 2005

Anadromous Issues

Anadromous Issues
• The Endangered Species Act provides
powerful protections for anadromous species
• Diversions of water can impact anadromous
species viability in certain stream reaches
• The Upper Salmon River Basin is a high
profile area relaUve to anadromous species
habitat
> Fish hatcheries on the Pahsimeroi and the sa1mon
> Expanded federal pre sence in the basin
.

Wild and Scenic Water Rights
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Informational Meeting - Creation o, <11e Upper
Salmon Water District

October 24. 2005

Options Facing Idaho
• Allow individuals and organizations to
face takings issues on their own
• Enter into negotiations as between the
State of Idaho and the Federal
Government

Background of Agreement
• 1997 SRBA Federal Reserved Rights
Order
• Fed Wilderness areas entlfled to reseived
rights for unappropriated flows

• 1998 SRBA Wild & Scenic Decision
- Mainstem Salmon W& S reach entitled to
reseived right for unappropriated flows

• 1999 Idaho Supreme Court Decision
• Affinned 1997 SRBA Decision

8ackground of Agreement
• October 1999: IDWR Moratorium
• Affeoling areas within and tributary to
Wilderness
waler)

areas (surface water & ground

• 2000 Idaho Supreme Court Decision
- Water right reseived for Salmon W&S reach
- Remanded to court for quantification

• 2004 WIid & Scenic River Stipulation
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Informational Me('jt/ng - Creation
Salmon Water District

v,

,ne Upper

October 24. 2005

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
• Fed Reserved lnstream Flow right
subordinated to all rights upstream of
Shoupe Gage with priority senior to
9/1/2003

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
• Fed lnstream Flow right subordinated to
150 cfs of new development when flow
at Shoup gage is less than 1,280 cfs
- including up to 5,000 acres·of irrigation

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
• Fed lnstream Flow right subordinated to
additional 225 cfs of new development
when flow at Shoup gage is greater than
1,280 cfs
• including additional 10,000 acres of
Irrigation
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Informational Meeting- Creation
Salmon Water District

o, -Ihe Upper

October 24. 2005

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
• Rights in first 150 cfs block not used in
an entire year can be temporarily
replaced by rights in second 225 cfs
block
- equal number of cfs and/or acres
- based on priority date order

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
• Processing of existing applications and
appropriation of 150 cfs may take
several years or more
• Until 150 cfs developed, all new rights
may be delivered even if delivery
diminishes Wild & Scenic River flows

.

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
• W&S rights also subordinate to
domestic, deminimus stockw;iter, nonconsumptive, & instream flow rights
• Also subordinate to municipal rights, .
except new hookups with capaelty o12
cfs or more.
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Informational Meeting- Creation o, aie Upper
Salmon Water District

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
•

Diversions for new water rights must
have:

•>

Lockable contromng works
Measuring device
c) Data logger or other continuous
monitoring & recording device for rate of
flow
b)

Agreement Summary
Main Salmon
•

IDWR must establish Upper Salmon
Water District
> Obiectives of District as per agreement
Q
i)
iii)

collect and recoro diversion data
Enforce water rights in poorlty
Curtafl unauthorized or excessi ve diversions

Agreement Summary
Unner Salmon Water District
•

Creation of one district for Upper Salmon
> Initiate In Basins 71 & 72 six months after Fed
rights· are decreed

>

>
>

Existing wator du,llfcts converted 10
dlsllfcts Wilhln US WD
Other sub41strlcts oan be formed
Include surface water & ground water

sut>-
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Informational Meeting- Creation c,, .,1e Upper
Salmon Water District

"

•

,.

,a

·-

October 24. 2005

·-+·
'

Status of the Moratoruim
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October 24. 2005

fnformationaf Meeting - Creation o, ,ne Upper
Salmon Water District

Moratoriums in the Upper
Salmon River Basin
• Memo drafted to deal with Moratoriums
• Memorandum is being reviewed
concurrently with water district creation

.

Standards for Creating a New
Water District

Stipulation Summary
Upper Salmon Water District

•

Requirements of IDWR & Watermaster
a)

b)

.,

Syslemallc lnvento,y or di veralons
Evaluate need• for sub-di$1ilCIB/deputy

watemiaster,

Require measuring devices & headgat.. as

needed

d)

RegµJarly visit <fwersions & reconl

•l

Quarteliy reporting of di ver1iOlls (sw & gw)
Enforcement

Q

"

measurements

Annual Reports & Budgets
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Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company
Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
M0PFA IT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I
Telephone (208) J45-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
18976

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
1N THE MATIER OF THE PROPOSED
CREATION OF A WATER DISTRICT IN THE
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN AREA IN
ADMlNISTRATIVE BASINS 71 & 72

WRITTEN COMMENTS OF THOMPSON
CREEK MINlNG COMPANY

Case No. 39576
Scott L. Campbell of MOFFA IT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK AND FIELDS, CHTD., on
behalf of Thompson Creek Mining Company ("Thompson Creek"), hereby submits the following
written comments.

I.
INTRODUCTION

On November 9, 2005, Karl J. Dreher, the Director ("Director") of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") conducted a, Public Hearing for Proposed Water ·
District for creation in the Upper Salmon River Basin Area in Administrative Basins 71 and 72.

i! ~

t

SCANNED ~
.
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Thompson Creek owns decreed water rights which will be affected by the creation of the
proposed water district. Therefore, it is an interested party with vested property rights which will
be affected and has standing to comment upon and potentially contest the intended creation of
the proposed water district.
This constitutes the written comments ofTI10mpson Creek in response to the
Idaho Department of Water Resources Public Hearing for Proposed Water District, conducted on
November 9, 2005, in Challis, Idaho. These written comments are submitted in compliance with
and pursuant to the applicable provisions of Idal10 Code Section 42-604.

II.
DISCUSSION
The statutory authority of the Director to create a water district is circumscribed
in Idaho Code Section 42-604. As a public official of the State ofidaho, the Director possesses
only those powers and authorities explicitly conferred by legislative enactment or as extended by
reasonable clarifications of statutory authority in duly adopted rules and regulations.' Beker

Industries v. Georgetown Irrigation District, 101 Idaho 187,610 P.2d 546 (1980); LC.§ 42-603.
Since the Director has not adopted rules or regulations concerning the creation of water districts,

his authority is confined to the specific language ofidaho Code Section 42-604.
A.

Idallo Code Section 42-604
The relevant provisions ofidaho Code Section 42-604 describe the procedural

and .substantive parameters for the creation of a water district by the Director. For the purposes
of these comments, the initial portions of the statute which are relevant state:
The director may create, revise the boundaries of, or abolish a
water district or combine two (2) or more water districts by entry
1

Additionally, the Director's authority is extended to include the applicable
interpretations of the relevant statutes and rules or regulations by the Idaho Appellate Courts.
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of an order if such action is required in order to properly
administer uses of the water resource. Copies of the order shall
be sent by regular maii to all holders of rights to the waters
affected by the order. The director's order is subject to judicial
review as provided in section 42-l 701A, Idaho Code.

Id. (emphasis added).
Nothing in the administrative record created before or provided to the affected
water users at the Public Hearing for Proposed Water District supports a detennination by the
Director that creation of the water district is "required iJt order to properly administer uses of
tlte water resource." Nor could there be any legitimate administrative record justification for

such a determination with respect to the water rights of Thompson Creek.

B.

Thompson Creek- U.S. Forest Service Settlement
Thompson Creek has been a party to the Snake River Basin Adjudication

Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, which produced the "SRBA Wild and Scenic Rivers
Agreement between the United States and the State ofidaho" throughout the course of the
litigation over the U.S. Forest Service water right claims for instream flow federal reserved water
rights. Thompson Creek and the U.S. Forest Service settled their disputes in the Consolidated ·
Subcase, as documented in the Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and
Dismissing Objections, dated May 29, l 998, (Exhibit A). This stipulation received a complete
review by all of the parties to the Consolidated Subcase proceeding, and despite opposition to the
settlement by the State ofidaho (the only objector to it), the SRBA District Judge issued an
Order approving the stipulation on June 16, 1998, (Exhibit B).
The stipulation and the subsequent Order specifically subordinated any water
rights ultimately obtained by the U. S. Forest Service to the water tights of Thompson Creek.

See Stipulation, pp. 3-4; Order pp. 1-2, 1 2.
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Following the conclusion of the Thompson Creek/ U.S. Forest Service Settlement
in June 1998, litigation continued among the remaining parties until the SRBA District Judge
issued the Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees on November 16, 2004,
(Exhibit C), and the Amended Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees on
November 18, 2004, (Exhibit.D). As this last Order makes clear, Thompson Creek did not sign
and was not a party to the Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and
Entry of Partial Decrees (Exhibit E). In fact, Thompson Creek filed a timely objection to the
Stipulation and Joint Motion which was resolved by agreement as to the form of the final Order.

See Exhibit D, p. 1. More importantly, this Order specifically provides:
2.
The Stipulation is hereby approved, provided, that the
provisions of paragraph 2 of the Stipulation ("paragraph 2") that
address administration of water rights are covenants among the
signatory parties only and shall not be binding on this Court or
non-signatory parties with regard to administration of water rights
by IDWR. The Court retains jurisdiction for the purpose of
resolving disputes among the signatory parties regarding
implementation and enforcement of the Stipulation. The
provision,s of paragraph 2 shall not affect the rights of Thompson
Creek or any other non-signatory party to participate in and object
to any motion for interim administration, proceeding for creation
of a water district, or other administrative action or other judicial
proceeding affecting their water 1ights or their use, diversion, or
measurement of water; nor shall the provisions of paragraph 2
affect the disposition or review of such proceedings.

Id.
By virtue of these provisions, Thompson Creek believes that the Director can not
reasonably or legally determine that the creation of the proposed water district is "required in

order to properly administer uses of tlte water resource." This is particularly true with regard to
Thompson Creek's water rights, because of the specific subordination of the U.S. Forest Service
instream flow water rights under the Thompson Creek/ U.S. Forest Service Settlement
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("Thompson Creek Settlement") and because of the clear language of the Cami's Order, "nor
shall the provisions of paragraph 2 affect the disposition or review of such proceedings."
Because of the subordination provisions of the Thompson Creek Settlement, no
administration of the Thompson Creek water rights is necessary "to properly admi11ister uses of

the water resource." No such administration was deemed necessary by the Director before the
"SRBA Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement between the United States and the State ofidaho."

See Notice of Public Information Meeting and Hearing (Exhibit E).
Based upon the clear prohibition of the last sentence of paragraph 2 of the Order
ofNovember 18, 2004 (Exhibit D), the Director may not rely upon the terms of the so-called
"SRBA Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement between the United States and the State ofldaho," to
justify a decision to create the proposed water district. See Exhibit E, p. 2. In fact, the only
possible justification for the proposed action by the Director is that agreement. As a non-party
with specifically reserved rights, pursuant to the SRBA District Court Order of November 18,
2004 (Exhibit D), Thompson Creek believes that the Director has no legally supportable basis for
creation of the proposed water district. Such an action would violate that Order and would not
be supportable under the statutory language ofidaho Code Section 42-604. This position is
further supported by the testimony of all of the witnesses at the November 9, 2005 h1;:aring, who
uniformly stated that the existing water districts in the region were sufficient and there was no
valid reason for the creation of the new "umbrella" water district proposed by the Director. See
Transcript of Hearing (Exhibit F).

C.

Notice Requirements of Idaho Code Section 42"604 Unsatisfied
As a separate basis for contesting the proposed creation of the water district,

Thompson Creek believes the Director has failed to comply with the mandatory notice
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requirements of Idaho Code Section 42-604. The statute requires that the notice for the proposed
creation of a water district must "describe the proposed action to be taken, the reasons therefore
[sic], the time and place ofa hearing to be held concerning the proposed action... "

In view of the clear prohibition of the Order of November 18, 2004 (Exhibit D),
precluding reliance of paragraph 2 of the Stipulation (Exhibit E) for creation of a water district,
the Notice of Proposed Water District (Exhibit G) contains no legitimate explanation of the
reasons for the proposed action. Consequently, the notice fails to comply with the specific
requirements ofidaho Code Section 42-604, and is legally flawed.

III.
CONCLUSION

The Director of the IDWR may exercise only the authority specifically granted by
legislative enactment. That applies with particular force here, where a new water district is
proposed which wiU impose greater costs for individual water right owners and duplicate
existing water district administration in basins with existing districts. The statutory restrictions
upon the Director's authority are even more important in view of the imposition of this new
water district upon non-parties to the stipulation (Exhibit E), in apparent violation of the Order
of November 18, 2004 (Exhibit D).
The Director has not satisfied the statutory requirements of Idaho Code
Section 42-604 or the judicial limitations imposed upon his exercise of the authority granted by
that provision. Consequently, under the present circumstances, based upon the existing
administrative record and the applicable law, the Director can not legally create the proposed
Upper Salmon River Basin Area Water District.
DATED this

JJJE day of November, 2005.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Jgday of November, 2005, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing WRITTEN COMMENTS OF THOMPSON CREEK MINING
COMPANY to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Karl Dreher, Director
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATBRRBsOURCBS

P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720
Fax: 208-287-6700

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
{ ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

M

Scott L. Campbell
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &

FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., JOtl1 Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
l 8976.7
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
IN THE MA TIER OF CREATING THE
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER
DISTRICT NO. 170)

THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY,
Petitioner,
vs.

Case No. CV-2006-66

OBJECTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE
RECOR.n LODGED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF ,v ATER
RESOURCES

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,
Respondent.

On March 21, 2007, the Department of Water Resources served upon Thompson
Creek Mining Company its Notice ofLodging of Transcript and Record in the above-referenced

OBJECTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD LODGED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OFWATERRESOURCES-1
ADDENDUM
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matter. Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(j), Thompson Creek hereby objects to the
administrative record lodged by the Department because it omits several documents that are
either directly relevant to, or that provide critical background and context regarding, the creation
of Water District 170 ("WDl 70").

I.
A.

DISCUSSION

The Administrative Record Should Include Documents Related to the
Federal Government's Wild & Scenic Rivers Act ,vater Right Claims in the
Snake River Basin Adjudication.
The administrative record in this case should include certain documents from the

previous legal proceeding that addressed water right claims filed in the Snake River Basin
Adjudication (the "SRBA") by the fedenil government based on the Wild &Scenic Rivers Act.
The Department has stated on numerous occasions that WD 170 was formed in order to
implement the agreement betvreen the federal government, the state ofidaho, and various other
parties that purported to resolve the disputes over those claims. Accordingly, certain documents
from that proceeding provide background and context that is critical to an understanding of the
current dispute over the fonnation ofWDl 70.

In the SRBA, the federal government fi Jed several claims to instream flow water
rights that it asserted were reserved to it by the federal Wild & Scenic Rivers Act. See, e.g.,
Exhibits A and B. Several parties, including Thompson Creek, objected to these claims, and
these claims and objections became the subject of consolidated subcase 75-13316 in the SRBA.

See, e.g., Exhibits C and D. On August 20, 2004, the federal goverrrment, the state ofldaho, and
several of the objectors settled this dispute over the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act claims in a
stipulation that became known as the Wild & Scenic Rivers Agreement. See Exhibit N. This
Agreement was approved by the SRBA district court on November l 8, 2004. See Exhibit R.

OBJECTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD LODGED BY .
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And, paragraph 2(b) of that Agreement states that the Department is required to create a new
water district in Basins 7 J and 72. Exhibit Nat 3-4.
The administrative record lodged by the Department demonstrates that WD 170
was created in order to implement the Wild & Scenic Rivers Agreement and its water district
provision. See, e.g., R. at 57, 59, 65. Due to this direct relationship between the Wild & Scenic
Rivers Agreement and the creation ofWDl 70, documents related to the Agreement and the
federal Wild & Scenic Rivers Act water right claims should be included in the administrative
record. Without them and the background and context that they provide, a full understanding of
the issues in the current proceeding will not be possible.
Importantly, Thompson Creek does not suggest that all documents. from
consolidated subcase. 75-13316 should be included in the administrative record. Rather,
Thompson Creek believes that the following documents, which are attached to this Objection as
Exhibits, are sufficient to provide the necessary background and context:
1.

Notice of Claim to a Water Right Resen,ed Under Federal Law
(Amended), by the United States of America (Water Right No. 75-13316)
(undated) {Exhibit A).

2.

Notice of Claim to a Water Right Reserved Under Federal Law
(Amended), by the United States of America (Water Right No. 77-11941)
(undated) (Exhibit B).

3.

Objection, by Thompson Creek Mining Company (Water RightNo.
75-13316, Oct. l l, 1995) (Exhibit C).

4.

·Objection, by Thompson Creek Mining Company (\Vater Right No.
77-11941, Oct. 11, 1995) (ExhibitD).

5.

Motion to File Amended Notice of Claim, by the United States of America
(Subcase No. 75-13316, Feb. 26, 1997) (Exhibit E).

6.

United States' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Its Claims to
Federal Reserved Water Rights/or Wild and Scenic Rivers (Consolidated
Subcase No. 75-13316, Jan. 15, 1998) {Exhibit F).
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7.

United Srates 'Memorandum in Support of its Motion for Partial Summary
Judgmem on Its Claims to Federal Reserved Water Rights for Wild and
Scenic Rivers (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Jan. 15, 1998)
(Exhibit G).

8.

Thompson Creek's Memorandum in Response to United States' Motion for
Partial Summa1y Judgment on its Federal Reserved Water Rights Claims
for Wild and Scenic Rivers (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Feb. 27,
1998) (Exhibit H).

9.

The United States' Consolidated Reply Memorandum In Support ofIts
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment On Its Claims to Federal Reserved
Water Rights For Wild and Scenic Rivers (Consolidated Subcase No.
75-13316, April 1, 1998) (Exhibit I).

10.

Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and
Dismissing Objections, by the United States of America and Thompson
Creek Mining Company (Consolidated Subcase Nos. 63-25239, 75-13316
and 75-13605, May 29, 1998) (Exhibit J).

11.

Order Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections (Consolidated
Subcase Nos. 63-25239, 75-13316 and 75-13605, June 16, 1998)
(Exhibit K).

12.

Memorandum Deets.ion Granting, In Part, and Denying, In Part, the
United States' Motion for Summary Judgment on Reserved Water Rights
Claims (Consolidated Subcase No·. 75-13316, July 27, 1998) (Exhibit L).

13.

Potlatch Corporation and Hecla Mining. v. United States of America
(Idaho Supreme Court, 2000 Opinion No. l 06, Oct. 27, 2000), or Potlatch
Corporation v. United States, 12 P.3d I 256 (Idaho 2000) (Exhibit M).

14.

Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Enhy of
Partial Decrees, between the United States of America, the State of!daho,
et al. (Consolidated SubcaseNo. 75-13316, Aug. 20, 2004) (i.e., the Wild
& Scenic Rivers Agreement) (Exhibit N).

15.

Thompson Creek Mining Company's Objection to Proposed Settlement
Agreement (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Oct. 14, 2004)
(Exhibit 0).

16.

Memorandum in Support of T7wmpson Creek Mining Company's
Objection to Proposed Stipulation (Consolidated Subcase No.75-13316,
Oct. 14, 2004) (ExhibitP).
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B.

17.

Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees (Consolidated
Subcase No. 75-13316, Nov. 16, 2004) (Exhibit Q).

18.

Amended Order Approving Stipulation and En11y ofPartial Decrees
(Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Nov. 18, 2004) (Exhibit R).

The Administrative Record Should Include Additional Documents Related to
the WD170 Steering Committee.
The record lodged by the Department already contains a number of documents

related to the steering committee that was formed by the Department and local water users to
provide input on the formation ofWD170. However, it appears that the Department has omitted
a number of other documents from the same general time period that are also relevant to the
WDI 70 steering committee. Thompson Creek believes the following documents, which are
included as Exhibits to this Objection, should be included in the administrative record:
19.

Letter from Tim Luke Re: Announcement ofMeeting With Existing State
Water Districts in the Upper Salmon River Basin to Discuss the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Water Rights Agreement and Establishing a New Water
District in the Upper Salmon River Basin (Feb. 9, 2005) (Exhibit S): This
letter was sent to watennasters, secretaries, and advisory committee
members of already existing water districts within WD 170. It contains
detailed discussions of the background and purpose ofWDl 70 and is
therefore relevant to this proceeding.

20.

Letter from Tim Luke Re: Upper Salmon Water District Steering
Committee (June 17, 2005) (Exhibit T): This letter was sent to certain
water users in Basins 71, 72, 73, 74, and 75 as an invitation to join the
WDI 70 steering committee. It also contains helpful discussions of the
background and purposes of the formation ofWDl 70 and is therefore
relevant to this proceeding.

21.

Wild & Scenic Water Rights Agreement: Upper Salmon River Basin
(Sept. 13, 2005) (Exhibit U): Tiris is a printout of a PowerPoint slideshow
that was presented at the September 13, 2005 WD 170 advisory committee
meeting and that was also apparently included as an enclosure to a letter of
September 27, 2005 from Tim Luke to members of the committee. R. at
59, 68-88.
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C.

The Administrntive Record Should Include These Other, Misce!ianeous
Documents.
For the reasons described below, Thompson Creek believes the following

documents should also be included in the administrative record:
22.

Written Comments ofThompson Creek Mining Company (Nov. 18, 2005)
(without exhibits)' (Exhibit V hereto): This was submitted directly to the
. Director after the November 9, 2005, hearing on the creation of WDl 70,
but also wen before both the Final Order Creating Water District No. 170
that was issued on March 8, 2006, and. the Amended Final Order Creating
Water District No. 170that was issued on April 7, 2006. As such, this
submission constitutes "evidence received or considered" that Idaho Code
Section 67-5249(2)(b) requires to be included in the administrative record.

23.

As the Notice ofInformation Meeting and Hearing of October 7, 2005,
indicates, the Department held a public information meeting in Challis on
October 24, 2005, to discuss the creation ofWDl 70 in anticipation of the
November 9, 2005, hearing. To the extent that there are any minutes,
transcripts, or other documents describing that meeting, such documents
should be included in the administrative record.

24.

The record reflects that Department representatives presented a slide show
at the public information meeting of October 24, 2005. A hard copy of
that slide show presentation should be included in the administrative
record.

DATED this 3rd day of April, 2007.
MOFFA IT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

Byjj(~~
Dylan .Lawrence - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining
Company
3

All exhibits to the Written Comments appear elsewhere in the Department's administrative
record and are accordingly not included with this Objection.
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CERTIFICATEOF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of April, 2007, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD LODGED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES to be served by tl1e method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
Director
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

Idaho \Vater Center
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700
Phillip J. Rassier
Chris M. Bromley
Deputy Attorneys General
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

(/4.

Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

(vrtiS. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

Idaho Water Center
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700
Reed W. Larsen
COOPER & LARSEN

15 l North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Fax: 208-235-1182

(v-yu.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER
CREATING WATER DISTRICT NO. 170

)
)
)

)
)
)
Petitioner,
)
)
vs.
)
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, )
an agency of the State ofldaho,
)
)
Respondent.
)
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMP ANY,

ORDER SETTLING
AGENCY TRANSCRIPT
AND RECORD

The Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) served its Notice ofLodging of

Transcript and Record in this matter upon the parties on March 21, 2007, pursuant to I.R.C.P.
84(j). On April 4, 2007, the Petitioner, Thompson Creek Mining Co. (Thompson Creek) filed a
timely Objection to Administrative Record Lodged by the Department of Water Resources

(Objection). No objection was made to the transcript of the agency hearing. The Objection
requests that the following documents be added to the record:
1. Notice ofClaim to a Water Right Reserved Under Federal Law (Amended), by the
United States of America (Water Right No. 75-13316) (undated) (Exhibit A to

Objection)
2. · Notice ofClaim to a Water Right Reserved Under Federal Law (Amended), by the
United States of America (Water Right No. 77-11941) (undated) (Exhibit B to

Objection)
3. Objection, by Thompson Creek Mining Company (Water Right No. 75-13316, Oct.
11, 1995) (Exhibit C to Objection).
·
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4. Objection, by Thompson Creek Mining Company (Water Right No. 77-11941, Oct.
11, 1995) (Exhibit D to Objection).
5. Motion to File Amended Notice of Claim, by the United States of America (Subcase
No. 75-13316, Feb. 26, 1997) (Exhibit E to Objection).

6. · United States' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Its Claims to Federal
Reserved Water Rights for Wild and Scenic Rivers (Consolidated Subcase No. 7513316, Jan. 15, 1998) (Exhibit F to Objection).
7. United States' Memorandum in Support of its Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
on Its Claims to Federal Reserved Water Rights for Wild and Scenic Rivers
(Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Jan. 15, 1998) (Exhibit G to Objection).

8. Thompson Creek's Memorandum in Response to United States' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment on its Federal Reserved Water Rights Claims for Wild and Scenic
Rivers (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Feb. 27, 1998) (Exhibit H to Objection).
9. The United States' Consolidated Reply Memorandum in Support ofIts Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment on Its Claims to Federal Reserved Water Rights for Wild
and Scenic Rivers (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, April 1, 1998) (Exhibit I to
Objection).
10. Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Dismissing
Objections, by the United States of America and Thompson Creek Mining Company
(Consolidated Subcase Nos. 63-25239, 75-13316 and 75-13605, May 29, 1998)
(Exhibit J to Objection).
11. OrderApproving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections (Consolidated Subcase Nos.
63-25239, 75-13316 and 75-13605, June 16, 1998) (ExhibitK to Objection).
12. Memorandum Decision Granting, In Part, and Denying, In Part, the United States'
Motion/or Partial Summary Judgment on Reserved Water Rights Claims
(Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, July. 27, 1998) (Exhibit L to Objection).
13. Potlatch Corporation and Hecla Mining v. United States ofAmerica (Idaho Supreme
Court, 2000 Opinion No. 106, Oct. 27, 2000), or Potlatch Corporation v. United
States, 12 P.3d 1256 (Idaho 2000) (Exhibit M to Objection).
14. Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Entry ofPartial
Decrees, between the United States of America, the State of Idaho, et al.
(Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Aug. 20, 2004) (i.e., the Wild & Scenic rivers
Agreement) (Exhibit N to Objection).
·
15. Thompson Creek Mining Company's Objection to Proposed Settlement Agreement
(Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Oct. 14, 2004) (Exhibit Oto Objection).
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16. Memorandum in Support of Thompson Creek Mining Company's Objection to
Proposed Stipulation (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Oct. 14, 2004) (Exhibit P
to Objection).
17. Order Approving Stipulation and Entry ofPartial Decrees (Consolidated Subcase
No. 75-13316, Nov. 16, 2004) (Exhibit Q to Objection).
18. Amended Order Approving Stipulation and Entry ofPartial Decrees (Consolidated
Subcase No. 75-13316, Nov. 18, 2004) (Exhibit R to Objection).
19. Letter from Tim Luke Re: Announcement ofMeeting With Existing State Water
Districts in the Upper Salmon River Basin to Discuss the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Water Rights Agreement and Establishing a New Water District in the Upper Salmon
River Basin (Feb. 9, 2005) (Exhibit S to Objection).

20. Letter from Tim Luke Re: Upper Salmon Water District Steering Committee (June
17, 2005) (Exhibit T to Objection).
21. Wild & Scenic Water Rights Agreement: Upper Salmon River Basin (Sept. 13, 2005,
printout of PowerPoint slideshow) (Exhibit U to Objection).
22. Written Comments of Thompson Creek Mining Company (Nov. 18, 2005) (without
exhibits) (Exhibit V to Objection).
23. Any minutes, transcripts, or other documents describing the public information
meeting held by the Department in Challis, Idaho on October 24, 2005, as announced
in the Notice ofInformation Meeting and Hearing of October 7, 2005.
24. A hard copy of the slide show presentation made by Department representatives at the
public information meeting of October 24, 2005, in Challis.
In response to Thompson Creek's Objection, item 21 (printout of PowerPoint
presentation by Tim Luke at meeting in Challis on Sept. 13, 2005), item 22 (Written Comments

of Thompson Creek Mining Company received Nov. 18, 2005) and item 24 (printouts of two
PowerPoint presentations made by Tim Luke and Dave Tuthill at Information Meeting
conducted October 24, 2005) identified above shall be added as an addendum to the compilation
of the agency record in this matter for review pursuant to I.R.C.P. 840). In response to request
item 23 above, no other minutes, transcripts or other documents, in addition to the PowerPoint
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presentation (item 24) exist which describe the Information Meeting of October 24, 2005, other
than as may be reflected in the transcript of the agency's public hearing held on November 9,
2005.
Items I through 20, identified above, were not made a part of the agency record in this
matter before IDWR and were not part of the record considered by the Director in issuing the
Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 on March 8, 2006. Consequently, these documents

do not comprise a part of the agency record in this matter and should not be included in the
agency record for judicial review. See Idaho Code§§ 67-5249(2) and (3), and 67-5275. See also
I.R.CP. 84(e) (''.judicial review of agency action shall be based upon the record created before
the agency"). Thompson Creek asserts in its Objecti?n that the excluded documents provide
necessary background and context critical to an understanding of the current dispute or that the
documents are otherwise relevant to the agency proceeding. While the proffered documents may
well have been accepted into the record on this basis while the hearing record was still open,
"background and relevancy" are not a basis for adding documents not considered below to the
record on judicial review. Judicial review is limited to the record created before the agency.
Idaho Code§ 67-5249(3) (agency record constitutes exclusive basis for agency action or judicial
review thereof); I.R.C.P. 84(e).
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows:
1.

No objection having been made to the agency transcript in this matter, the
transcript is deemed settled. Timely objections having been made to the agency
record, the record is settled with the changes identified below.

2.

Based on the foregoing discussion, the documents described in items I through 20
in Thompson Creek's Objection are not documents made a part of the record
during the agency proceeding and therefore shall not be included as part of the
agency record considered below for purposes of judicial review.
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3.

Based on the foregoing discussion, the documents described in items 21, 22 and
24 of Thompson Creek's Objection are documents treated as part of the record
during the agency proceeding and therefore shall be included in an addendum to
the compilation of the agency record for purposes of judicial review. No
documents exist satisfying the description in item 23 of Thompson Creek's
Objection.

4.

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(j), Thompson Creek's Objection,
this Order and all documents attached to the Objection are to be forwarded with
the record on petition for judicial review transmitted to the district court. Because
Thompson Creek has already submitted a copy of its Objection with attached
exhibits to the district court, IDWR will not resubmit to the court copies of the
exhibits to Thompson Creek's Objection.

-r'-

Dated this ~ a y of April, 2007.

--u ., e-r-"-""-" ~
DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR.
Interim Director
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served a true and correct copy of the following described
document on the persons listed below by mailing in the United States mail, first class, with the
correct postage affixed thereto. on this _jJ_ day of April 2007.
Document Served:

ORDER SETTLING AGENCY TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD

Scott Campbell
Dylan B. Lawrence
MOFFATT THOMAS
P.O. Box829
Boise, ID 83701
Reed W. Larsen
COOPER & LARSEN
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229

K;nWood
Administrative Assistant
Department of Water Resources
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER
CREATING WATER DISTRICT NO. 170

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)

AGENCY'S CERTIFICATE
OF RECORD ADDENDUM

)
) ss
)

I, David R. Tuthill, Jr., Interim Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources,
do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record addendum in the above-entitled matter
was compiled and bound under my direction, and is a true and correct record of the pleadings,
papers and proceedings therein as shown in the index to this record.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set by hand and affixed the seal of the

.
Department of Water Resources at Boise, Idaho this /

-:_c)

-t:::::::-

b

day of April, 2007

-1.e-1

~I\

DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR.,
Interim Director
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SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAM!·!U
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
ft: ,,f'/Ju,,.k4-MAIN STREET, PO BOX 385
2001 APR 23 f'11 3: 28
CHALLIS, IDAHO 83226

THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY

)
)
)
)
)

VS.
IDWR

Case No: CV-2006-0000066
NOTICE OF HEARING

NOTICE IS JIEREBY GIVEN 1hat the above-entitled case.is set for:

Status
Judge:
Courtroom:

Wednesday, May 16, 2007
Brent J. Moss
Custer County Courtroom

02:30PM

I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on April 23rd, 2007.

Plaintiff's Connsel:
Scott L. Campbell Esq
POBox829
Boise ID 83701
Mailed_XX_

HandDelivered__

Faxed_ _

Mailec:I_XX_

Hand Delivered_ _

Faxed_ _
.

Defendant's Connsel:
. Phillip J. Rassier Esq
POBox83720
Boise ID 83720-0098

Dated: Monday; April 23, 2007
Barbara C. Breedlove
Clerk Of The District Court

By:

NOTICE OF HEARING

=..

~·~'--'·I:-'?·"°·
. .:cD,..ep~u..~"-'·~·
.':"'1~"'rk""
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

IO 1 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
18976.7
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER
DISTRICT NO. 170)
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY,
Petitioner, .

Case No. CV-2006-66

MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD AND
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR
FILING BRIEF

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,
Respondent

MQ1JON TO AUGMENT RECORD AND MOTON
FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FORFILING BRIEF - 1
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This Motion affects the deadline for Thompson Creek to submit its brief in this
matter. Accordingly, Thompson Creek requests expedited consideration of this Motion.

Petitioner Thompson Creek Mining Company hereby moves this Court, pursuant
to Idaho Code Section 67-5275(3), Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(1), and Idaho Appellate
Rule 30, for an order augmenting the agency record with the documents attached hereto as
1

Exhibits A-T. In addition, Thompson Creek moves this Court, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(o),
· LA.R. 34(e), and this Court's previous Order Governing Judicial Review of September 26, 2006,
for an order extending the deadline for Thompson Creek's brief by 21 days from the date of this
Court's action on this Motion. Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(o) and Idaho
Appellate Rule 34(e ), Thompson Creek has contemporaneously filed a memorandum and an
affidavit in support of this motion explaining the bases for the requested orders.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(0) and Idaho Appellate Rule 30 provide that all
motions, including those to augment the record, "shall be determined without oral argument,"
unless otherwise ordered by this Court. Accordingly, the need for oral argument is left to the
discretion of this. Court.

1

These are the same Exhibits A-T to Thompson Creek's previous Objection to Administrative
Record Lodged by the Department of Water Resources of April 3, 2007. Thompson Creek
previol,!Sly provided copies of that Objection and Exhibits A-T to this Court and to the other
. partit:s of record, Accordingly, in order to avoid unnecessarily reproducing and distributing
those voluminous exhibits, Thompson Creekhas .not provided additional copies of Exhibits A-T
· to the other parties of record with this Motion, but will do so upon req11est. In addition, in
accordance with Idaho Appellate Rule 30 (incorporated by reference b:y Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 84(1)), Thompson Creek is providing copies of Exhibits A-T to the.Court with this
Motion. In accordance with LR.C.P. 84(p), Thompson Creek is providing only one copy of each,.
· although a courtesy copy of each is being provided to the Court's chambers in Madison County:
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DATED this Jk, rlr--day of April, 2007.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK&
FIELDS, CHARTERED

D ~--

By
~-/!/\/>----------Dylan B. Lawrence~ Of the Firm
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining
Company
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this .:lG-,t,h,day of April, 2007, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD AND MOTION FOR EXTENSION
OF TIME FOR FILING BRIEF to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Director
IDAHODEPARTMENTOFWATERRESOURCES

Idaho Water Center
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700

(l9 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( )Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

(>9 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Phillip J. Rassier
Ganick L. Baxter
Chris M. Bromley
Deputy Attorneys General

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

Idaho Water Center
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700

ll) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Reed W. Larsen
COOPER & LARSEN
151 North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Fax: 208-235-1182

( ) HandDelivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOthFloor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone {208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
18976.1
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT·
DF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

IN THE'lt?iATTER OF CREATING THE
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER
; DISTRIGI' NO. 170)

Case No. CV-2006-66

RECORD

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
ANDMOTION
TO AUGMENT
FOREXTENSION OF TIME FORFILING
BRIEF

THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY,
Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF.WATER
RESOURCES, .
Respondent. • .
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Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(o), Petitioner Thompson Creek
Mining Company hereby submits this memorandum in support of its Motion to Augment Record
and Motion for Extension of Time for Filing Brief(the "Motion").

I.
A.

MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD

Background

In its Motion, Thompson Creek requests that this Court exercise its authority
under Idaho Code Section 67-5275(3), Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(/), and Idaho Appellate
Rule 30, to augment the agencyrecord with certain relevant documents that the Director of the
Department of Water Resources has specifically excluded from the record. The documents to be
added to the record consist of Exhibits A-T to the Motion and to Thompson Creek's previous
Objection to Administrative Record Lodged by the Department of Water Resources of April 3,

2007 (the "Objection").
This is a critical issue because Thompson Creek will be confined to the record in
discussing the background and circumstances of the Director's creation of this new water district
in the upcoming briefing of this niatter. See lDAHO CODE§ 67-5277. And, without these
additional documents, it will be impossible for Thompson Creek to e:x;plain to this .Court the
history of the creation of the new district and why, among other things, Thompson Creek
believes the Director's actions violated Due Process requirements of the state and federal
constitutions, as well as the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act.
Specifically, this request arises in the context of Thompson Creek's challenge to
the Director's decision to create a new water district, Water District No. 170 ("WD170"), in a
large portion of central Idaho that drains the upper portions of the Salmon River. While there are
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a handful of small, pre-existing water districts in this area, the vast majority of the water users
affected by the Director's decision were previously not included within any water districts.
A new water district generally involves the hiring and payment of a watermaster
to oversee the distribution of water, as well as the payment of any costs necessary for the
watermaster to carry out his or her duties. It also involves the purchase, installation,
maintenance; aud repair of lockable headgates aud measuring devices by water users. All of
these costs are to be borne by, and become personal debts of, the water users within the water
district. And, the failure to pay these costs can result in prohibitions upon the ability to exercise
one's water right. See generally IDAHO CODE§§ 42-601 - 42-620. Because of the costs aud
burdens that a water district imposes upon vested property rights, the creation of a water district
is specifically subject to both constitutional Due Process requirements and the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act. See IDAHO CODE § 42-604, ,r,r 2, 3; Nettleton v. Higginson, 558
P.2l'l 1048, 1055 (Idaho 1977).

In short, the creation of WD 170 will be an expensive and burdensome proposition
for the water users within the district's boundaries. As this Memorandum will explain in more
detail, the Department is imposing these costs upon water users because the state of Idaho
committed to the federal government that it would create WD 170 in order to protect federal
instream flow water rights in downstream reaches of the Salmon River. Because these federal
.water rights are instream flow rights, however, the federal government is specifically exempt
from sharing in these water district costs. See IDAHO CODE § 42-605A(2). In Other words, Idaho
water users in the upper Salmon River basin are being required to bear the financial burden of
protecting these federal instrearn '.flow water rights.
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On March 21, 2007, the Department notified the parties of record and this Court
that it had lodged the transcript and agency record in this matter pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 84(j). However, upon reviewing the documents included by the Department in the
agency record, Thompson Creek determined that several additional documents should have been
included by the Department in order to provide this Court with critical information necessary to
fully understand the relevant issues and make an informed decision. Accordingly, on April 3,
2007, Thompson Creek timely filed its Objection, explaining the relevance of the additional
documents and attaching them as exhibits.
On April 17, 2007, the Department filed its Notice ofFiling ofAgency Transcript
and Record with this Court. Included with that Notice were additional documents to be added to
the agency record. (R. at 240-88.) However, the Department failed to include in that addendum
to the record the vast majority of the documents requested to be added by Thompson Creek in its
Objection. And, as this Memorandum will explain, the explanation provided by the Director in
his Order Settling Agency Transcript and Record (R. at 283-88) for excluding those documents
is misleading and unpersuasive.

B.

Argument
1.

This Court Has Broad Discretion to Augment the Ageucy Record
With Additional Relevant Materials

This Court has broad authority under several statutes and court rules to augment
the agency record in this case. First, the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act specifically states
that, in a judicial review of an agency action, "[t]he court may require corrections to the [agency] ·
record.:' IDAHO CODE § 67-5275(3). The lack of any detailed standards in.this statutory
provision indicates that this Court has broad discretion to correct the record by supplementing it
with additicmal relevant documents .
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In addition to this broad statutory authority, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(/)
provides that:
Any party desiring to augment the transcript or record with
additional materials presented to the agency may move the district
court within twenty-one (21) days of the filing of the settled
transcript and record in the same manner and pursuant to the same
procedure for augmentation of the record in appeals to the
Supreme Court.
I.R.C.P. 84(/). Idaho Appellate Rule 30, in turn, provides that:
Any party may move the [J Court to augment or delete from the
•.. agency's record. Such a motion shall be accompanied by a
statement setting forth the specific grounds for the request and
attaching a copy of any document sought to be augmented....
I.AR. 30 . Again, the lack of any detailed standards in these provision indicates that this Court
has broad discretion to augment the agency .record with additional materials upon the motion of a
party, as long as that party sets forth the grounds for the request and attaches copies of the
documents to be added.
Moreover, the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act provides another, separate
means for adding materials to the record. Idaho Code St!ction 67-5276(1)(a) specifically states
that:

If, before the date set for hearing, application is made to the court
for leave to present additional evidence and it is shown to the
satisfaction of the court that the additional evidence is material,
relates to the validity of the agericy action, and that there were
good reasons for failure to present it in the proceeding before the
agency, the court may remand the matter to the agency with
directions that the agency receive additional evidence and conduct
additional. factfinding.
!pAHO Cor>E

§ 67°5276( 1)(a). Alternatively, assllIUlllg the same relevancy and materiality

.requirements are satisfied, "the court may take proof on the matter" if"there were alleged
irregU!aritit!s in procedure before the agency. Id. at§ 67-5276(1)(b).
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To be clear, Thompson Creek need not yet resort to filing an application to this
Court for leave to present additional evidence pursuant to Section 67-5276. Accordingly, that
statute is not directly applicable to Thompson Creek's Motion. Rather, Idaho Code Section
67-5275(3), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 84(j) and 84(/), and Idaho Appellate Rule 30 by
themselves provide a sufficient basis for augmenting the record at this time. Thompson Creek
mentions Section 67-5276 simply to point out that there is yet another legal means available for
adding materials to the record.
In summary, Idaho statutes and rules provide several means for supplementing the

agency record in this case. For the reasons explained below, Exhibits A-T to Thompson Creek's
Motion-all of which were included as Exhibits A-T to Thompson Creek's Objection thatit
timely submitted to the Department-should be included in the agency record for this case.
2..

I.RC.P. 840) Specifically Requires All Exhibits to Objections to. Be
Included in the Record

The first reason that Exhibits A-T should be added to the agency record in this
case is that applicable procedural rules specifically require it. The process for lodging, objecting
to, and settling the administrative. record is governed by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(j).
Withrespect to objections to the lodging of the record, that rule states:
Any objection made to a transcript and record shall be determined
by the agency within fourteen (l4}days of receipt thereof. The
agency's decision on the objection and all evidence, exhibits, and
Wl'itten presentations on the objection shall be included in the
record on petition for review. ·
I.R.C,P. 84(j) (emphasis added).
This language could not be more clear. It explicitly requires that "an· ... exhibits"
to ThompsonCreek's Objection "shall be included in the.record." Id. (emphasis added). Again,
Thompson Creek included all of the documents to be added to the record as exhibits to the·
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Objection that it timely submitted to the Department. Accordingly, based on this language, this
Court should order the Department to supplement the record with all of the exhibits to Thompson
Creek's Objection that have not already been added to the record.
The case of Collins v. Collins demonstrates this point. 946 P.2d 1345 (Idaho App.
1997). At issue in that case was a previous version of Idaho Appellate Rule 28(a)(l)(E). Id. at
1346-4 7. Like Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84{j), that rule required all attachments or
affidavits in support of a motion for summary judgment to be included in the record on appeal.

Id. In that case, when the record was served upon the parties, it did not include certain
attachments to a previous motion for summary judgment, and one of the parties· filed an
objection to the record on that basis. Id. at 1347. The Court of Appeals sustained that objection,
holding that the attachments must be added to the record because the applicable rule required
"attachments" to be included in the record. Id. While Collins does not specifically involve
Rule 84{j), the fact pattern and applicable rule at issue in that case are sufficiently similar to the
current dispute before this Court. Simply put, pursuant to the plain language of Rule 84(j),
exhibits to Thompson Creek's Objection must be added to the record.

3.

The Wild & Scenic Rivers Agreement Should Be Added to the Record
Because It Is Critical to Understanding the Basis of the Agency Action
That Thompson Creek Is Challenging

As discussed above, the plain language of Rule 84(j) by itselfreqriires the exhibits
to Thompson Creek's Objection to be included in the administrative record. Evert without that
express requirement, however, the exhibits to Thompson Creek's Objection should be included
. in the administrative record because .they are directly relevant to the creation ofWD 170 and
whether that agency action was lawful. One such document is Exhibit N to Thompson Creek's
Objection, which is a judicial stipulation executed in 2004 between the. federal government, the
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state ofidaho, and various other parties in the context of Idaho's Snake River Basin Adjudication
(the "SRBA"). It was approved, with certain conditions, by the SRBA district court on
November 17, 2004.
During the SRBA, the federal government filed several water right claims based
upon certain provisions of the federal Wild & Scenic Rivers Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271-87. Several
parties, including Thompson Creek and the state of Idaho, objected to those claims, and the
matter became consolidated subcase 75-71336 before the SRBAdistrict court.
The federal government and Thompson Creek settled their dispute over the
· federal Wild & Scenic Rivers Act claims pursuant to a 1998 stipulation. However, several
parties objecting to the federal claims remained in the subcase. Finally, in 2004, the federal
government and the remaining parties settled their disputes pursuantto the 2004 stipulation
contained in Exhibit N. Because that stipulation settled disputes over the federal government's
Wild & Scenic Rivers Act claims, it has come to be known colloquially as the "Wild & Scenic
Rivers Agreement" (the "W&SR Agreement" or the "Agreement"). As will be more fully
explained below, this Agreement is critical to the creation ofWDl 70 and should accordingly be
included in the administrative record.
The. agency record that the Department has already transmitted to this. Court
contains extensive referencesto and discussions of the W&SR Agreement. (R. at 57, 59, 60, 65,
240; 241,242,243,244,251; 263,264,265; 266, 268.) And, importantly, many of these·
references to the W&SR Agreement.in the Department's record explicitly demonstrate that the
Director and the Department specifically relied upon that Agreement as the b.asis for creating
·\VDl 70. (R. at 57, 59, 65,243, 266.) Because the Agreement was central to the Director's
creation ofWDl 70, it is "evidence considered" by the Department that must be included in the·
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agency record pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5249(2)(b). The previous citations to the
record explicitly demonstrate this reliance, which means that the Agreement in Exhibit N must
be added to the record as a matter oflaw.
In addition, the Director had essentially decided to create WD 170 prior to the

required administrative process based upon the W&SR Agreement. This "predetermination"
violated constitutional Due Process requirements and the Idaho APA. In order to fully explain
those issues to this Court, it will be necessary to refer to the Agreement in briefing. Accordingly,
the W&SR Agreement is not only relevant, but is a critical document to this proceeding and
should therefore be included in the administrative record.
Given that the Director relied upon the W&SR Agreement in forming WD 170, its
direct relevance to the matter before this Court, the fact that the State ofldaho was party to the
t

Agreement, and the broad discretion granted to this Court to augment the agency record, this
Court should order the Department to include the W&SR Agreement (Exhibit N to the Objection
and this Motion) in the agency record fot this case.

4.

Other Documents Related to the Wild & Scenic Rivers Agreement
Should 8e Included in the Administrative Record Because They Are
Critical. to Understanding the History of the Creation of WD170

In addition to the W &SR Agreement itself, documents related to that Agreement

should. also be included in the administrative record. Accordingly, in addition to the W&SR
Agreement itself; Thompson Creek suggests including seventeen,,speoific documents in the
· record for this case: Exhibits A-Mand 0-R to Thompson Creek's Objection and Motion.
Simply put, any discussion of the W&SR Agreement and the Director's crea.tionof WDI 70.Will
be disjointed and incomplete !fthis Court is prohibited from referring to such documents during
its consideration of this matter.
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Again, the W&SR Agreement was executed in the context of a specific
consolidated subcase before the SRBA district court. The state ofldaho was a party to that
subcase. Accordingly, not only was the state a party to the W &SR Agreement itself, but it was
served with every one of the documents in that subcase-and with every one of these documents
that Thompson Creek seeks to add to the record.
And, importantly, Thompson Creek does not suggest that every document from
that subcase should be included in the administrative record in the matter currently before this
Court. Rather, Thompson Creek carefully selected documents that it believes will be helpful to
this Court in understanding the history .of the creation of WD 170. Given this direct relevance to
the matter before this Court, the fact that the state of Idaho was either party to or served with
every one of these documents, and the broad discretion granted to this. Court to augment the
agency record, this Court should order the Department to include Exhibits A-Mand O-R in the
record.
5.

Documents Related to the WDl 70 Steering Committee Should Be
Included in the Record Because They Describe the Department's
. Basis. for Creating WDI 70

During the months leading up to the hearing and orders regarding the creation of
WD170, the ])ep;utment coordinated a steering committee to provide inpµt regarding the·
organizational structure, attributes, and funding of WD 170. This steering committee consisted of
·. Department employees.-and water users affected by the creatiori.ofWD170. Several ofthe
documents related to this steering collll1littee already appear in the record. (R. at 52-56, 57, 5863, 64, 68-88; 93, 94a98, 115, 116, 122,123,246,250, 251.) These include meeting
announcements, meeting agendas, and meeting minutes.
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One of the documents that Thompson Creek seeks to add to the administrative
record-Exhibit T-is simply a letter on Department letterhead from Department employee Tim
Luke announcing the formation of this steering committee and inviting certain water users to
participate. Given that the Director has already included extensive steering committee materials
in the record, Exhibit T is necessary to complete that effort. The Department cannot articulate a
reason for including all of the other steering committee materials while excluding this one
particular letter. And, this letter is relevant to the proceeding currently before this Court because
it describes some of the history and basis for creatingWD170.
While not strictly related to the WD170 Steering Coill11littee, Exhibit Sis
substantially similar to the steering committee materials and should accordingly be included in
theagency record, as well. Like Exhibit T, Exhibit Sis a letter authored by Department
employee Tim Luke on Department letterhead. It announces a meeting to discuss the formation ·
ofWD 170 and describes the history of and bases for creating that water district. It also contains
direct references to the W&SR Agreement. It is accordingly directly relevant to Thompson
Creek's chailengetothe creation ofWD170 and should be included in the agency record.

6;

The Department's Justifications for Excluding the Documents ·
Suggested by Thompson Creek From the Record Are Unpersuasive

In his Order Settling Agency Transcript and Record of April 16, 2007, the

Director provides a number of justifications for excluding .Exhibits A-T from the record.
(R. at 283, 286.) For the reasons described below, all of those justifications are unpersuasive.
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a.

Many of the Exhibits to Thompson Creek's Objection Were
Submitted to the Director During the Administrative
Proceedings and Are Accordingly Required to Be in the
Record

The Director argues that Exhibits A through T "were not made a part of the
agency record in this matter before IDWR and were not part of the record considered by the
Director in issuing the Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 on March 8, 2006."' (R. at
286.) The Director also states that, "the proffered documents may well have been accepted into
the record ... while the hearing record was still open," (R. at 286), implying that the exhibits to
Thompson Creek's Objection are somehow untimely. These are fallacious and misleading
arguments for a variety of reasons.
First, many of the documents contained in Exhlbits A through T to Thompson
Creek's Objection and Motion were part of the agency record. Prior to the Director's issuance of
the Amended Final Order, Thompson Creek submitted its Written Comments of November 18,
2005. Those Written Comments are in the administrative record. (R. at 269-75.) Importantly,
when Thompson Creek submitted those Written Comments to the Director, it attached various
documents as exhibits for the Director's review. Accordingly, all of those documents constitute
"evidence received" by the Department that is required to be part of the administrative record
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5249(2)(b). The attachments to those Written Comments
· specifj.cally included the documents that are Exhlbits J, K, N, Q, and R to Thompson Creek's
Objection and Motion. Those same documents were Exhlbits A, B,. E, C, ·and D to Thompson
Creek's Written Comments, respectively. (R. at 3-4.)

1

The Director's AmendedFinal Order creating WD 170 was issued on April 6, 2006.
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However, when the Director added the Written Comments to the administrative
record, it specifically excluded those exhibits from the record. The Director cannot reasonably
argue that Exhibits J, K, N, Q, and R to the Motion and Objection should be excluded from the
record on the basis that they were not submitted to the Director during the administrative
proceedings, when they in fact were submitted to the Director during the administrative
proceedings as exhibits to Thompson Creek's Written Comments. How else is the public to
submit a document to an agency for its consideration? This was either a gross oversight on the
part of the Director, or an intentional effort on his part to exclude documents from the record.
The fact that the Director only included the Written Comments (albeit minus the exhibits) in the
record at the request of Thompson Creek in its Objection suggests the latter, because that
document clearly qualifies as "evidence received" pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67°5249(2)(b)
that should have been included in the record in the first place.

b.

The Department Was a Party to or Directly Involved With All
of the Documents Attached as Exhibits to Thompson Creek's
Objection and Motion

The Director's basis for excluding Exhibits A-T to Thompson Creek's Objection
and Motion is fallacious for another reason: the state of Idaho, and hence, indirectly, the
Department, was either a party to, orwas directly involved with, all of the documents that
Thompson Creek seeks to add to the administrative record. Again, the documents at issue in the
Motion fall into two general categories: (!)those that relate to the W&SR Agreement, and
(2) those that relate to the WD 170 Steering Committee.
With respect to the documents relating to the W &SR Agreement, .the state of
IdahQ---"-hence. the Department-was a party to that consolidated subcase before the SRBA
district court. Accordingly, the state and the Department were either party to, or. received service
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of, every one of those documents. The Director's argument is particularly disingenuous with
regard to the W&SR Agreement itself. Not only is the state ofidaho, and hence the Department,
party to that Agreement, but the Department makes it readily available on its own website at
http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/water/districts/.
With respect to the documents relating to the WDl 70 Steering Committee, that
committee was organized and led by the Department. In fact, the two steering committee
documents that Thompson Creek seeks to add to the administrative record (Exhibits S and T)
were specifically authored by Department employee Tim Luke on Department letterhead.
This is not a situation in which Thompson Creek is seeking to supplement the
record with its own factual findings that were not available to the Department during the
administrative proceedings. Were this the case, then the Department would have a co!orable
argument that such materials should not be added to the record after the administrative
proceeding.
Rather, Thompson Creek simply seeks to add documents to the record that
provide this Court with the history of the creation ofWDl 70 that goes beyond the documents
selectively chosen by the Department. These documents'should have been included in the record
in the first place. The Department either authored, was a, party to, or was directly involved with,
all of these documents. Accordirtgly, the Department's argument that these documents should be
· excluded from the record because they "were not part of the record considered by the Director"
is disingenuous and unpersuasive.

c.

The Director's Discussion of Procedural Rules Governing the
Agency Record is Bas_ed on Circular Reasoning

In his attempt to justify the exclusion of Exhibits A-T from the record, the
Director in his Order Settling Agency Transcriptand Record essentially explains that those
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documents must be excluded because they were not part of the agency record. (R. at 286.) First,
as this Memorandum has already explained, many of the documents in Exhibits A-T were in fact
submitted directly to or were considered by the Director during the administrative proceedings
and accordingly must be included in the agency record pursuant to Idaho Code Section
67-5249(2)(b). The Director's argument ignores this.
More generally, however, the Director's argument is an unpersuasive, simplistic
truism. Section LB.I of this Memorandum discusses the multiple statutes and procedural rules
that specifically allow this Court to augmentthe agency record with addition.ii materials. By
both their nature and their express terms, those provisions necessarily involve the addition of
materials to the record after the administrative proceedings have concluded. To argue that
certain materials should be excluded from the record precisely because the agency did not
include them in the record is a circular line of reasoning that ignores all of the provisions
discussed in Section I.B.l of this Memorandum.
C.

Summary

As this Motion has explained; the textofldaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(i)
-specifically requires all of the exhibits to .Thompson Creek's Objection to be included in the
agencyrecord. That rule explicitly states tbat "all, .. exhibits ... on the objection [to the
· -administrative record] shall be included in the record on petition for review." I.R.C.P. 84(i)
-(emphasis added). -Accordingly, the record for this case.should be augmented to include
Exhibits A-T to Thompson Creek's Objection and Motion.

In addition, Thompson Creek submittedExhibits J, K, N, Q, and R to the Director
during the. administrative proceeding .creating WD 170 as part of its Written Comments.
Accordingly, those documents _constitute "evidence received" by the Department that must be
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included in the agency record pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5249(2)(b ). The Department
also explains in the record that it relied upon the W &SR Agreement (Exhibit N) as the basis for
creating WDl 70. Accordingly, that document is also required to appear in the record as
"evidence considered" pursuant to the same statutory provision.
Moreover, even if the provisions cited above do not require ExhibitsA-T to be
included in the agency record as a matter of law, this Court still has broad discretion under the
statutes and procedural rules described in Section LB.I of this Memorandum to add them to the
record. As this Memorandum explains, all ofExhibitsA-T are both relevant and material to the
Director's creation ofWD170 and Thompson Creek's legal challenge thereto. And, this is not a.
case in which Thompson Creek is attempting to supplement the record with information or data
that was unavailable.to the Department during the administrative process. Rather, the
Department either directly authored, was a party to, or received service ofeach one of those
documents.
Thompson Creek simply requests that this Court add Exhibits A-T to the
administrative record so that they may be discussed in the upcoming briefing on this matter.
Without them, it will be impossible for Thompson Creek to fully explain to this Court the
relevant issues, particularly those related to Thompson Creek's concenis b.ased upon the
constitutionalDue Process clauses and the Idaho APA. And, given that Due· Process {)oncems
are at issue, any uncertainty on this motion should be resolved in favor ofinchtding the exhibits· ·
in. the record.
The Department simply cannot articulate any legal, practical, or logical reason not
.

.

to include Exhibits A-T to Thompson Creek's Objection and Motion in the adniinistrative .record.
Rather, the only reason not to include them is that the Department does not want them discussed
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in the briefing. This is simply not a sufficient reason for exclusion, particularly after Thompson
Creek has explained their relevance to this proceeding both in its Objection and in this
Memorandum.

II.

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OFTIME FOR FILING BRIEF

In its Motion, Thompson <::reek also moves this Court for an order extending the
deadline for submission of its brief in this matter. Idaho Appellate Rule 34(c) provides that
"[a]ppellant's brief shall be filed ... within 35 days of the date that the ... transcript and
... agency's record have been filed with the[] Court." I..A.R. 34(c). Accordingly, because the
Department filed the transcript and record with this Court on April 17, 2007, the current deadline
for Thompson Creek to submit its first brief in this matter is Tuesday, May 22, 2007.
However, Rule 34(e) also provides that a motion for an extension of time for
filing of a brief maybe granted "upon a clear showing of good cause." I.A.R. 34(e). And, the
Court confirmed in its Order Governing Judicial Review of September 26, 2006 that the filing of
a motion to augment the agency record by any party would constitute "good cause" for the
purposes of Rule 34(e). This provision was included in that Order by agreement between the
Department and Thompson Creek.
Accordingly, Thompson Creek moves this Court pursuant to these authorities for
an order extending the deadline for Thompson Creek's brief from May 22, 2007, until 21 days
after this Court resolves Thompson Creek's Motion . .As required by Idaho App.e!late Rule 34(e),
Thompson Creek has contemporaneously filed an affidavit more fully explaining the basis for
this request.
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DATED this ~"'aay of April, 2007.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK&
FIELDS, CHARTERED

9u(,

By
Dylan B.ltawrence - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining
Company
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ d a y of April, 2007, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD
AND MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING BRIEF to be served by the method
indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Director
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

Idaho Water Center
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700

Phillip J. Rassier
Garrick L. Baxter
Chris M. Bromley
Deputy Attorneys General

QC) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

('{) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

Idaho Water Center
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor
P.O.Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700
Reed W. Larsen
COOPER &LARSEN

151 North 3rdAvenue,2nd Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Fax: 208-235cl 182

((.) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
· ( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Dylan B. Lawrence; ISBNo. 7136
MOFFATT, THOMAS,BARREIT,ROCK&
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
18976.7
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER
DISTRICT NO. 170)

THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY,

Case No. CV-2006-66

AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT L. CAMPBELL

Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,

.....J

<:(

Respondent.
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)
SCOTT L. CAMPBELL, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states,
based upon personal knowledge, as follows:
1.

This Affidavit supports Thompson Creek's request to extend the deadline

for filing its brief in the above-referenced matter, contained in its Motion to Augment Record and
Motion for Extension of Time for Filing Brief filed contemporaneously herewith (the ''Motion").

This Affidavit is made pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 34(e).
2.

Thompson Creek's briefis due Tuesday, May 22, 2007.

3.

No extensions have been previously granted.

4.

No previous requests for extensions have been denied.

5.

An extension is necessary because the Department has denied Thompson

. Creek's request to include ce1tain documents in the agency record for this case. Counsel for
Thompson Creek have accordingly been required to prepare and submit to this Court its Motion
and a lengthymemorandum in support thereof explaining why such documents should be added
to the record. In addition, Thompson Creek will not know which of the documents proposed for
inclusion in the record can be properly discui,sed in the upcoming briefing until this Court acts
on Thompson Creek's Motion. Counsel for Thompson Creek will rieed time to prepare its brief
in accordance with the terms of this Court's resolution of the Motion. Without this extension,
Thompson Creek could potentially be required to submit its brief before this Court decides
which, if any, documents to add to the record.
6.

Thompson Creek requests an extension of21 days from the date of this

Court's resolution of the Motion. Because Thompson Creek does not know when this Court will

$o(_MT2:641ae1 .2
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act on the Motion, Thompson Creek cannot specify at this time the specific date on which its
brief would become due.
7.

There has been no stipulation between the parties regarding this

application for extension. However, the provision in Paragraph 4 of this Court's Order
Governing Judicial Review of September 26, 2006, specifying that the filing of a motion to
augment the agency record constitutes good cause to extend the briefing deadlines, was inserted
into that order by agreement of the Department and Thompson Creek,
8.

Thompson Creek solicited feedback from counsel of record regarding its

extension request. The response from counsel for the Department is attached hereto as Exhibit
A. It reflects that the Department is not opposed to the request for a deadline extension, and
clarifies that the Department will oppose Thompson Creek's motion to augment the record. No
response has yet been received from counsel for K.F. and Lillian B. Morgan Revocable Trust,
the only other party to this matter.
9.

Thompson Creek assures the Court that it will file its brief within the

extended time requested if the Motion is granted.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

Residing at -"''.Gfl&:!6t'.!L,~l41<~~~,..,-~
My CorrunissionExpires -1-"-lel-"µ..t-'-'---
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~#-- day of April, 2007, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT L. CAMPBELL to be served by the method
indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Director
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

Idaho Water Center
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700

Phillip J. Rassi er
Garrick L. Baxter
Chris M. Bromley
Deputy Attorneys General

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

(R U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

IDA.HO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

Idaho Water Center
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700
Reed W. Larsen

(ll) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

COOPER& LARSEN

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

151 North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Fax: 208-235-1182
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

INRE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER
CREATINGWATERDISTRICTNO.170

)
)
)

Case No. CV 2006-66

)
)
)
)
)

THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMP ANY,
Petitioner,

w.

)

. IDAHO DEPARTMENT WATER RESOURCES,
An agency of the State ofidaho,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)

SECOND ADDENDUM TO
AGENCY'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appealed from the Department of Water Resources, ofthe Stl\te of Idaho
David R. Tuthill, Jr., Director

Scott L. Campbell
Dylan B. Lawrence
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock &
Fields,. Chartered
I 01 S. Capitol Blvd. 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Attorneys for Petitioner

SECOND ADDENDUM

PhiUipJ. Rassier
Chris Bromley
Deputy Attorney General
Department of Water Resources
322 E. Front Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098.
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UNlTED STATES OF AMER1CA
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BRUCE D. BERNARD
Trial Attorney, General Litigation Section
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
999 18'h Street, Suite 945
Denver, Colo_rado 80202
(303) 312-7319
RANDALL 1. BRAMER
Special Assistant United States Attorney
·
Office of the General Counsel
United States Department of Agriculture
380 E. Parkcenter Blvd., Suite 330
Boise, Idaho 83706
(208) 387-0835
Counsel for the United States of America
IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE STATE
OFfDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
INRE: SRBA
CASE NO. 39576

)
)
)
)
)
}

Consolidated Stibcase Nos.: 63-25239, 75-13316
and 75-13605
Stipulation andJoint Motion for Order Approving
Stipulation and Dismissing Objections
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DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY
This document is the Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and
Dismissing Objections. filed by the United States of America and Thompson Creek Mining
Company.

STIPULATION
The United States of America ("United States") and Thompson Creek Mining Company
("Thompson Creek"), by and through their respective undersigned counsel, hereby stipulate and
agree as follows:
I.

Thompson Creek's withdrawal of its opposition to United States' claims: The
objections filed by Thompson Creek against claims numbered 77-l0986 (Salmon
River MUSY-recreation claim), 75-13316 and 77-11941 (Salmon River Wild &
Scenic River claims), and 75-13605 and 77-12775 (Church Wilderness claims)
are hereby withdrawn with prejudice, subject to the Court approving th.e attached
Order Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections. Thompson Creek also
agrees to promptly withdraw from any further participation in appellate
proceedings involving the United States' Wilderness Claims in consolidated
subcase no. 75-13605, Supreme Court No. 24545, 24546, 24547, 24548, 24557,

,

24558 and 24559 (consolidated under Supreme Court No. 24545), and.the United
States' MUSY Claims in consolidated subcase no. 63-25239, Supreme Court No.
24560. Thompson Creek further agrees that it shall not file any objections against
anyofthe United States' daims made on behalf of the U.S.D.A. Forest Service as

STIPULATION AND)OINT.M,OTIONFOR ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION AND DISMISSING
OBJECTIONS -Page 2
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identified in Attachment I hereto. including the United States' claims made under
state Jaw for MUSY purposes.
2.

Clarification concerning claims to be withdrawn: The United States has
previously notified the Idaho Depanment of Water Resources ("IDWR") and the
Court that claims numbered 75-13606 and 77-12776 were incorrectly abstracted
and should be withdrawn (incorrectly abstracted Church Wilderness claims). The
United States has also previously notified the parties, including Thompson Creek
and the State. that claim number 75-13504 was to be withdrawn (4'h of July Creek
MUSY-recreation claim), The United States and Thompson Creek agree that
those claims, including both the federal and state !aw bases forthe United States'
41h of July Creek MUSY-recreation claim number 75-13504, shall be withdrawn
with prejudice, each party to bear its own costs, fees and expenses.

3.

United States' subordination of its claims: The United States hereby subordinates
its claims numbered 77-10986, 75-133 I 6, 77-1 I 941, 75-13605 and 77-12775 to
Thompson Creek claims numbered 72-07193, 72-072 I 9, 72c07220, 72-07257 and
· 72-07414 (the "Thompson Creek claims"). The United States' subordination of
its Salmon River MUSY-recreation claim number 77-10986 to the Thompson
Creek claims includes subordination of both the federal and state law bases for
that claim, and shall apply to any new claim number which may be assigned by

IDWR to the state l.iw basis for that claim. The United States further agrees that
it shall not object to the Thompson C\eek claims in further proceedings in the

STJI'ULAl'ION AND JOINT MOTION FOR ORDER APPROVINGSTIPULA TION AND DISMISSING
OBJECTIONS - Page 3
~
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Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"). Based upon the subordination of the
United States· claims

10

the Thompson Creek claims, the United States and

Thompson Creek agree and request the Court to confirm by approving the
attached Order Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections, that the
existence of the United States' claims or water rights shall not preclude the Court
from approving and decreeing Thompson Creek's claims or water rights for any
reason, including but not limited to the basis that water is not legally available for
appropriation.

4.

Stipulation not to be used against parties: The United States and Thompson Creek
agree and request the Court to confirm by approving the. attached Order
Appro\fing Stipulation and Dismissing Objections, that this Stipulation has been
entered into based upon good faith negotiations for the purpose ofresolving legal
disputes, including pending litigation, by compromise and settlement and that
nothing in this Stipulation, including the. United States' subordination of its
claims to the Thompson Creek claims, or any offers or compromises made in the
course of negotiating this .Stipulation, shall be construed as admissions against
interest or tendered or used as evidence to show the validity or invalidity ofthe
. United States' or Thompson Creek's claims, including the quantities of water
. claimed, orin any other manner by any party in the. SRBA in any future
proceedings in. the.SRBA, in any appellate proceedings concerning the SRBA, or
in.any other proceeding, other than those seeking approval of the Order

ST!l'!JLATIQN ANDiOINT MOTION F;OR ORDER APPROV!Nd STIPOLATION ANDD!SMISS!NG
. OBJECTION$· Page 4
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Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections, for interpretation or
enforcement of this Stipulation or for a purpose contemplated by Idaho Rule of
Evidence 408.

JOINT MOTION FOR ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION
AND DISMISSING OBJECTIONS
The United States and Thompson Creek request the Court to approye the foregoing
Stipulation, to order that the objections filed by Thompson Creek Mining Company to claims
numbered 77-10986, 75-13316, 77°11941, 75-13605 and 77-12775 are dismissed with prejudice,
and to order that, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 408, nothing in the Stipulation, including
/he United States' subordination of its claims to the Thompson Creek claims, or any offers or
compromises made in the course of negotiating the Stipulation, shall be construed as admissions
against interest or tendered or used as evidence to show the validity or invalidity of the United
States' or Thompson Creek's claims. including the quantities of water claimed, or in any other
manner by any party in the SRBA in any future proceedings in the SRBA, in any appellate
proceedings concerning the SRBA. or in any other proceeding, other than those seeking approval
of the Order Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections, for interpretation or enforcement
of the Stipulation or for a purpose contemplated by Rule 408.
The Memorandum In Support Of Joint Motion For Order Approving Stipulation And
Dismissing Objections filed herewith establishes that the order sought by this motion, which is
attached hereto, is fully in accordance with the language ofidaho Rule of Evidence 408. Such an
.

.

'

.

.

.

order would serve not only to facilitate the settlement between the United States and Thompson
Creek, thus streamlining the process. but would very [ikely have the effect of encouraging future
STIPULATION AND JOIN1' MOTION FOR ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION AND DiSMISSING
OBJECTIONS, Page 5
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settlements in the SRBA. The provisions of Rule 408, as well as the policy underlying that rule
and the policy of the SRBA district coun. are directed at funhering the strong public policy
favoring out-of-court settlement of disputes over litigation.
Wherefore, the United States and Thompson Creek respectfully request that this Court
grant this motion in all respects by entering the attached proposed order.
The United States and Thompson Creek further request oral argument and expedited
consideration of this matter.
Dated

-:1:7.
/J)
~ c<--- J'v-.

//,'
,,-;~

L{v~~

Bruce D. Bernard
Attorney, General Litigation Section
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
999 I 8th Street, Suite 945
Denver, Colorado 80202
(303) 312-73.19
Counsel for the United States of America

..L*:£-.~

Scott L. Campbell
· · ·
Elam & Bµrke, P.A.
Key Financial Center, lo1hFloor
702 West Idaho
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83 70 l
(208) :343.5454

Collllsel for Thompson Creek: Mining Company
STIPULA T!ON AND JOINT .MOTION FOR ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION AND DiSMISSING
OBJECTIONS - Page 6. ·
· ·
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Attachment I
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•.• _____ . ___LOCHSA RIVER
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C
C
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1 TO THE STIPULATtON AND
JOlNT r10TION FOR ORDER APPROVING

- ... ..-r.... .... ._ ... -~, ~- ·-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)

Consolidated Subcase Nos.: 63-25239,
75-13316.and 75-13605
ORDER APPROVING STIPULAT{ON
AND DISMISSING OBJECTIONS

The United States of America ("United States") and Thompson Creek Mining Company
("Thompson Creek"), through their respective counsel of record, have presented a Stipulation
and Joint Motion For Order Approving Stipulation And Dismissing Objections ("Stipulation"),
dated May_, I 998, and a Memorandum In Suppon Of Joint Motion For Order Approving
Stipulation And Dismissing Objections ("Memorandum"). The Stipulation deals with the terms
under which Thompson Creek shall withdraw its objections to claims filed by the United States.
Based upon the Coun's. review of the Stipulation and the Memorandum and the file in
. this matter,
THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that all terms ofthe Sti~ufation are approved by the
Coun and shall govern these proceedings as among the parties to the Stipulation and among the
parties to the.SRBA and that:
I.

The objections filed by Thompson Creek against claims 11umbered 77-10986, 7511316, 77all 94 l, 75-.13605 and 77~12775 are deemed withdrawn with prejudice,

2.

The terms of the subordination set fonh in the Stipulation shall be incorporated in

.Order Approving Stipulatiori and Dismissing Objections • Page, f
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the panial decrees entered for claims numbered 77- I 0986, 75-11316. 77-11941,
75-13605 and 77-12775 (and in any partial decree which may be entered for any
new claim number which may be assigned by the Idaho Department of Water
Resources to the state .law basis for claim number 77- I 0986) and in the final
decree entered in this matter, and, based upon the subordination of the United
States' claims to the Thompson Creek claims as set forth in the Stipulation, the
existence of the United States' claims or water rights shall not preclude the Court
from approving and decreeing those Thompson Creek claims or water rights for
any reason. including bu; not limited to the basis that water is not legally available
for appropriation.
3.

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 408, nothing in the Stipulation or this Order,
including the United States' subordination of its claims to the Thompson Creek
claims, or any offers or compromises made in the course of negotiating the
Stipulation. shall be construed as admissions against interest or tendered or. used
as evidence to show the validity or invalidity of the United States' or Thompson

Creek's claims, including the quantities of water claimed, or in any other manner
by any party in the SRBA ill.any future proceedings in the SRBA, in any appellate
proceedings concerning the SRBA, or in any other proceeding,.other than those
for interpretation or enforcement of the Stipulation or for a purpose contemplated
by Rtde. 408.

OnJer Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Obj:ctions - Page 2
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IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this _ _ _ day of May. I 998.

DANIEL C. HURLBUTT, JR.
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

'

.

.

.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION
AND DISMISSING OBJECTIONS was rnailed on May ___, 1998, with sufficient firstclass postage to the following:
IDWR Document Depository
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
All panies to the MUSY Claims. Consolidated Subcase 63-25239
All parties to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Claims, Consolidated Subcase 75-13316
All parties to the Wilderness Claims. Consolidated Subcase 75°13605

Deputy Clerk
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

- -

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

;?9

1A

day of

rr>1
/ 'l"lj

, 1998, I served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing STIPULATION AND JOINT MOTION FOR ORDER
APPROVING STIPULA TJON AND DISMISSING OBJECTIONS, by depositing a copy

Red E-,c
thereof in the U.S. mail. postage prepaid. or via

.·

·

where indicated, upon the

following:
All parties indicated on the attached Certificate of Service for
MUSY Claims
All parties indicated on the attached Certificate of Service for Wild
and Scenic Rivers Claims
All parties indicated on the attached Certificate of Service for
Wilderness Claims

~
.
C>
~ ""' - _- ·• C, _1/=-----Lorrin Dyer

·
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7.00 -

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE Via FEDERAL EXPRESS OR MAIL FOR (ALL) MUSYA CLAIMS
Chief, Natural Resource Div.
Office of the Attorney General
State of Idaho - Room 21 O
700 W. Jefferson
Boise, ID 83720
(208) 334-2400
(via Federal Express)
U.S. Department of Justice
Environment and Natural
Resources Division
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033
Boise, ID 83724
IDWR Document Depository
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Josephine P. Beeman
Dana L. Hofstetter
Beeman & Hofstetter
608 West Franklin St.
Boise, ID 83702-5509
Scott L. Campbell
Jeffery J. Ventrella
Elam & Burke • 1O"' Floor
702 W. Idaho St.
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 343-5454
(via Federal Express)
Jeffrey C. Fereday
Givens, Pursley & Huntley
. P.O. Box 2720
Boise. ID 83701
F. Alan Fletcher
Ronald I. Schindler
Root & Schindler
410 17th $t., Suite 840
Denver,.CO 80202

W .. Kent Fletcher

Don A Olowinski
Richard B. Burleigh
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
P.O. Box 1617
Boise. ID 83701
Herbert W. Rettig
Attorney at Law
P. 0. Box 729
Caldwell, ID 83606
Ray W. Rigby
Jeny R. Rigby
Rigby, Thatcher, Andrus.
Rigby. Kam & Moeller
P.O. Box 250
Rexburg, 10 83440
William F. Ringert
Ringert Clark Chartered
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773
John A. Rosholt
James C. Tucker
Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
John K. Simpson
Bruce M. Smith
Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker
P.O. Box 2139
Boise. ID 83701-2139
Terry T. Uhling
J.R. Simplot Conipany
P,O. Box27
Boise, 10 83707
ClaY1on M. Badley
1220 East 10th North
Mountain Home, ID 83647

Fletcher LawOffice
P.O. Box248
Burley, ID 83318-0248

.Jerry W .. Badley
P.O. Box601
Willows, CA 95988

Roger D. Ung
Ling, Nielsen & Robinson
P;O. Box 396 .
Rupert, ID 83350

Challis Irrigation Company
P.O; Box 71
Challis .. ID. 83226
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Howard R. Cutler
HC 67 Box 2066
Challis. ID 83226

Sally Dahl
P.O. Box296
Challis, ID 83226
Gary A. DeMott
c/o 9185 Colleen
Boise, ID 83709
Willis D. & Betty G. DeVeny
Box 1160
Riggins. 1.D 83549

Gary & Elaine Funck
Box 858
Challis, ID 83226
Harold L. Horton
P.O. Box 1089
Challis, ID 83226

Gary L. Kimble
P.O. Box 568
Challis, ID 8_3226
Doyle & Judi Leuzinger
HC 67 Box 2085
Challis, ID 83226
Ted & Helen Malone
HC 63 Box 1749
Challis. ID 83226
Thomas V. McGowan
Jose Ditch Company
P.O. Box 1040
Challis. ID 83226

Jay C. Neider
5821 Morning D,ove Drive
Nampa, ID 83686
Madge E. Yacomella
P.O. Box51
Challis., m 83226.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE via FEDERAL EXPRESS OR MAIL FOR WILD AND SCENIC
RlVERS ACT CLAIMS

Chief. Natural Resource Div.
Office of the Attorney Gem:ral
State of!daho - Room 2 I0
700 W. Jefferson
Boise, ID 83720
{208) 334-2400
(via Federal Express)

F. Alan Fletcher
Ronald I. Schindler
Root & Schindler
410 17th St.. Suite 840
Denver. CO 80202

W. Kent Fletcher
Fletcher Law Office
P.O. Bo>< 148
Burley. ID 83318-0248

U.S. Department of Justice
Environment and Natural
Resources Division
550 West Fort Street MSC 033
B'oise, ID 83724

Roger D. Ling
Ling. Nielsen & Robinson
P.O. Box 3%
Rupert. ID 83350

IDWRDocument Depository
P. 0. Box 83720
l3oise, ID 8'.3720-0098

Don A. Olowinski

Richard B. Burleigh
Ha,,·ley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701

Josephine P. Beeman
Dana Hofstetter
Beeman & Hofstetter
608 West Franklin St.
Boise, ID 83702-5509

Herbert W. Rettig
Attorney at Law
P. ff Box. 729
Caldwell. ID 83606

Scott L. Campbell

Jefferv J. Ventrella
Elam·& Burke • l O"' Floor
702 W. Idaho St.
Boise, ID 83702
{208) 343°5454
(via Federal Express)

. Ray W. Rigby
Jerry R. Rigby
Rigby. TI1:itch<!r. Andrus.
Rigby. Kain & Moeller
P.O. Box 250
Rex.burg. ID R3440

Mµm,:y D. Feldman

J. Frederick Mack
Hqlland & Hart ·
P.O. Box 2527
Boise, ID 8370 l

JohnA Rosholt
James C. Tucker
Rosholt. Robertson & Tucker
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls. ID 83303-1906

Jeffrey C. Fereday
Givens, Pursley & Huntley
P. 0. _Box 2720
Boise; ID 83701

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

JohnT. Schroeder
Schroeder & .Lez:imiz
P.O. Bo:'i 267
Boise, ID 83701
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John K. Simpson
Rosholt, Robenson & Tucker

P.0. Box 2 l39
Boise. ID 83706'2 i 39
Terry T. Uhling
J.R. Simplot Company
P.O. Box 27
Boise, ID 83 707
Gary A. DeMott
c/o 9185 Colleen
Boise, ID 83109

CERTlF1fdATE OF SERVICE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE via FEDERAL EXPRESS OR MAIL FOR WILDERNESS ACT
CLAIMS
Chief. Natural Resource Div.
Office of the Attorney General
State ofldaho - Room 2 l 0
700 W. Jefferson
Boise, ID 83720

W. Kent Fletcher
Fletcher Law Office
P.O. Box 248
Burley. ID 83318-0248

(208) 334-2400
(via Federal Express)

Roger D. Ling
Ling. Nielsen & Robinson
P.O. Box 396
Rupert. ID 83350

U.S. Department of Justice
Environment and Natural
Resources Division
550 West Fort Street. MSC 033
Boise, ID 83 72 4

Don A. Olewinski
Richard B. Burleigh
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
P.O. Box 1617
Boise. ID 83 70 I

IDWR Document Depository
P. 0. Box 83720

.

Herbert W. Rettig
Attorney at Law
P. 0. Box 729
Caldwell. ID 83606

Boise.. ID 83 720-0098
Josephine P. Beeman
Dana Hofstetter
Beeman & Hofstetter
608 Wesd:ranklin St.
Boise, ID 83702-5509

Ray W. Rigby
Jerry R. Rigby
Rigby. Thatcher. Andrus.
Rigby. Kam & Moeller
P.O. Box 250
Rexburg, ID 83440

Scott L. Campbell
Jeffery J. Ventrella
Elam & Burke- !Orn Floor
702 W. ldaho St.
Boise; ID 83702

John A. Rosholt
Roshoti. Robertson. & Tucker
P.O. Box 1906
Twin !"alls. ID &3303-1906

(208) 343-5454

· (via Federal Express)
Jeffrey C. Fereday
Givens, Pursley & Huntley
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

John T. Schroeder
· Schroeder & l,ezamiz
P.O. Box267
Boise: ID 83701

F. Alan Fletcher
· Ronald I. Schindler
ROOT & SCHINDLER
410 .17th St. .. Suite 840
Denver. CO 80202

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE.

John K. Simpson ·
Rosholt Robertson & Tucker
P.O. Bb:i: 2139
Boise. ID 83706-2.139
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Terry T. Uhling
J.R. Simplot Company
P.O. Box 27
Boise. ID 83707
Clayton M. Badley
1220 East l 0th North
Mountain Home, ID 83647

Jerry W. Badley
P.O. Box 601
Willows, CA 95988

-,
Garv A. DeMott
cl~ 9185 Colleen
Boise. ID 83709

CE:RTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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U.S. Department of .Justice

Environment and Natural Resources Division
WMC:LCD
90-6-2-63C
Telephm,e: (303) 312-7313
Facsimile; (303) 312-7331
torr UL t{rer(g"mdoj.goi•

Lon-ii, C. Dyer, Legal Sl:aetary
U.S. Department of Justice

Em•iromnent and N41Wul Resor1rces Division
G@uo.l Lltigorion Section
99918"' Stred, Suile 94.S
Denver. Colorado 80102

May 29. 1998
via Federal E1press

Diana R. Delaney, Chief Deputy Clerk
DISTRICT COURT
253 Third Avenue North
Twin Falls, ID 83301
Re:

Snake River Basin Adjudication
Consolidated Subcase Nos.: 63-25239.75-13316 and 75-13605

Dear Ms. Delaney:
Enclosed for filing please find an original and one copy of the following documents:
l.

Stipulation and Joint Motion fqr Order Approving Stipulation and
Dismissing Objections and [proposed] Order Approving Stipulation and
Dismissing Objections; and

2.

Memorandum iii Support of Joint _Motion for Order Approving Stipulation
and Dismissing Objections.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

--~
.
----~_c··
-~ =----- .
Lorrin C. Dyer
Secretary to Bruce Bernard
Enclosures
cc:

Certificate of Service for MUSY Claims. Wild and Scenic Rivers Claims and Wilderness
Clai~s (via Federal Expi-ess where indicnted)

· CERTIFICATE OF SERVIeE
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1998 JUH I 6 PM '3: 2 I
-11-1 ~~?.A
O\STRlCT CyuK .~::i;:;~

·

1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTAf.8t13~i~i.,u;;i
\ ~,_,_,,_
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA

)
)

Consolidated Subcase Nos.: 63-25239,
75-13316 and 75-13605

Case No. 39576

)
)
)

ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION
AND DISMISSING OBJECTIONS

The United States of America ("United States'') and Thompson Creek Mining Company
("Thompson Creek"), through their respective counsel of record, have presented a Stipulation
and Joint Motion For Order Approving Stipulation And Dismissing Objections ("Stipulation"),
dated May J.J_, 1998, and a Memorandum In Support Of Joint Motion For Order Approving
Stipulation And Dismissing Objections ("Memorandum"). The Stipulation deals with the terms
under which Thompson Creek shall withdraw its objections to claims filed by the United States.
Based upon the Court's review of the Stipulation and the Memorandum and the file in
this matter,
THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that all terms of the Stipulatlon are approved by the
Court and shall govern these proceedings as among the parties to the Stipulation and among the
parties to the SRBA and that:
1.

The objections filed by Thompson Creek against claims nU!llbered 77-10986, 7511316, 77-11941, 75-13605 and 77-12775 are deemed withdrawn with prejudi<;e;

2. ·

· The. terrn.s of the subordination s~t forth in the Stipulation shall be incorporated in

Order Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections , Page 1 ·
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~

the partial decrees entered for claims numbered 77-10986, 75-11316, 77-1 I 941,
75-13605 and 77-12775 (and in any partial decree which may be entered for any
new claim number which may be assigned by the Idaho Department of Water
Resources to the state law basis for claim number 77-10986) and in the final
decree entered in this matter, and, based upon the subordination of the United
States' claims to the Thompson Creek claims as set forth in the Stipulation, the
existence of the United States' claims or water rights shall not preclude the Court
from approving and decreeing those Thompson Creek claims or water rights for
any reason, including but not lirnited to the basis that water is not legally available
for appropriation.
3.

Pursuantto Idaho Rule of Evidence 408, nothing in the Stipulation or this Order,
including the United States' subordination of its claims to the Thompson Creek
claims, or any offers or compromises made in the course of negotiating the
Stipulation, shall be construed as admissions against interest or tendered or used
as evideµce to show the validity or invalidity of the United States' or Thompso11
Creek''s claims, including the quantities of water claimed, or_ in any other m:mner
by any party in the SR.BA in any future proceedings in.the SRBA, in any appellate
proceedings concerning the SRBA,

ot in any other proceeding, other than those

for interpretation or enforcement of the Stipulation or for a purpose contemplated
byRule408.

.

.

.. :· ..

·,

.

.

Order Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections • Page 2
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IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

-~,_...,_,

I(p day of Mey, 1998.

Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

Order Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections - Page .3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION

J

~,'1 ~ /

(r,

AND DISMISSING OBJECTIONS was mailed on Ma-y ~ , 1998, with sufficient firstclass postage to the following:
IDWR Document Depository
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
All parties to the MUSY Claims, Consolidated Subcase 63-25239
All parties to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Claims, Consolidated Subcase 75-13316
All parties to the Wilderness Claims, Consolidated Subcase 75-13605
/

/!:
i

Order Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections - Page 4
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

STATE OF IDAHO

BRUCE D. BERNARD
DAVID W. GEHLERT
DAVID L. NEGRI
Trial Attorneys
Environment and Natural Resources Division
General Litigation Section
U.S. Department of Justice
999 18"' Street, Suite 945
Denver, Colorado 80202
(303) 312-7319

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL

Attorneys for the United States of America

Attorneys for the State ofldabo

CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief; Natural Resources Division
P.O. Box 44449
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449
(208) 334-4126

IN TIIE DISTRJCT COURT OF TIIE FIFTH JUDICIALDISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
INRE: SRBA

CASE NO. 39576

'

)
)
)
)
)

Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316
Wild & Scenic Rivers Act Claims
(Encompassing Subcases 75-13316, 77-11941,

)

77-13844, 78-11961, 81-10472, 81-10513 and 81-10625)

)
)
)
)
)

Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order
Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial
Decrees
·

STIPULATION
The United States of America ("United States"), and objectors, the State. of Idaho
("State"), and Dewey Mining Colllpa:ily, et al.,11 City of Challis, et

al.,Y

Big Bend Inigation

11

Dewey Mining Company, Thunder Mountain Gold, Inc., and Potlatch Corp., all
represented by Jeffrey C. Fereday, Esq.

'l,I

City of Challis, City of PocateUo, City of Salmon, Basic American, Inc., .and Lamb-·

weston, Inc., allrepresented by Josephine P. Beeman, Esq.

STIPULAUONAND JOINT MOTION f'OR ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION - Page I
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District, et al.,"' Idaho Power Company, A & B Irrigation District, et al}' and Thomas R. Stuart

ill, et al}' (the State and these other objectors referred to as "Objectors;" the United States and
Objectors .sometimes referred to as the "parties"), who constitute all the parties to these
consolidated subcases, hereby stipulate and agree, by and through their respective undersigned
counsel, as follows:
1.

Stipulation to Entry of Partial Decrees: The United States and Objectors stipulate

to entry of the partial decrees for the United States' Wild and Scenic Rivers Act federal reserved
water rights claims numbered 75-13316, 77-11941, 77-13844, 78-11961, 81-10472,
81-10513
. .
.
~

and 81-10625, attached hereto and incorporated herein as Attachments 1 through 6 (the "Partial
Decrees"), all parties to bear their OWil costs and fees. The Partial Decrees confirm the United
States' federal reserved water rights pursuant to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Ac~ as recognized
by fu.e Idilio Supreme Court in Potlatch v. United States, 134 Idaho 912, 12 P.3d 1256 (2000),
and set forth the quantities and terms of those rights. The Partial Decrees quantify these federal
reserved water rights based on identified flows, subject to subordinations to certain existing and

future rights and uses, and the. preclusion of out-of-basin diversions above the ending point of
each of the respective federal reserved water rights as identified in the Partial Decrees. The
parties request the Snake River Basin Adjudication Court ("SRBA Court" or "Court") to

Big Bend Irrigation District, Boise-KUI:ia Irrigation District, New York Irrigation District,
and Wilder Irrigation District; all represented by Albert P. Barker, Esq.

'JI

11

A & B Irrigation District, Bmley Irrigation District, Twin Falls Canal Company, North
· Side Canal Company, Progressive Irrigation District, Enterprise Irrigation District, New Sweden
Irrigation District, Snake Rivei; Valleyirrigation District, Idaho Irrigation District, Hamson
Canal & Irrigation Company, :Burgess Canal & Irrigation Company, Peoples Canal & Irrigation
Company, Egin Bench Canals, Inc,, and North Fremont Canal Systems, Inc., al1 represented by
Jerry R Rigby, Esq.
:'ll Thomas R. Stuart Ill, Gene Bra)', Bonnie Schonefeld, Alma Marie Osborn, and Phyllis K.

Kochert, all represented by William Eddie, Esq.

·
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approve, by granting the Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial
Decrees and entering the attached proposed Order, the quantification of these Wild and Scenic
Rivers federal reserved water rights as agreed to by the parties and set forth in the Partial
Decrees. The parties also agree to entry of a final decree incorporating the Partial Decrees.

2.

Administration of Water Rights.
a.

Enforcement.

The State, through the Idaho Department of Water

Resources ("IDWR") and local water districts created and supervised by IDWR pursuant to
Idaho Code§§ 42-604.et seq., shall distribute water to the federal reserved water rights set forth
. in this Stipulation and the Partial Decrees and all other hydraulically connected water rights,
cegardie-:.s of subbasin location, above the ending point of the respective federal reserved water
rights in accordance with priority dates, quantities and all other elements of the rights as
provided in this Stipulation and tbe Partial Decrees, and applicable law at all times when there is
a hydraulic connection between the federal reserved water right and the right to be regulated.
While this paragraph does not affect the present administration of existing water rights from
tribut,u-y sources that are administered separately, all new water rights that. are hydraulically .
connected with the Wild and Scenic Rivers federal reserved water right will be administered as a
single source.
b.

Creation of Water Districts.
· (I)

.IDWR will establish water districts as necessary to assist IDWR in:

. the· ;ulministration of water rights. The parties agree that, regardless of whether a water district
has been established for an area, IDWR will: A} collect and record diversion data; B) enforce
the water rights in priorify; and C) curtail unauthorized qr excessive diversions as necessary.

STJPULATION AND JOJNT MOTION FOR ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION- Page 3
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(2)

Within six months after issuance of the Partial Decrees confirm.ing

the Wild and Scenic Rivers federal reserved water rights, the parties will file a joint petition with
the SRBA Court, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1417, for an order for interim administration of
administrative basins 71 and 72 and IDWR will establish a water district for the Upper Salmon
River Basin.

The Upper Salmon Water District (the "USWD") shall initially consist of

administrative basins 71 and 72, those basins for which Director's Reports have been filed for
irrigation and other water rights. Within six months of the filing of Director's Reports for
administrative basins 73, 74 ,md 75, the parties will file a joint petition with the SRBA Court,
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1417, for an order for interim administration of those basins and
IDvVR will incorporate those basins into the USWD. Existing water districts within .the basins
will be converted to subdistricts within the USWD as appropriate to facilitate management.
Other subdistricts will be formed as deemed necessary to accomplish the purposes of the USWD.
Creation of the USWD shall involve full participation by water users in the area in accordance
with state law, and the existing water districts .will have an important role.

The resulting

organization will be fully under the supervision ofIDWR.
(3)

The parties agree that at present, the limited number of water rights

above fue ending point of the oilier Wild and Scenic Rivers federal reserved water rights
confutned by the Partial Decrees does not justify the creation of water, districts for purposes of
administration. If in the future any party believes that creation of a water district above the
.

.

ending point of any of th~ other Wild and Scenic Rivers federal reserved water rights is
.

.

.

warranted, such party shall be entitled to file a petition with the SRBA Court for an order of
interim administration (or, in .the event the final SRJ3A decree has been entered, file a petition
with IDWR for administration) of such basin and the other parties to this Stipulation shall not . ·

STIPULATION AND JOINT MOTION FOR ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION -Page 4
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oppose such petition and IDWR will establish a water district for the basin ifJDWR determines
that a water district is necessary to properly administer water rights in the basin.
c.

Administration of New Water Rights. IDWR will condition each water

right permit or license issued after the effective date of this Stipulation for a non-de minimis
water right upstream from the ending point of the Wild and Scenic River as set forth in this
Stipulation to require that each diversion is equipped with lockable controlling works, a
measuring device, and a data logger ot other suitable device that regularly monitors and records
the rate of diversion. The condition will require that the data logger or other suitable device be
configured to accept a removable data card or other· suitable memory device that must be·
submitted by the water user to the IDWR or the watermaster on a quarterly basis, for each
quarter when diversion occurs.

d.

Prevention of Unauthorized Uses. IDWR and the wate:rmaster will utilize

all appropriate techniques, including but not limited to remote-sensing, field observation and
inventory, coordination with local water users and citizens, and input from other agencies, to
identify unauthorized uses of water.

IDWR .and/or the watermaster will curtail ideptified

unauthorized uses of Water based on the authori.ties of Chapter 6, Title 42, Idaho Code, and
IDWR will pursue appropriate civil enforcement action as provided in Idaho Code §§ 42-351 and
42-1701B.
e.

Administration of Existing Water Rights.

JDWR 31Jd the watermaster

shall conduct a systematic inventory of diversions, giving priority to those diversions that have
.

.

.

.

.

.

. ...

the. greatest potential influence on other water. pghts.
.

.

_.,

IDWR wiU ev~luate the staffing
.

requirement for oper~tion of the water district and will identify needs. for subdistricts and deputy
watermasters as required.

IDWR and. the waten:naster will specifically identify and curtail

311
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unauthorized uses.

IDWR and the watermaster will monitor all non-de i:ninimis diversions

tbrough site visits and measurements by means of current meter or other appropriate methods to
ensure that when water rights are found to be exceeded; such exceedance will be curtailed and
that other unauthorized uses are curtailed, based on the authorities of Chapter 6, Title 42, Idaho
Code. IDWR will collect and report diversion data on a quarterly basis; provided, however, that
during times of shortage, IDWR and the watermaster will ensure that diversion .data will be
collected and reported on a daily basis as necessary to properly administer water rights. IPWR
will require installation of lockable controlling works and rneasurement devices for any existing
div~rsion if it is determined that the water right holder is refusing or failing to comply with
IDWR' s ·or the watermaster' s instructions and will pursue appropriate civil enforcement action as
provided in Idaho Code §§ 42-351 and 42-1701B.

f.

Availability.of Water Use Information. IDWR shall provide the United

States, at its request, 'any water measurement reports prepared by or for IDWR and any other
il&>rmation relating to the implementation of this Stipulation, including the basis for all
information reported in the subordination database described in paragraph
g.

3.e. below.

Coordination. . In order to provide for effective water management by

IDWR and the watermaster, and to ensure effective communication between interested parties,
periodic coordination meetings shall be held between IDWR, the watennaster, and water users,
including representatives of private water user~ and the federal goverilJ'llent. T11e purposes of
such meetings include:

{l)

Agreeing upon management goals;

(2)
'

.

Identifying and prioritizing stream reaches or othetlocales needing.
.

.

.

improved management to focus the use and attention.of available resources;
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(3)

Identifying sources of funding for regulation, equipment, and

(4)

Identifying the need for creation of additional subdistricts with

(5)

Sharing data and other information and assessing progress in

facilities;

deputy watennasters;

meeting management needs.
Coordination meetings will involve members of the regulated public (advisory committee
members) 'to assure continuing acceptance of the program.

The meetings will be .. held .·

periodically for the first two years of operation to provide for the development of consensus of·.
appropriate proc.edures, and then annually or more frequently as driven by need.
h.

United States' Measuring Devices, The stream gages identified in the ·

Parti.al Decrees shall be utilized in the administration of the water rights con.finned by those
Partial Decrees. The United States will install, maintain and provide Objectors access to such
gages as necessary for administration of the water rights con:finned by the Partial Decrees.
IlJWR agr':'es to cooperate with the United States. in the. installation and maintenance of such
gages, and the State agrees to provide access to statt:}-()wned lands for the purpose of installing
andn1aintaining said gages.
1.

Remedies.

In the event the State foils to administer water rights in

accordance with the terms of this Stipulation, the Partial Decrees and appliciihle law, any party to,
this Stipulation, upon a satisfactory showing to the SR.BA Court, or any successor state con.rt
.

.

.

with jurisdiction to enforce the final decree issued by the SRBA Court, of such fail~e to
admiuister, shall be entitled to an order. und()f the

court's continuingjurisdiction;as descrin~ m·.

paragraph s, compelling the state to properly administerthe water rights. ·

313
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3.

Administration of Subordination Provisions of Partial Decrees. The Wild and

Scenic Rivers federal reserved. water rights confirmed by the Partial Decrees are subordinated to
certain water rights and uses with points of diversion or impoundment and places of beneficial
use within the river basin upstream from the ending point of each of the federal reserved water
rights. Administration of 1he subordination provisions .shall be as follows:
Accounting of Diversion . and Acreage Amounts Under Future Use

a.

Subordinations. IDWR will deduct from the subordination amounts provided for in paragraph
· 10.b.(6} of the Partial I>ecree for the Main Salmon River and. p.aragraph 10.b.(5} of the qther;
Partial Decrees the amount of the diversion rate, and if for irrigatiQn1 the acreage, of any decree,·
permit or license for a water right that IDWR determines will enjoy the benefit of those ·
subordination provisions. If IDWR licenses any right for less than the amount permitted, the

amount

of the difference will be credited back to the subordination amount from which the

permitted diversion was previously deducted.
b.

Municipal Provider Reporting Requirement and Allocation to Future Use .

Subordination.. IDWR will condition every new permit orlicense issued for a municipal water
right with a priority date after the effective date of the Stipulation and enjoying the benefit of the•

subordinatiouprovided by paragraph 10,b.(5) of the Partial Decree for the Main Salmon River
wfth the reporting condition descn'bed below. · The reporting condition will require ~e right
holder to report to IDWR when diversions commence under the permit or license und from that
',.

tim6 forward

.

to report to

IDWR by January 31

of ea~h year an new municipal connectipns

• installed in the prior calendar year of a size greater than 4 inches in diameter. Thereport wiU
.

.

· foclud; the size, c~acity, and location of each connection 'required to be reported.. IDWR wH(
by March 1 of the year the report is received, post the reported informatic,n to the subordination

314.
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accounting database provided for in paragraph 3.e. and reduce the remaining subordination
amount provided for in paragraph 10.b.(6) of the Partial Decree for the Main Sahnon River by
the capacity of any connectiort(s) greater than 2 cfs capacity,· other than capacity for fire
protection.
c.

Diversion Adjustment for Forfeiture or Abandonm.ent
(l)

lf a water right enjoying the benefit of subordination provision

10.b.(6) of the Partial Decree for the Main Sahnon River or provision 10.b.(5) of the remainder·
of the Partial Decrees {other than water rights of the United States, instream flow water. rights, .
nonconsumptive water rights and replacement water rights as defined in those paragraphs offue ·
Partial Decrees), is lapsed, forfeited, or abandoned, the diversion rate and, if for irrigation, the
acreage will be added to the applicable subordination amount. The amount. of diversion rate and,
if for irrigation, acreage to be added to the applicable subordination will be the s.rme quantity of ·
subordination assigned to the water right at the time the water right was lost.
(2)

The State may petition the SRBA Court, or any successor state

ceurt with jurisdiction to enforce the final decree issued by the SRBA Court, for an increase in.
·theapplicable subordination amount based upon the forfeiture o.r abandonment of water rights
senior to the rights confirnjed by the Partial Decrees that have points of diversion or
inipoundrrients and pl.wes .of use within th!J basin .and upstream from .the Wild and.$cenic River ·
enaing point, or subordinated to under paragr!!.phs I 0.b.(l) & (2) of thePartial Decrees, but,. in
either case, not

for domestic uses (that if junior to the federal reserved water rightwould be

subordinated to under p11i:agraph 10.b.(3) ofth,e Partial Decrees); stoclcwater
uses (that if Junior
.
~

to the federal reservtm water right would be subordinated to tinde; paragraph 10,b.(4) of thi
. Paitial Decrees), and municipal uses (that if junior to the federal reser-ved water right wpuld be
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subordinated to under paragraph 10.b.(5) of the Partial Decree for (he Main Salmon River). Any
suc.h petition shall be served on the U.S.D.A. Forest Service, 161 East Mallard Drive, Suite A,
Boise, ID, 83706 or such other address that !he Forest Service has provided IDWR, and the
United States shall have the right .to participate in all proceedings thereon for !he pmposes of
monitoring, limiting or. opposing the petition. The forfeiture or abandonment of water rights will
be eligible to increase the subordination amounts if the following conditions are met:
(A) the forfeiture or abandonment is based on a period of non-use

.entirely after the effective date of this Stipulation;
(B) the forfeiture or abandonment results in an increased flow to

the affected Wild and Scenic River; and
(C) the forfeited or abandoned water dght is decreed by the SRBA

C.:n;rt or licensed by IDWR (not required to be claimed in the S1U3A). The amount of any
in-;rease in subordination will be determined by the SRBA Court, or any successor state court
v-;ith jurisdiction to enforce the final decree issued by the SRBA:Court. The amount addedto !he
fotu.-;:e use subordination will be limited to use in the sub-basin in which it was historically used.
d. •·

Water Right Database. IDWR will maintain a publicly available database

of water right records on file with IDWR. that are above the ending point of e'!Ch Wild .and
Scenic federal reserved water right. Th( database

will identify the statutory elements for each

active water right record.
e. ·

Subordination Aecounting Database. In the rio:i:Inal course of application

and claim processing, IDWR will maintain publicly available information for purposes .of .
·· imptementati~n of the subordinations provided under the Partial Decrees. Th.e data win:

31.6
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(1) identify all accepted applications for permit and all water right claims
with points of diversion located upstream from the ending points of the water rights confirmed
by the Partial Decrees;
(2) identify applications for permit that IDWR has determined will enjoy
the benefit of any of the subordination provisions of the Partial Decrees, including the
information described in paragraph 3.£(1) below;
(3) separately identify those water rights decrees, permits and lioell$es
tl1at come within the applicable subordination provision;
(4) witll respect to water rights decrees, permits and licenses tllat cotne
· within the future use subordination (paragraph 10.b.(6) of tile Partial Decree for the Main
Sahnon River, paragraph 10.b.(5) of the other Partial Decrees), identify ilie diversion rate, and
for irri r;;ation rights, the number of irrigated acres, decreed, permi~ed or licensed, including any
reductions in permitted amounts as licensed, to be credited to tile applicable future use
subordination; · ·
· (5)

,vith respect to forfeited, abandon~ or lapsed water rights as

identified in paragraph 3.c.{l), identify those rights and the diversipn and, if for inigatfon, the
acreage that IDWR has credited the applicable future use subprdin1ttion as described in
p:rragraph 3.c.(1) above;
(6)
claims that

identify all accepted applications for permit and .all water right

IDWR has determined will, if approved, constitute Wl\ier rights ofth~ United States,

instream flow :w:atdr rights, nonconsumptive water rights or rep lacernent water rights within the
rnearung of those\erms aS used in 1n1tagraph I0.b.(6)(C) ofth~ Partial Decree for the Main
. Sahnon River, paragraph 10.b'.(S)(C) of the Partial Decree for the Middle Fork SahtJon River,

..

.
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and paragraph 10.b.(S)(B) of the other Partial Decrees and that would otherwise be deducted
from the applicable subordination amounts for future rights, and identify all water rights decrees,
pei:mits and licenses for water rights that IDWR bas determined constitute water rights of the
United States, instream flow water rights, nonconsumptive water rights or replacement water
rights as descnbed above;
(7)

with respect to rights that come within the nnmicipal right

subordination provision (paragraph 10.b.(5) of the Partial Decree for the Main Salmon River),
identify when diversions commence under any such pennit or license, annually identify water
diversion: data, including the number of connections that exceed the 2 cfs threshold as reported to
IDWR by the municipal right holder, and the amount subtracted from the future use
subordination (paragraph 10.b.(6) of the Partial Decree for the Main Salmon River); and
(8) set forth a running total of the amounts of future use subordination
remai.J:ing available; for appropriation under paragraph 10.b.(6) of the Partial Decree for the Main
Salmon River arid paragraph 10.b.(5) of the other Partial Decrees. IDWR will niake available to
the United States

ot any

other party upon request any and all documentation concerning the

· above referenced matters. · "Pnblicly ·available" as used in this Stipulation :neatis remote
romputer access· or other similar future tec!mology arid .the ability to request, on• an as needed
b<)Sis, composites of aU water right records on contemporar,y media in a fonn that can be
· manipulated with· contemporary technology (software and hardware). IDWR will review any
comments or suggestions made by any of the parties concerning the adequacy of this records
system.·

318
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f.

.:,ubordination Implementation and Revi, ..
(1)

IDWR will include in the public notice of any application for

pern1it that IDWR has determined will enjoy the benefit of any ofthe subordination provisions,
the subordination prnvision that IDWR has determined is applicable to the application and, with
respect to the subordinations provided in paragraph 10.b.(6) of the Partial Decree for the Main
Salmon River and paragraph 10.b.(5) of the other Partial Decrees, the diversion amount and, if
for irrigation, the acreage applied for that IDWR has determined will enjoy the benefit_ of the
identified subordination provision. . This. subordination information . will be posted .to. the
subordination accounting database concurrently with issuance of the public notice along with the
remaining balance of available diversion rate and acreage for the applicable subordination.
(2)

Upon issuance of a water right permit that

JDWR has determined

win enjoy the benefit of any of the subordination provisions of the Partial Decrees, IDWR Will
post to the Subordi~ation accounting database the subordination provision that· IDWR has
determined is applicable to the permit and the affected Partial Decrees and, with respect to the
subordinations provided in paragraph 10,b.(6) of the Main Salmon Partial Decree and paragraph
10.b.{5)

of the other Partial.Decrees, the diversion amount and, if for irrigation, the acreage,

allocated to the permit that

IDWR

has determined. will enjoy, the benefit of the
-· identified
..
'

··. suborcination provision, as well as the remaining balance of available diversion rate and acreage
for that subordination provision,
(3)

Issuance of a license for a water right enjoying subordination 1JI1der

paragraph 10.b.(6) of the Partial Decree for the Main Salmon River or paragraph iq.b.(5) of any
other Partial Decree will be posted to the subordination accounting database.
the license resulted in an adjustment of the diversion

.

.

Ifthe issuance of

rate or; if for iz,igation, theacteage, the

.
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amount of the adjustment will be noted in the posting of the license and reflected m an
adjustment of the remaining diversion rate and acreage available under the subordinatiori.
( 4)

Upon entry of a partial decree for a claimed water right that IDWR

has determined will enjoy the benefit of any of the subordination provisions of the Partial
Decrees, IDWR will post the partial decree to the subordination database along with the identity
of the subordination provision that IDWR has detennined is applicable to the partial decrees and,
with respect to the subordination provision provided in paragraph 10.b._(6) of the Partial Decree
for the Main Salmon River and paragraph 10.b.(5) of the other Partial Decree,.the div:ersionrat<:; ,
and, if for irrigation, the acreage, allocated to the partial d~~ree that IDWR bas deternrlned will
enjoy the benefit of the identified subordination provision, as well as the remaining balance of
available diversion rate and acreage for that subordination provision.
· (5)

Upon detennination that an application for permitor water right .

claim will, if approved, constitute a water right of the United States, an instream flow water
right, a nonconsurnptive water right or a replacement water right within the meaning of those
terms as used in paragraph 10.b.(6)(C) of the Partial Decree for the Main Salmon River,
paragraph 10.b.(S)(C) of the Partial Decree for the Middle Fork Salmon River, an:d paragraph
··10.b.(5)(B) oft:he _other Partial Decrees that would, otherwise be deducted. from the applicable
subordination amounts for. future rights, and upon issu~ce of a water rights del::ree, permit or
license for a water right that IDWR has detennined coristitutes a wate; right of the United States,
an instream · flow water right, nonconsUlllptive water right or replacement water right as
described above, IDWR will posfto the subordination accounting database the type of water
right IDWR hiIB determined the right to be, the diversion rate and, if for irrigatio~, the acreage, · ·
applied for, Claimed. or allocated to the water rights \lecree, penilit or. license that IDWR has
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determined constitutes a water right. of the United States, an instream flow water right,
nontonsumptive water right or replacement water right as described above;
(6)

Any party may contact IDWR at any time to request additional

information concerning the matters described above or to inform IDWR of concerns raised by
IDWR's proposed detennination with respect to any permit, license, partial decree,
abandonment, forfeiture, or lapsing of a water right or any municipal connection in excess of 2
cfs.

Any party may request reconsideration or explanation by IDWR of implementation or

proposed, implementation of any subordination provision. at any time and the parties agree. to
make a good faith effort to resolve questions and reach agreement regarding implementati,on of
the subordination provisions.
4.

Resolution of Disputes Concerning Implementation of Stipulation.. The parties

and iD\VR agree ta make good faith efforts to resolve any disputes which.arise concerning
IDWR's implementation of this Stipulation. IDWR will provide any party requested
infoimation
.
'

..

conceriring the subject mauer of any such disputes: In. th.e event the parties are unable to resolve
any such disputes, any party may seek review ofIDWR's implementation and enforcement of
this . Stipulation .and administration of ·the water rights . confirmed by the·· Partial Decrees,
including, but not limited to, admiriistration of the subordination provisions Qf the Partial
Decrees, fo the SRBA Court or any successor state court with jurisdiction to enforce, the final
decree issued by the SRBA Court. Review shall be de novo and any disputed factualfasues shall
be decided based upon a preponderance of the evidence. Judicial review must be brought within
.

.

.

.

:

.

,•

six months of the challenged actio11; or within six moJiths of the notification of the challenged .
action (if notice is required und~r the t~s of the Stipulatioii), whichever isJater.
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:5.

ointinuing Jurisdiction. The parties request 1he SRBA Court, by granting the

Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees and entering the
attached proposed Order, to retain jurisdiction for the purpose of,esolving disputes regarding the
implementation and enforcement of this Stipulation and administration of the water rights
confirmed by the Partial Decrees, including, but not limited to, administration · of the
subordination provisions of the Partial Decn;es.
6.
= .:.:··-

Parties' Rights to Object to Claims and Prntest Permit Applications.

a.

Adjudication Claims. This Stipulation does not affect_the ri~t ~f any

party t.:> object to any other claims in the SRBA (i.e.,. cfaims other than the United States' Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act claims which are the subject of this Stipulation) or any claim in any other
adjudication. The United States, however, may not assert in any objection that the claim (if
s;iborCtl.llated to by the applicable Partial Decree) should be denied or conditioned to protect the
flow of any Wild and Scenic River subject to this Stipulation.
b.

Permit Applications. This Stipulation does not affect .the right of any

party to protest .any application for permit to appropriate water filed with lDWR. The United
States, ?::)°Wever, may not assert in any protest fhat the application for permit (if subOrqinated to
by the. applicable Partial Decree) l>hould be denied or c~nditioned (including on public interest
grounds) to protect the flow of any of the Wild and Scenic Rivers subject to this Stipulation.
7.

Request

fot Approval

of the Stinulatfon and Entry of Parti.al Decrees by the

SR13A .Court. The parties agree to submit this Stipulation and JointMotion for Order Approving
Stipulation and Entry of Partial I>.ecrees to the SRBA Court in fuU satisfaction of Claim Nos. 7 513316, 77-11941, 77-13844, 78cll96l, 81-10472, 81-10513,.and 81-10625. Tile parties agree to·.

j;intly provide notice of the Stipulation and Motion through the SRBA Docket Sheet amlby
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personal notice to Objectors and to jointly present affidavits and S?ch other evidence as may be
required by the Court for the approval of the Stipulation aild.Partial Decrees.
8.

Defense of Stipulation. The parties agree to jointly support and defend the Joint

Motion for Order Approving the Stipulation and for Entry of Partial Decrees against any and all
objections or other challenges that may arise in any phase of the SRBA, including any appeals.
If the SRBA Court fails to approve the Stipulation and to enter the Partial Decrees exactly as set

forth herein, the Stipulation is voidable by any party, provided that any party electing to void the
·Stipulation shall notify the other parties and the Court in writing of that election within 30 days .
of the order of the Court not approving the Stipulation and/or Partial Decrees as set forth herein.
Failure to provide such notification in the manner provided shall result in forfeiture ofsuch right.
If the Stii;11lation is voided, all parties shall retain all existing claims and objections as though no

Stipulation ever existed.
9.

Stipulation Does Not Affect Statutory or Regulatory Authority. The parties agree

that nothing in this Stipulationor the Partial Decrees shall 1:>e construed or interpreted:
a.

to establish any standard to be used for the quantification of federal reserved

\:rater rights-; or

b. to limit or affect the authority of the United States or the State provided by
. statute or regulation.
10.

Stipulation Not to be Used Against Parties. The United States. and Objectors

agree and request the SRBA Court to confirm by granting the 1oint Motion for Order Approving
Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees and enteriil.g the atta~hed propostid Order, that this
. Stipulation has been entered intol>ased upon goodJaith n&gotiations for •fue purpose of resolving
legaldigputes, including pencling litigation., by compromise and settlement

and that nothing iri
323
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this Stipulation, incJn.-Jing the stipulated entry of partial decrees for these claims and any
affidavits or other evidence or pleading submitted for the approval of the Stipulation, or any
offers or compromises made in the course of negotiating this Stipulation, shall be construed as
admissions against interest or tendered ·or used

as evidence to support or oppose any party's

claims or objections in the SRBA or in any pther adjudication involving claims for the same or

similar purposes, including fue quantities of water claimed, or in any other manner by aµy party
in fue SR.BA in any future proceedings in fue SR.BA, in any appellate proceedings concerning the
· S:RBA, or'in any other proceeding, other than those seeking approval of the. Order, Approving
Stipufatior. and Entry of Partial Decrees, for interpretation, enforcement or administration of this
Stipulation. or fue Partial Decrees or for a purpose contemplated
-. by Idaho Rule of Evidence 408.

11.

Stipulation and Partial Decree's Binding;.. This Stipulation shall bind and inure to

'.he bene:fit of the respective successors of the parties. Upon entry of the Partial Decrees, the
Partial Decrees shall be binding on all parties in the SRBA
12;.

Mutual Covenants of Authority; The parties represent and acknowledge that each

.

.

of !h':l undersigned is authorized to execute this Stipulation and Joint Motion. on behalf of the
·. pr,riy L'ley represent. ·

13.

NoncSeverability; · Toe provisions of this $tipulation are not severable. If .any .

provision of this Stipulation is folllld to be unlawful and of no effect, then the parties b~eto shall
resurrie negotiations to revise such nnlawfulprovfoio1k ·

14.

Effective Date: The effective date ofthis Stipulation shall be September 1, 2003.

JOINT MOTION FOR ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION
AND ENTRY OF PARTIAL DECREES
. .

.

.

'

.

· The parties request the S:RBA Court to: {l) approve the foregoing Stipulation; {2)
'

'

.

-

.

'

. .

. approve and enter the PartialD_ ecrees for claims munbered 75-13316, 77011941, 77-13844, 78-_i. ·.
.

,..

.

'

.

c,
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11961, 81-10472, 81

1513 and 81-10625; (3) retain jurisdi

111

for the purpose of resolving

any disputes concerning implementation and enforcement of the Stipulation and administration
of the water rights confurned by the Partial Decrees, including, but not limited to, administration
of the subordination provisions of the Partial Decrees; and (4) order that, pursuant to Idaho Rule
of Evidence 408, nothing in the Stipulation, including the stipulated entry of Partial Decrees for
these claims and any affidavits or other evidence or pleading submitted for the approval of the
Stipulation, ot any offers or compromises made in the course of negotiating the Stipulation, shall
· be construed as admissions against interest or tenderpd or used as evidence to support. or oppose.
any party's claims or objections in the SRBA or in any other adjudication involving claims for·
the same or similar purposes, including the quantities of water claimed, or in

any other manner

by any party in the SRBA in any future proceedings in the SRBA, in any appellate proceedings
coucen:ring the SRBA, or in any other proceeding, other than those seeking approval of the Order
Approving Stipi:rlation and Entry of Partial Decrees, for interpretation, enforcement or .
adtoinistration of the Stipulation or the Partial Decrees or for a purpose contemplated by Rule

408. The order sought by
this Joint Motion, which is attached
hereto, is fully in accordance with
.
.
.

'

'

'

Idaho. Rul-e of Evidence 408, as well as the policy· underlying that rule and the policy of the

SRBA Court directed at furthering the strong public policy favoring ~ut-of-cou1t settlement of
disputes over litigation.
.

.

.

.

.

.

'

· Wherefore, the United States and Objectors.respectfully re~uesttbat this.Court. grant this
Joint Motion in all respects by entering the attached proposed order.
The United States and Objectors request expedited consideration of this Joint Motion.
The parties have executed this Stipulation andJoint Motion on the dafofollowing their
·. '.espective signatures.
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FOR TIIE UNITED STATES:

~~:~~¢#!~

Date:

DAVID W. GEHLERT
U.S. Department of Justice
Environment and Natural Resources Division·
General LitigatiotlSection
999 18th Street, Suite 945
Denver, Colorado 80202
(303)312-7319
DAVIDL. NEGRI
U.S. Department of Justice
Environment and Natural Resources Division
General Litigation Section
550 \V. Fort St. MSC033
Boise, lD &3724
(20!:I) 331-5943
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.
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FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, including THE IDAHO WATER RESOURCES BOARD:

~~
LAWRENCEG. WASDEN,
Attorney General
CLIVE J. STRONG,
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division
Office of the Attorney General
State of Idaho
P.O. Box 44449
Boise, ID 83711-4449
(2Q8) 334-4126
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FOR DEWEY MINING COMPANY, THUNDERMOUNTAJN GOLD, INC., and POTLATCH
CORPORATION:

~c.. ,)~ .

JEFFREYC.FERE~

Date:

6 / II / cJlf

Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
(208) 388°1200
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FOR CITY OF CHALl..lS, CITY OF POCA TELLO, CITY OF SALMON, LAMB WESTON,
INC., and BASIC AMERICAN, INC.:

;_ 734 -

FOR BIG BEND IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BOISE-KUNA IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NEW
YORK IRRJGATION DISTRJCT, and WILDER IRRIGATION DISTRICT:

Date:
AL ERTP.BARKER ·
Barker, Rosholt & Simpson LLP
P.O. Box 2139
.
Boise, ID 83701-2139
(208) 336-0700

.

.

.

.

:
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.
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FOR IDAHO PO\VER CO:MJ> ANY:

/1~
· ·

Idaho Power Company
P.O. Box 70
Boise,ID 83707
(208) 388-2112

MICHAEL MIRA.NDE
Miller Bateman LLP
1426 Alaskan Way; Suite 301
Seattle, WA 9810.1
(206) 903-0300

.

.·:

.

..

:·

.

..

.

.

,.

.

.

.

: :·-_
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FORA & B !RRJGATJON DISTRICT, BURLEY JRRlGATION DlSTRJCT, TWlli FALLS
CANAL COMPANY, NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, PROGRESSIVE IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, ENTERPRISE IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NEW SWEDEN IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, SNAKE RIVER VALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, IDAHO IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, HARRISON CANAL & IRRIGATION COMPANY, BUR.GESS CANAL &
IRRIGATION COMPANY, PEOPLES CANAL & IRRIGATION COMPANY, EGIN BENCH
CANALS, lNC., and NORTH FREMONT CANAL SYSTEMS, INC.:

R:

Date:

BY
y, Thal(:her, Andrus, Rigby
am & Moeller, Chtd.
P.O.Box250
· Rexburg, Idaho 83440-0250
(208) 356-3633
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FOR THOMAS R. STUART ill, GENE BRAY, BONNIE SCHONEFELD, ALMA MARJE
OSBORN, and PHYLLlS K. KOCHERT:

Date:~~

WILLIAM EDDIE, Esq.
Advocates for the West·

j(:,. 1 7©o'-(

PO Box 1612
Boise, ID 83701

'I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

'JC?

;le

.

,tf

day of (/:1,f~ , 2004, I served a true

and correct copy ofthe foregoing STIPULATION AND JOINT MOTION FOR ORDER
APPROVING STIPULATION AND ENTRY OF PARTIAL DECREES, by depositing a
copy thereof in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid, to the following:
All parties indicated on the SRBA Court's Certificate of Mailing
for Consolidated Subcase 75-13316 Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
Claims.

CERTIFICATE

OF

SERVICE

~r739 -
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RECEIVED

NOV 1 7 20011
RINGERT CLARK

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

INRE: SRBA

CASE NO. 39576

)
)
)
)
)

Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316
Wild & Scenic Rivers Act Claims
(Encompassing Subcases 75-13316, 77-11941, 77-13844
78-11961, 81-10472, 81-10513 and 81-10625)

)
)
)

Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of
Partial Decrees

)
)

The District Court oftlie Fifth JudiciafDistrict in and for the County of Twin Falls,
having entered its Commencement Order on November· 19, 1987, commencing the Sn,ike River
Basin Adjudication ("SRBA");. the United States of America, the State ofldalio and the other
objectors to these consolidated subcases, through their respyetive counsel, rnf~i*g presented a
Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees, with
the effective date of SeptemberJ, 2003 ("Stipulation"); due notice of the requested approval of
the Stipulation and the proppsed entry of the Partial Decrees having been given pursuant to the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the SRBA Court Administrative Order l; the Court having
reviewed the Stipulatio11, the proposed Partial Decrees and supporting affidavits and having
heard the parties concerning these matters;
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n \I ·

THE SR.BA DlSTRJCT COURT NO"W FINDS AS FOLLO\VS:
The parties have satisfied the requirements of Chapter 14, Title 42, Idaho Code, including
!

· Section 42-1411 A, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and .SR.BA Administrative Order 1. The
Stipulation is a fair and equitable settlement of all the United States' claims in the SR.BA for
federally designated Wild and Scenic Rivers. The Stipulation does not adversely affect the
interests of persons not party to the Stipulation and good cause has been shown for grantinfthe
Joint Motion for Order .Approving Stipulation and Entry. of Partial Decrees.
IT JS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that:
I.

All tenns of the Stipulation and the Partial Decrees for the United States' Wild

and;icenic Rivers Act federalreserved water rights claims numbered 75-13316, 77-11941, 7713844, 78-11961, 81-10472, 81-10513 and 81-10625, as attached to the Stipulation (the "Partial
Decrees"), are hereby ratified, confirmed and approved.
2.

The Court shall retain jurisdiction for the purpose of resolving disputes regarding

the implementation and enforcement of the Stipulation and administration of the water, rights ·
confirmed by the Partial Decrees, including, but not limited to, the relationship between these
federal water rights and other water rights and administration of the subordination provisions of
the Partial Decrees.
3.

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 408, nothing in the Stipulation, including the

stipulated entry of Partial Decrees for these claims and any affidavits or other evidence or
.

.

pleading submitted or relied upon for approval of the Stipulation, or any offers .or compromises
.

.

made in the.course of negotiating the Stipulation, shall be construed as admissions against
interest or tendered or used as evidence to support or oppose any party's .claims or objections in
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the SRBA or in any other adjudication involving claims for the same or similar purposes,
including the quantities of water claimed, or in any other manner by any party in the SRBA in
any future proceedings in the SRBA, in any appellate proceedings· concerning the SRBA, or in
any other proceeding, other than those for interpretation, enforcement or administration of the
Stipulation or the Partial Decrees or for a purpose contemplated by Rule 408. This Order is fully

iri accordance with Idaho Rule of Evidence 408, as well as the policy underlying that rule and the
policy of the SRBA Cotut directed at furthering the strong public policy favoring out-of-court
settlement of disputes over litigation.
4.

The water rights adjudicated by the Partial Decrees are in full satisfaction of all

the United States' claims in the SRBA for federally designated Wild and Scenic Rivers.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED this

11 .-iv
, IV day of

\.~

J'~~

P esidliiiJudge
Sna
· er Basin Adjudication
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Federal Reserved Water Rights 75-13316 and 77-11941

)

Salmon Wild .and Scenic River
1. Name and address of owner:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, on behalf of the
U.S.D.A. Forest Service
550 W. Fort Street, MSC033
·
Boise, ID 83724

2. Source of water:

Salmon River

3. Quantity of right:

a. When the stream flow at the Salmon River near Shoup
quantification site as defined in Section 3 .d. below ("Shoup
gage") is Jess than 13,600 cfs, the United States is entitled
to the following flows:
·
.

Period of Use
Januarv 1-15 ·
Januarv 16-31.
Februarv 1-15
Februarv 16-28(29)
March 1-15
MarchJ6~31
Aorill-15
April 16-30
May 1-15
May !6c3.l
.·
..
June 1-15
June 16-30.

· Dlscharee {cfs)

.

.
.

.

•

.

.

.

.. ·
'

1440
1450
1500
1550
1510
1540
1590
2470 < .
3920
...
. 7310
9450
7790
.

.

Period of Use
July 1-15
July 16,31
Aum1st 1-15
August 16-Jl
September l-15
September 16.-30
. October Icl5
October I 6-31
. November 1-15
Novemberl6-30
December J -15 .
December 16-31

Discbarve .(cfs)
.

·.
.

4730
2700
1390
1240
1200· ..
1400
1570
1700
.
1820
1730
1600
·•1510 .·

I

.

.

.

.

.

..
.

b. When the stream flow at the Shoup gage is greater than
adjusted by upstream junior
or equal to 13,600 cfs
depletions, including .depletions from water rights enjoying ·

{as

PARTIAL DECREE FOR Federal Reserved Water Rights 75-13316 and 77-11941, Salmon Wild and Scenic
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the subordination provided in this right), the United States
is entitled to all flows, up to 28,400 cfs.
c. This water right does not prohibit the appropriation,
diversion and use of water with.in the Salmon River basin
upstream from the ending point of the Salmon Wild and
Scenic River at Long Tom Bar and excluding the Middle
Fork Salmon River basin, when the stream flow at the
Shoup gage exceeds the flow amount in Section 3.a. and is
less than 13,600 cfs (as adjusted by upstream junior
depletions, including depletions from water rights enjoying
the subordination provided in this right); provided,
however, that the flow amounts identified in section 3.a. are
maintained between the Shoup gage and the ending point of
the Salmon Wild and Scenic River at Long Tom Bar.

d.
The quantification site for the flows identified
above is the USGS Salmon River near Shoup gage, number
13307000, located in NE1/4SW1/4, Sec. 14, T23N, R17E,
Boise Meridian; Latitude N 45° 19' 20.8", Longitude W
114° 26' 21.2".
e. Water rights within the watershed of the Salmon River
Basin upstream from the ending point of the Salmon Wild
and Scenic River at Long Tom Bar will be administered to
ensure the satisfaction of this right throughout the Wild and
Scenic reach, When the stream flow at the Shoup gage is
less than the flow amounts in section 3.a. or greater than
13,600 cfs (as adjusted by upstream junior depletions,
· including depletions from water rights enjoying the
. subordination provided in this right), water shall not be
diverted at any location in the Salmon River basin above
such ending point, including locations downstream from
the Shoup gage (but excluding the Middle Fork Salmon
River basin that is subject, instead, to the Middle Fork .
Salmon River Partial Decree No. 77-13844), other than
under water rights enjoying the subordinations provided in
section 10.b, "Futile call" may not be.asserted as a basis for ·
allowing any such downstream diversions so long as there
is a hydraulic connection between the Salmon River and
the right to be regulated.
· f. This water right precludes any diversion of water out of
· the watershed of the Salmon River Basin upstream from the
.

.

'

.

.

.
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ending point of the Salmon Wild and Scenic River at Long
Tom Bar, except for transfers of points of diversion from
above the ending point to below the ending point.

4. Priority date:

July 23, 1980.

5. Point ofdiversion:

There is no diversion associated with this instream flow
water right. The legal description of the beginning and
ending points of the instream flow water right are as
follows:
Beginning point: Mouth of the North Fork of the Salmon
River -· SW1/4SW1/4, Sec. 16, T24N, R21E, Boise
Meridian;Latitude N 45° 24' 17.6", Longitude W 113° 59'
36.7".
Ending point Long Tom Bar - SE!/4SE1/4, Sec. 31,
T25N, R5E, Boise Meridian; Latitude N 45° 27' 35.9",
Longitude W 115° 52' 48.8".

6. Purpose of use:

. 7•. Period of use:

8. Place of use:

.9. Annual volume of
consumptive. use:

l 0.

Other provisions necessary
for definition or administration
of this water right:

To fulfill the purposes of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
Pub.L 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as
amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et seq.), and the Central
Idaho Wilderness Act of 1980, Pub.L. 96-312, 94 Stat. 948,
July 23, 1980 (codified as amended at 16 U.S,C. §§ 1132,
1274, 1281).
01-01 to 12-31.
This instrerun flow Water right is used throughout the
. designated Salmon Wild and Scenic River from the
beginning point to the ending point as identified above .
This instream flow water right is non-consumptive (other
than evap.oration and evapotranspiration which may take ·
place wfthln the designated segment).
a.
this is a federal reserved water right based ori the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Pul:i.L. 90-542, 82 St.at. 906,
OcL2;!968(codified as amended at 16 lJ.S,C. §§ 1271, et
· seq.), and the Central Idaho Wildemess Act of 1980, Pub.L.
96~312, 94 Stat 948, July 23, 1980 (codified as amended.at
16 u.s.c. §§ 1132, 1274, 1281).
.
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b.
1bis Partial Decree is entered pursuant to that
Stipulation among the United States, the State of Idaho and
other objectors effective September I, 2003 (the
"Stipulation"), and pursuant to that Stipulation this .water
right is subordinated to the following water rights and uses
that are junior to this federal reserved water right and that
have points of diversion or impoundment and places of use
within the Salmon River Basin upstream from the ending
point, as identified in element 5 above:
(1)
All water right claims filed in the Snake
River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) as of the
effective date of the Stipulation to. the extent
ultimately decreed in the SR.BA.
(2)
All applications for permit and permits with
proof of beneficial use due after November I 9,
1987, on file with IDWR as of the effective date of
the Stipulation, to the extent such applications for
permit or pennits are ultimately licensed; and all
water right licenses with proof of beneficial use due
after November 19, 1987, on file with IDWR as of
the effective date of the Stipulation.
(3).
All domestic uses, which for purposes of
this Partial Decree shall be defined as set forth at
LC. § 42-11 l(l)(a} & (b) to mean the use of water
· for
homes,
organization
camps,
public
campgrounds, livestock and for any other puipose
in connection therewith, including. irrigation of up
to one-half acre of land, if the total. use is. not in
excess of thirteen-thousand (13,000) gallons per day
or any other uses, if the total does not exceed a
diversion rate of four one-hundreds. (0.04) cubic feet
per second .and a diversion volume of twenty-five
hundred (2,500} gallons per day, provided that this
domestic use subordination is limited and defined
by I.C. 42-111(2), sothat the subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple ownership
. subdivis~ons, mobile home parks, or commercial or
business establishments, unless the use meets the
diversion rate and volume limitations set forth. in
l.C. 42,11 l(l)(b)(0.04 cfs/2,500 gpd), and by LC,
42-111(3), so that the subordination shall not and
PARTIAL DECREE F"OR F"ed.eral Reserved Water Rights 75-13316 and 77-11941, Salmon Wild. and Scenic
River - Page 4
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does not apply to multiple water rights for domestic
uses which satisfy a single combined water use that
would not itself come within the above definition of
domestic use.
(4)
All de mirtimus stockwater uses, which for
the purposes this Partial Decree shall be defined as
set forth at LC. § 42-140 IA(l 1) to mean the use of
water solely for livestock or wildlife where the total
diversion is not in excess of thirteen-thousand
(13,000) gallons per day.
This de minimus
stockwater use subordination is limited and defined
by LC. § 42-111(3), so that the subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple water rights for
stockwater uses which satisfy a single combined
water use that would not itself come within the
above definition of stockwater use.
(5)
All water rights having a priority date later
than the effective date of the Stipulation and held by
a municipality incorporated under Idaho Code, §§
50-10 I and -102, or an authorized franchise service
provider for art incorporated municipality for use
within the municipality's or provider's service area;
provided, however, that any individual municipal
hookup that. has a manufacturer's rated maximum
flow capacity of equal to or greater than 2 cfs of
water on an instantaneous basis, other than capacity
for fire protection, will count against the finite
future subordination limit in paragraph (6) below.
.The phrase "municipal use" shall be defined as set
forth at Idaho Code § 42s202B(S) and "service
area" means that area within which a municipal
provider is or becomes entitled or obligated to
provide water for municipal purposes within the .
municipality's corporate limits or other recognized
boundaries, including changes therein after a water
right· is developed. · The service area · for a
·· municipality may also include areas outside its
· . corporate limits, or other recognized boundaries,
that are within the municipality's .established
planning area if the constructed delivery system for
such outside areas share a common water

PARTIAL DECREE FORFederal Resen•ed Water Rights 75-13316 and 77-H941, Salmon Wild and Scenic
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distribution system with lands located within the
corporate limits.
(6)
(A) Water rights other than those described
in paragraphs (3) through (5) above claimed or
applied for after the effective date of the
Stipulation:
(i) with a total combined diversion of I 50
cfs (including not more than 5,000 acres of
irrigation with a maximum diversion rate of
0.02 cfs/acre), when the mean daily
discharge at the Shoup gage.is <1,280 cfs.
The specific acres to be irrigated each year
will be identified to the IDWR by March l
of each year, i.e., if a portion of the acreage
permitted within this I 50 cfs is to. be idled
for a year or more, an equal number of acres
permitted for irrigation within the 225 cfs in
subparagraph (ii) below can be substituted to
take advantage of the subordination when
the river is less than 1,280 cfs for the period
of years the original acres are idled.

(ii) an additional diversion of 225 cfs
(including up to an additional 10,000 acres
of irrigation with a maximum diversion rate
of 0.02 cfs/acre) when the mean daily
discharge at the Shoup gage is 2: l ,280 cfs.
(iii) These subordinated arnoµnts. do not
include storage, other than incidental
storage, which is defined as storage of not
more than a 24 hour water supply for any
beneficial use.

(B)
The subordinated. amounts identified
in subparagraph (A) above apply to all diversions in
the Salmon River basin above. the ending point of.
this federal reserved water right, · including
diversions downstream from .the Shoup gage, but
.excluding diversions in the Middle Fork Salmon
River basin.

PARTIAL I>ECREE FOil. Federal Reserved Water Rights 75-13316 and 77-11941., Salmon Wild and Scenic
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(C)
Water rights of the United States,
instream flow water rights, nonconsumptive water
rights and replacement water rights shall not be
deducted from the subordination amounts identified
in this paragraph (5) for future rights.
Nonconsumptive water rights mean all beneficial
uses of water having these characteristics: i) the use
involves no diversion from the designated reach of
the Wild and Scenic Rivet as identified in this
Partial Decree; ii) all return flows from the use
accrue to the Wild and Scenic reach; and iii) the use
does not cause a depletion or a change in timing of
· the flow (other than incidental evaporation or
seepage) as determined at the point(s) of return,
whether or not the depletion or change in timing can
be measured within the designated reach. Examples
of such uses include:
i) run-of-the-river
hydroelectric facilities; ii) fish propagation uses;
and iii) other similar uses. Replacement water
rights means all irrigation appropriations issued for
the same purpose of use and place of use covered by
an existing water right with no increase in period of
use, diversion rate, and, if applicable, volume of
water. To be considered a replacement water right:
i) no element of the new appropriation may exceed
that of the original water right; ii) only the original .
or the replacement Water right or part of each water
right may· be used. at the same time; and iii) the
replacement water right cannot be used.when water
would not be legally and physically available under
the original water right.
c.
The administrative provisions of paragraph 3 of the
Stipulation are incorporated herein by reference.
d:
These additional provisions contained in element 10
dcr not fall within the other elements listed above and are
necessary to: (I) define the. unique characteristics of these
federal reserved water rights; and (2) describe the rights
Md uses to which these. federal reserVed water nghts are
~ubordinated in order to provide for proper administration

.

.

.
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of these water rights and other existing and future water
rights.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED November

/0 ,2004.
OHN ,.y,t=.ANS
~ngJudge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

.. ·

.

:·

.

-

'

.

.

·.

.

..

'
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Federal Reserved Water Right 77-13844 .
Middle Fork Salmon Wild and Scenic River

I. Nameandaddressofowner:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, on behalf of the
U.S.D.A. Forest Service
550 W. Fort Street, MSC033
Boise, ID 83724

2. Source of water:

Middle Fork Salmon River

3. Quantity of right:

a. When the stream flow at the Middle Rork Salmon River
quantification site as defined in Section 3 .d. below
("Middle Fork Salmon gage") is Jess than 14,400 cfs the
United States is entitled to the following flows:

Period of Use
J.anuarv JsJ5
Januarv J503 I
Februarv 1-15
Februarv 16-28(29)
March 1-15
March 16-31
Anrif 1-15
Aoril 16-30
Mav 1-15 ·
May 16-Jl
June· 1-15 .
June 16-30

Discharve (cfs)

.

.

.·

.·

.

959
1010
1150
1150
1150
1500
1500
3510 ..
5450
9210
10800
8760

.

Period of Use
Julv 1-15
Julv 16-3 I
AUQUSt 1-15 .
August J 6-3 l
Seotember l-15
Seotember.16.30 ·.
October 1-15
October 16-31
November 1-15
November 16-30
December 1-15
December 16-3 l

Disch a =e (cfsl

.

5170
2550
1790.
1530
1340
1470
1380
1330
1320
1340
1130
1190

.

b. · When the stream flow at the Middle Fork Salmon gage
is greater than or . equal to 14,400 cfs (as. adjusted by
upstream junior depletions, including depletions from water
rights enjoying the subordination provided in this right), the
United States is entitled to all flows, up to 40,600 cfs.
PARTIAL DECREE FOR Federal Heserved Water Right 77-13844, Middle Fork Salmon Wild and Scenic
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c. This water right does not prohibit the appropriation,
diversion and use of water within the Middle Fork Salmon
River basin when the stream flow at the .Middle Fork
Salmon gage exceeds the flow amount in Section 3.a. and is
less than 14,400 cfs.
d. The quantification site for the flows identified above is
the USGS Middle Fork Salmon River measurement gage at
the river's mouth near Shoup, gage number 13310199,
located in SWI/4NEl/4, Sec. 33, T23N, Rl6E, Boise
Meridian; Latitude N 45° J7' 38.0", Longitude W JI 4° 35'
43.0".
e. This water right precludes any diversion of water out of
t,'le watershed of the Middle Fork Salmon River Basin
upstream from the ending point of the Middle Fork Salmon
Wild and Scenic River at its confluence with the Salmon
River, except for transfers of points of diversion from
above the ending point to below the ending point.
4. Priority date: .

October 2, 1968.

5. Point of diversion:

There is no diversion associated with this instream flow
water right. The legal description of the beginning and
ending points of the instream flow water right are as
follows:
Beginning point: Origin of the Middle Fork Salmon River NW l/4NW l/4; Sec. 23, Tl 3N, . RI OE, Boise Meridian;
Latitude N 44° 26' 57.0", Longitude W 115° 13' 47.9".
Ending point Confluence with Salmon. River NE1/4NEI/4, Sec. 33, T23N, R!6E, Boise Meridiiln;
LatitudeN 45° 17' 50.l",LongitudeW 114° 35' 32.8".

6. Purpose of use:

To fulfill the purposes of the Wild and S.cenic Rivers Act,
Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906; Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as
amended at J6 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et seq.).

7. Period of use:

01-01 to 12.31.

·· 8. Place ofuse:

This instream flow water right is used throughout the
designated Middle Fork Salmon Wild and Scenic River
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from the beginning point to the ending point as identified
above.
9. Annual volume of
consumptive use:

This instream flow water right is non-consumptive (other
than evaporation and evapcitranspiration which may take
place within the designated segment).

10. Other provisions necessary
for definition or administration
of this water right:

a.
This is a federal reserved water right based on the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906,
Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et
seq.).
b.
This Partial Decree is entered pursuant to that
Stipulation among the United States, the State ofldaho and
· other objectors effective September i, 2003 (the
"Stipulation"), and pursuant to that Stipulation this water
right is subordinated to the following water rights and uses
that are junior to this federal reserved water right ,md that
have points of diversion or impoundment and places of use
within the Middle Fork Salmon River BasL'l upstream from
the ending point, as identified in element 5 above:
(1)
All water right Claims filed in the Snake
River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) as of the
effective date of the Stipulation to the extent
ultimately decreed in the SRBA.
(2)
All applications for permit and permits with
proof of beneficial use. due after November 19,
1987, on file with IDWR as of the effective date of the Stipulation, to the extent such applications for
permit -or permits are ultimately licensed; and all
water right licenses with proof of beneficial use due
after November 19, 1987, on file with IDWR as of
the effective date of the Stipulation.
(3)
All domestic uses, which for purposes of
this Partial Decree shall be defined as set forth at
I.C. § 42-1 ll(l)(a) & (b) to mean the use of water
for
homes,
organization
camps,
public
campgrounds, livestock and for any other purpose
in connection therewith, including irrigation of up
to one-half acre of land, if the total use is not in
excess of thirteen-thousand (13,000) gallons per day
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or any other uses, if the total does not exceed a
diversion rate of four one-hundreds (0.04) cubic feet
per second and a diversion volume of twenty-five
hundred (2,500) gallons per day, provided that this
domestic use subordination is limited and defined
by LC. 42-111 (2), so that the subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple ownership
subdivisions, mobile home parks, or commercial or
business establishments, unless the use meets the
diversion rate and volume limitations set forth in
I.C. 42-11 l(l)(b) (0.04 cfs/2,500 gpd), and by LC.
42-111 (3), so that the subordination shall not and
does not apply to multiple water rights for domestic
uses which satisfy a single combined water use that
would not itself come within L'le above definition of
domestic use.
All de minimus stockwater uses, which for
(4}
the purposes this Partial Decree shall be defined as
set forth at I.C. § 42-1401A(ll} to mean the use of
water solely for livestock or wildlife whern the total
diversion is not in excess of thirteen-thousand
(I 3,000) gaJlons per day.
This de minimus
stockwater use subordination is limited and defined
by LC. § 42-111 (3), so that the subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple water rights for
stockwater uses which satisfy a single combined
water use that would not itself come within the
above definition of stockwater use.
(5)
(A) Water rights other than those described
in paragraphs (3) and (4) above claimed or applied
for after the effective date of the Stipulation with a
total combined di.version of 60 cfs, provided that
this amount shall include rights for irrigation of no
more than 2,000 acres of irrigation with a maximum
diversion rate of 0.02 cfs/acre. This subordinated
amount does not include storage, other than
incidental storage, which is defined as storage of
not more than a 24-hour water supply for any
. beneficial use.
(B) In addition to the.60 cfs of subordination
specified in subparagraph (A), above, a combined
PARTIAL DECREE FOR Federal Reserved
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total of 5 cfs of diversions within (i) the east side of
Monumental Creek basin upstream from and
including the Mule Creek basin, to and including
the Coon Creek basin; (ii) the west side of Marble
Creek basin upstream from and including the
Comish Creek basin to and including the Sunnyside
Creek basin; all as described on the map attached as
Exhibit A, for any commercial or industrial uses,
including storage of any portion of such 5 cfs for
commercial or industrial use, provided that the total
cumulative storage reservoir capacity established
under the subordination described in this
subparagraph (B) shall not be greater than I 00 acrefeet.
(C) Water rights of the United States,
instream flow water rights, nonconsumptive water
rights and replacement water rights shall not be
deducted from the subordination amounts identified
in this paragraph (5) for future rights.
Nonconsumptive water rights mean all beneficial
uses of water having these characteristics: i) the use
involves no diversion from the designated reach of
the Wild and Scenic River as identified in this
Partial Decree; ii) all return flows from the use
accrue to the Wild and Scenic reach; and iii) the use
does not cause a depletion or a change in timing of
the flow (other than incidental evaporation or
seepage) as determined at the point(s) of return,
whether ornot the depletion or change in timing can
be measured.within the designated reach. Examples
of such uses include: i) run-of-the-river
hydroelectric facilities; ii) fish propagation uses;
and iii) . other similar uses. Replacement water
rights means all irrigation appropriations issued for
the same purpose of use and place of use covered by
an existing water right with no increase in period of
use, diversion rate, and, if applicable, volume of
water. To be considered a replacement water right:
i) no element.of the new appropriation may exceed
that of the original water right; ii) only the original
or the replacement water right or part of each water
right .may be used at the same time; and iii) the
replacement water right cannot be used when water
.

.
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would not be legally and physically available under
the original water right.
c.
l11e administrative provisions of paragraph 3 of the
Stipulation are incorporated herein by reference.
d.
These additional provisions contained in element I0
do not fall within the other elements listed above arid are
necessary to: (I) define the unique characteristics of these
federal reserved water rights; and (2) describe the rights
and uses t,;, which these federal reserved water rights are
subordinated in order to provide for proper administration
of these water rights and other existing and future water
rights.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED November

('-

, 2004.

Presi ·ng Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication
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Exhibit A
Area Pertaining to Subordinations Under E.lement
10.b.(5).B of Middle Fork Salmon PartialDecree
77-13844
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CASE NO. 39576

PARTIAL DECREE FOR
Federal Reserved Water Rights 78-11961
Rapid Wild and Scenic River (including West
Fork) ·

1. Name and address of owner:

UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA, on behalf of the
U.S.O.A. Forest Service
550 W. Fort Street, MSC033
Boise, ID 83724

2.. Source of water:

Rapid River and West Fork Rapid River

3. Quantity of right:

a. When the stream flow at the Rapid River quantification ·
site as defined in Section 3.d. below ("Rapid River gage")
is less than 625 cfs, the United States is entitled to the
following flows:

Period.of Use
January 1-15
Januarv I 6-3 I
Febtuarv 1-15
February 16-28(29)
· M1,1:rCh 1-I S
-·· March l6-3l
Afiril 1-15
April 16-30 . ·
Mav 1-15
May 16-31
Jun.e 1_~1s
June I 6-30

Dischanre (cfs)

73
73
66.
63 .
75

'

''

,·,

'

'

'

'.

Discharee (cfs)

July 1-15

'

Julv J6c3J
Aup_ust 1-15
Aul>llst 16-31
Septem bet I· I 5
September 16-30
October 1-15
:October I 6-31
November la!S
Novembc:,r .16-3.0 .
December 1-15
December 16°31
'

99

109
160
249
403
. 524
432

. Period of Use

'

'

281
175
160
136
124
118
108
97
87
88
73
78

'

.,

'

'

'

'

b: When the stream flow at the Ra.pid ruver gag<:: is greater

than or equal to 625 cfs (as adjusted by upstream junior
depletions, including depletions from water rights enjoying
the subordination provided in this right), the United States
is entitled to all flows, up to 2,160. cfs. ·
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c. This water right does not prohibit the appropriation,
diversion and use of water \Vithin the Rapid River basin
upstream from the ending point of the Rapid Wild and
Scenic River at the National Forest Boundary when the
stream flow at the Rapid River gage exceeds the flow
amount in Section 3.a. and is less than 625 cfs.
d. The quantification site for the flows identified above is
the USDA Forest Service gage located in NEl/4NEl/4,
Sec. 12, T23N, RlW, Boise Meridian; Latitude N 45° 21'
7.1 ", Longitude W 116° 23' 49.5".
e. This water right precludes any diversion of water out of
the watershed of the Rapid Wild River Basin upstream
from the ending point of the Rapid Wild and Scenic River
at the National Forest boundary as described below, except
for transfers of points of diversion from above. the ending
point to below the ending point.
4. Priority date:

December 31, 1975.

5, Point of diYersion:

There is no diversion associated with this instream flow
water right. The legal description of the beginning and
ending points of the instream flow water right are as
follows:
Main Stem Rapid River:
Beginning point: Headwaters of the main stem Rapid
River -- NEI/4SW1/4, Sec. 31, T21N, RlW, Boise
· Meridian; Latitude N 45° 06' 49.0", Longitude W 116° 30'
232".
Ending point National Forest boundary - NEI/4NE1/4,
Sec. 12; T23N, RI W, Boise Meridian; .Latitude N 45° 21'
14.0", Longitude W 116° 23' 31.8".
West Fork Rapid River:
Beginning point: Wilderness boundary - NWl/4SWl/4,
Sec.· 1, T22N, R2W, Boise Meridian; Latitude N 45° 16'
19.I ", Longitude W 116° 32' 1.4".
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Ending point: Confluence with the main stem Rapid River
- SWI/4NEJ/4, Sec. 26, T23N, RlW, Boise Meridian;
LatitudeN 45° 18' 25.0", Longitude WI 16° 25' 8.4".

6. Purpose of use:

To fulfill the purposes of the \1/ild and Scenic Rivers Act,
Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as
amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et seq.), and the Hells
Canyon National Recreation Area Act, Pub.L. 94-199, 89
Stat.. 1117, Dec. 31, 1975 (codified as amended at 16
u.s.c. §§ 460gg-469gg-13).

7, Period of use:.

01-01 to 12-31.

8. Place of use:

This instream flow water right is used throughout the
de$iguated Rapid \1/ikLand. Scenic River• (including· We~lii'""''·~-,,-,,•
Fork) from the beginning points to the ending points as
identified above.

,~•ii.,nnual-volume
of··
.
'.

This instream flow water right is non-consumptive {other
than evaporation and· evapotranspiration whlch may take
place within the designated segment).

.,,~ Otlu!~rovisions necessary
f1;1:t U<)finitwn or administration

a.

,.

'

'

of this water right:

This is ~. federal reserved water right based on the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Pub.L. 90s542, 82 Stat. 906,
Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et
seq.), and the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area Act,
Pub.L 94-199, 89 Stat. 1117, Dec. 31, 1975 (codified as
amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 460gg-469gg-13).

This Par!:ial Decree is entered pursuant to that
b.
Stipulation,.among the United States, the State ofldah~and
other objectors . effective September l, · 2003 (the ·
"Stipulation"), and pursuant to that Stipulation thls water
right is subordinated to the following water.rights a.'ld uses ·
that are junior to this federal reserved water right and that
have poigts. of diversion or impoundment and places of use· •
within thti Rapid Rivet Basin upstream from the ending
point, as identified in elements above:
(1) . All water right claims filed in the. Snake
River Basin Adjudic4tion (SRBA) as of the
effective .·date of th0! Sdpulation to the extent
ultimately decreed in the SRBA.
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(2)
All applications for permit and permits with
proof of beneficial use due after November 19,
1987, on file with IDWR as of the effective date of
the Stipulation, to the extent such applications for
permit or permits are ultimately licensed; and all
water right licenses with proof of beneficial use due
after November 19, 1987, on file with IDWR as of
the effective date of the Stipulation.

. ·.··.:.:·

(3)
All domestic uses, which for purposes of
this Partial Decree shall be defined as set forth at ·
LC. § 42-11 l(J)(a) & (b) to mean the use of water
for
homes,
organization
camps,
public
campgrounds, livestock and for any other purpose
. in connection therewith, including irrigation of 11p
to one-half acre of land, if the total ·use is. not in
excess of thirteen-thousand(! 3,000) gallons per day
or any other uses, if the total does not exceed a
diversion rate of four one-hundreds (0.04) cubic feet
per second and a diversion volume of twenty-five
hundred (2,500) gallons per day, provided that this
domestic use subordination is limited and defined
by I.C. 42-111(2), so that the subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple ownership
subdivisions, mobile home parks, or commercial or
business establishments, unless the use meets the
diversion rate artd volume limitations set forth in
I.C. 42-11 l(l)(b) (0.04 cfs/2,500 gpd), and by LC.
42-1 I 1(3), so that the subordination shall not and
does not apply to multiple water rights for domestic
uses which satisfy. a single combined water use that
. would not itself come within the above definition of
domestic use.
(4)
All de mimmus stockwater uses, which for
the purposes this Partial Decree shall be defined as
set forth at I.C. § 42-1401A(ll) to mean the use of
water solely for livestock or wildlife where the total
· diversion is · not in excess of thirteen-thousand
. (13,000) gallons per day.
This de minimus
stockwater use subordination is limited and defined
byI.C. § 42-111(3), so that the.subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple water rights for
stockwater uses wltlch satisfy a single combined
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water use that would not itself come v.'ithin tlie
above definition of stockwater use.
(5)
(A) Water rights otlier than those described
in paragraphs (3) and (4) above claimed or applied
for after the effective date of the Stipulation with a
total combined diversion of 10 cfs (including not
more than 300 acres of irrigation with a maximum
diversion rate of 0.02 cfs/acre. This subordinated
amount does not include storage, other than
incidental storage, which is defined as storage of
not more than a 24 hour water supply for any
beneficial use.

(B) Water rights of the Urtited . States,
instream flow water rights, nonconsumptive water
rights and replacement water rights shall not be .
deducted from the subordination amounts identified
in this paragraph (5) for future rights.
Nonconsurnptive water rights. mean all beneficial
uses of water having these characteristics: i) the use
involves no diversion from the designated teach of
the Wild and Scenic River as identified in this
Partial Decree; ii) all return flows from the use
accrue to the Wild and Scenic reach; and iii) the use
does not cause a depletion or a change in timing of
the flow (other than incidental evaporation or
seepage). as determined at the point(s) of return,
· Whether or not the depletion or change in timing can
be .measured within the designated reach. Examples
. . of such . uses include: i) . run-of-the-river
. . .hydroelectric facilities; ii) fish propagation uses;
and iii) other similar uses. Replacement water
rights means all irrigation appropriations issued for
the same purpose ofuse and place of use covered by
an existing water right with no increase in period of
. use, diversion rate, and, if app1icable, volume of
water. To be considered a replacement water right:
i) no element of the new·appropriation may exceed
that of the. original water right; ii) only the original
· or the replacement water right or part of each water
right may be used at the same time; and iii) the
replacement water right cannot be used wheri water
would not be legally and physically available under
the original water right.
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c.
The administrative provisions of paragraph 3 of the
Stipulation are incorporated herein by reference.
d.
These. additional provisions contained in element 10
do. not fall within. the other elements listed above and are
necessary to: (1) define the unique characteristics of these
federal reserved water rights; and (2) describe the rights
and uses to which these federal reserved water rights are
subordinated in order to provide for proper administration
of these water rights and other existing and future water
rights.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATEDNovember

l(9 , 2004.

O~:MELANSON
resiqing Judge
·
· River Basin Adjudication
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CASE NO. 39576

)
)
)
)
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PARTIAL DECREE FOR
Federal Reserved Water Right 81-10472
Selway Wild and Scenic River

1. Name and address of owner:·

· 2. Source of water:

UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA, on behalf of the
U.S.D.A. Forest Service
550 W. Fort Street, MSC033
Boise, ID 83724

Selway River

3. Quantity of right:

a. When the stream flow at the Selway River quantification
site as defined in SectionJ.d. below ("Selway gage") is less
than 23,700 cfs, the United States is entitled to the
following flow:
Discharr<e (cfs)
1670
1670
1670
1670
·-.
1670

Period of Use
Januarv 1-15

Period of Use
Julv 1-15

.

__ January 16-31 •
February 1-15 .
~;
Februiny I6-28(29)
March 1-15
March 16-31
April 1-15
AoriU6°30 _
Mav 1•15
May 16,31
June 1-15
June 16-30
•.

2220

5840
9470

.

.

..

.

13300 1_9400 _
_19400
13300

· ..

.

Julv 16-31
Augustl-15
Au,mst 16-31
Seotem1>er 1-15
September 16-30
October 1-15
October 16,31
Novem1>er 1-15
.. November-16°30
December 1-15
December 16-31

.

Discharr,e (cfs)
5840
2490
1350
1000
852
960 •
1080
1310 -·
1660
· 1740
1670
1670

.

'

.

.

· b. When the stream flow at the Selway gage is greater than or equal to 23,700 cfs (as adjusted by upstream Junior
depletions, including depletions from Y-'ater rights enjoying
the subordination provided in this right), the United States
is entitled to all flows, up to 51,400 cfs. ·
..

.

:

.

.

.

'

.

'
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c. This water right does not prohibit the appropriation,
diversion and use of water ·within the Selway River basin
when the stream flow at the Selway gage exceeds the flow
amount in Section 3 .a. and is less than 23,700 cfs.
d. The quantification site for the flows identified above is
the USGS Selway River near Lowell gage, number
13336500, located in SE!/4NEl/4, Sec. 25, T32N, R7E,
Boise Meridian; Latitude N 46° 05' 11.6", Longitude W
ll5° 30' 46.3".
e. This water right precludes any diversion of water out of
the watershed ofthe Selway River Basin upstream from the
ending point of the Selway Wild and Scenic River at its
confluence .with. the Lochsa River at Lowell, exc-ept for
transfers of points of diversion from above the ending point
to below the ending point.
4. Priority date:

October 2, 1968.

5. Point of diversion:

There is no diversion associated with this instream flow
water right. The legal description of the beginning and
ending points of the instream flow water right are as
follows:
Beginning point: Origin of the Selway River -SWl/4NE1/4, .. Sec. 21, T25N, Rl4E, Boise Meridian;
Latitude N 45° 29' 45,8", Longitude W I I 4° 44' 34.8".
.

.

Ending point: Confluence with the Lochsa River at Lowell
-- NW1/4SWl/4, Sec. 4, T32N, R7E, Boise Meridian;
Latitude N 46° 08' 25.0'', Longitude W l 15° 35' 54.8".
6. Purpose <>fus¢:

To fulfill the purposes of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
Pub.L. 90-542, 82 ·Stat. 906, Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as
amended at 16U.S.C. §§ 1271, et seq.).

·1. Period of use:

01-01 to 12-31.

K .. PJace ofuse:

This instream flow Water right is ~ed throughout the
designated Selway Wild and Scenic River from the
beginning point to the ending point as identified above.
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9. Annual volume of
consumptive use:

'This instream flow water right is non-consumptive (other
than evaporation and evapotranspiration which may take
place within the designated segment).

10. Other provisions necessary
for definition or administration
of this water right:

'This is a federal reserved water right based on the
a.
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906,
Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C §§ 1271, et
seq.).
'This Partial Decree is entered pursuant to that
b.
Stipulation among the United States, the State of Idaho and
other objectors effective September I, 2003 (the
"Stipulation'), and pursuant to that Stipulation this water
right is subordinated to the following water rights and uses
that are junicr to. t,,iis federal .reserved water right and that
have points of diversion or impoundment and places of use
within the Selway River Basin upstream from the ending
point, as described in element 5 above:
(!)
All water right claims filed in the Snake
River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) as of the
effective .date of the Stipulation to the extent
ultimately decreed in the SRBA.

(2)
All applications for permit and permits with
proof of beneficial use due after November 19,
1987, on file with IDWR as of the effective date of
the Stipulation, to the extent such applications for
permit or permits are ultimately licensed; and all
·water right licenses with proofof beneficial use due ·
after November 19, 1987, on file with IDWR as of
the effective date of the Stipulation.
(3)
All do.mestic uses, which for purposes of
this Partial Decree shall be defined as set forth at
J.C.§ 42-lll(l)(a) & (b) to mean the use of water
for
homes,
organization
camps,
public
campgrounds, livestock and for any other purpose
in connection therewith, including irrigation of up
to one•half acre of land, if the total use is not in
excess of thirteen-thousand (B,000) gallons per day
or any other uses, if the total does not exceed a
diversion rate. of four one-hundreds.(0.04) cubic feet
per second and a diversion volume of twenty-five
hundred (2,500) gallons per day, provided that this
PARTIAL DECREE FOR Federal Rese.rved Water Rights 81-10472, Selway Wild and Scenic River - Page 3
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domestic use subordination is limited and defined
by LC. 42-111(2), so that the subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple ownership
subdivisions, mobile home parks, or commercial or
business establishments, unless the use meets the
diversion rate and volume limitations set forth in
I.C. 42-ll l(l)(b) (0.04 cfs/2,500 gpd), and by LC.
42-111 (3), so that the subordination shall not and
does not apply to multiple water rights for domestic
uses which satisfy a single combined water use that
would not itself come within the above definition of
domestic use.
(4)
All de minimus stockwater uses, which for
the purposes this Partiai Decree-shall be defined as·
set forth at I.C. § 42°1401A(l 1) to mean the use of
water solely for livestock or wildlife where the total
diversion is not in excess of thirteen-thousand
This de rninimus
(13,000) gallons per day.
stockwater use subordination is limited and defmed
bylC. § 42-111(3), so that the subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple water rights for
stockwater uses which satisfy a single combined
water use that would not itself .come within the
above definition of stockwater use.

•

(5)
(A) Water rights other than those described
in paragraphs (3) and (4) above daimed or applied
for l!fier the effective date of the Stipulation with a
total combined diversion of 40 cfs (including not
more than 500 acres of irrigation with a maximum
diversion rate of 0.02 .c:fs/acre arid no storage other
than incidental storage). This subordinated amount
does not include storage, other than incidental
storage , which is defined as storage of not more
thari a 24 hour water supply for any beneficial use.
(B) Water rights of the United. States,
instream flow water ·rights, nonconsumptive water
rights and replacement watir rights shall not be
d~ducted from the subordination amounts identified
in this paragraph (5) for future rights.
Nonconsumptive .water rights meail all beneficial
uses of water having these characteristics: i) the use
involve::s no diversion from the designated reach of
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the Wild and Scenic River as identified in this
Partial Decree; ii) all return flows from the use
accrue to the \Vild and Scenic reach; and iii) the use
does not cause a depletion or a change in timing of
the flow (other than incidental evaporation or
seepage) as determined at the point(s) of return,
whether or not the depletion or change in timing can
be measured within the designated reach. Examples
of such uses include: i) run-of0 the-river
hydroelectric facilities; ii) fish propagation uses;
and iii) other similar uses. Replacement water
rights means all irrigation appropriations issued for
the same purpose of use and place of use covered by
an existing water right with no increase in period of
use, diversion ra.te, .and, if applicable, volume of
water. To be considered a replacement water right:
i) no element of the new appropriation may exceed
that of the original water right; .ii) only the original
or the replacement water right or part of each water
right may be used at the same time;· and iii,) the
replacement water right cannot be used when water
would not be legally and physically available under
the original water right.

_--,,.

c.
The administrative provisions of paragraph 3 of the
Stipulation are incorporated herein by reference.
d.
These additional provisions contained in.element I 0
do not fall within the other elements listed above and are
necessary to: (1) define the unique characteristics of these
federal reserved water rights; and (2) describe the rights
and uses to which these federal .rese!'Ved water rights are
subordinated in order to provide forproper administration
. of these water rights and other existing and future water
rights.

It IS SO ORDERED.
'

.

.

.

DATED November

.

fl.A

Ib ,

2004.

JOHNiM, MELANSON
LdihgJudge
Snake RiverBasin Adjudication
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ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWINFaLLS:}( r~sRaA
TWlN FALi..S CO., !DAHO
J=.lLEDINRESRBA

)
)
)

CASE NO. 39576

PARTIAL DECREE FOR
Federal Reserved Water Right 81-10513

)

Lochsa Wild and Scenic River
l. Name and address of owner:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; on behalf of the
~~~- U.S.I).A,J()rest Service _ .
550 W. Fort Street, MSC033
Boise, ID. 83.724

2. Source of water:

Lochsa River

3. Quantity of right:

a. When the stream flow at the Lochsa River quantification
site as defined in Section 3 .d. below ("Lochsa gage") is Jess
than I 8,600 cfs, the United States is entitled to the
following flow:

Period of Use

..

Jariuarv 1-15
Jannon, 16-31
February 1-15
· .febi:u•rv 16-28(29) ·

Period of Use

933
933
933
933
933
. 2750
4620
·. 8030
10300
17600
13600.
8030

July 1-15
Julv 16-31
Aui>11st 1-15
. Au<mst .16-31 .
Sentember 1-1 S
· Seoteniber 16-30 .
October ], I 5
October I 6-31
.·
November 1-15
. November 16-30
December 1- IS
December 16-31

'

.

'
.·

. March l-15 ···

. March 16-31

. Dischal"l7e( cfs)
.

.··..

Arlril .JcJS·
.Aoril I 6-30
Mavl 0 l5
Mav 16-31
June 1-15
June 16-30

.

..

.

.

· ...

..

""

.

. Disch «M7e I els)
.

3600
1400
989
743.
646
719
855
933
933
933
933 .
933

.
.

. ..

.

I
.

.

·.

.

.· .
.

.

.

b, When the stream flow at the Loc:hsa gage is ~eater than
or equal to 18,600 cfs (as adjusted by upstream junior
depletioris,Jncluding depletion$ from water rights enjoying
the subordination provided in tllis right), the United States
is entitled to all flows, upto 39,300cfs,
·
.·

'

.

'
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c. This water right does not prohibit the appropriation,
diversion and use of water within the Lochsa River basin
when the stream flow at the Lochsa gage exceeds the flow
amount in Section 3.a. and is Jess than 18,600 cfs.
d. The quantification site for the flows identified above is
the USGS Lochsa River near Lowell gage, number
13337000, located in SWJ/4SEl/4, Sec. 33, T33N, R7E,
Boise Meridian; Latitude N 46° 09' 2.1 ", Longitude W 115°
35' 10.6". .
e. This water right precludes any diversion of water out of
the watershed of the Lochsa River Basin, upstream from
the ending point of the Lochsa Wild and Scenic Rivet at its

conflue~~ :With.

th¢

Sehva)'., PJver at Lowell,_ except for

transfers of points of diversion from above the ending point
to below the ending point.
·

4. Priority date:

October 2, 1968.

5. Point of diversion:

There is no diversion associated with this instrearn flow
water right. The legal description of the beginning and
ending points of the instream flow water right are as
follows:
Beginning point: Powell Ranger Station (USDA Forest
Service) -- SW1/4NWl/4, Sec. 33, T37N, Rl4E, Boise
Meridian; Latitude N 46° 30' 33.lf', Longitude W 114° 42'
43.1".
Ending point: Confluence with the Selway .River at Lowell
-- NWl/4SWl/4, Sec, 4, T32N, R7E, Boise Meridian;
Latitude N 46° 08' 45.0", Longitude W 115° 35' 54.8".

~- l'llrpose of use:

To fulfill the purposes of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
Pub,L 90-542, 82 Stat.. 906, Oct.. 2, 1968 (codified as
amended at 16 U$.C. §§ 1271, et seq.).

7•.. Peri()d pf use:

01;01 tci 12-31.

8.. Place of use:

This ·instreart1 flow water right is used throughout the
designated. Lochsa Wild and Scenic River from the
beginning point to the ending point as identified above.

:

'

.

.

.

.

.
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9. Annual volume of
consumptive use:

This instream flow water right is non-consumptive (other
than evaporation and evapotranspiration which may take
place within the designated segment),

10. Other provisions necessary
for definition or administration
of this water right:

a.
This is a federal reserved water right based on the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906,
Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et
seq.).
b.
This Partial Decree is entered pursuant to that
Stipulation among the United States, the State of Idaho and
other objectors effective September I, 2003 (the
"Stipulation"), and pursuant to that Stipulation this water
right is subordinated to the following water rights and uses
that are junior to this federal reserved water right and that
have poirits of diversion or impoundment and places of use
within the Lochsa River Basin upstream from the ending
point, as identified in element 5 above:
( l)
All water right claims filed in the Snake
River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) as of the
effective date of the Stipulation to the extent
ultimately decreed in the SRBA.
(2)
All applications for permit and permits with
proof of beneficial use due after November I 9,
1987, on file with IDWR as of the effective date of
the Stipulation, to the extent such applications for
permit or permits are ultimately !icellSed; and all
water right licenses with proof of beneficial use due
after November 19, 1987, on file with IDWR as of
the effective date of the Stipulation. · ·
(3)
All domestic uses, which for purposes of
this Partial Decree shall be. defined as set forth at
I.C. § 42-lll(l)(a) & (b) to mean the use of water
for
homes,
organization
camps,
public
campgrounds, livestock and for any other purpose
in conrtection therewith, including irrigation_ of up
to one-half acre of land, if the total use is not in
excess ofthirteen-thousand (13,000) gallons per day
or any other uses, if the total does not exceed a
diversion rate of four one-hundreds (0.04) cubic.feet
··per second and a. diversion volume of twenty-five
hundred (2,500) gallons per day, provided that. this

'

,'

.·

. .· l'ARTIAL I>ECREti-OR F'ederal RJerved

.

'
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domestic use subordination is limited and defined
by I.C. 42-111(2), so that the subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple ownership
subdivisions, mobile home parks, or commercial or
business establishments, unless the .use meets the
diversion rate and volume limitations set forth in
LC. 42-11 l(l)(b) (0.04 cfs/2,500 gpd), and by LC.
42-111(3), so that the subordination shall not and
does not apply to multiple water rights for domestic
uses which satisfy a single combined water use that
would not itself come within the above definition of
domestic use.
(4)
All de minirnus stockwater uses, which for
the purposes t.his Pa.rtial D!':cree shall be defined as
set forth at LC.§ 42-1401A(ll) to mean the use of
water solely for livestock or wildlife where .the total
diversion is not in excess of thirteen-thousand
(13,000) gallons per day.
This de roinimus
stockwater use subordination is limited and defined
by I.C. § 42-111 (3), so that the subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple water rights for
stockwater uses which satisfy a single combined
water use that would not itself come within the
above definition of stockwater use.
(5)
(A) Water rights other than those described
in.paragraphs (3) and (4) above claimed or applied
for after the effective date of the Stipulation with a
total combined diversion of 40 cfs (including not
more than 500. acres of irrigation with a maximum
diversion rate of 0.02 .cfs/acre.. This subordinated
mnount does not include storage, oth!':r than
· · incidental storage, which is defined as .storage of
not more than a 24 hour water supply for any
· beneficial use.·
(B) Water rights of the United States,
instream flow water rights, nonconsumptive water
rights and replacement water. rights shall not. be
deducted from the subordination amollllts identified
h1 this paragraph (5) for future rights.
Nonconsumptive water rights mean all beneficial
uses of water havirig these characteristics: ·i) the use
· involves no diversion from the designated reach of.
PARTIAL DECREE FOR Federal Resen'ed Water Rights 81-10~!3, Locbsa WUd and Scenic River - Page 4
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the Wild and Scenic River as identified in this
Partial Decree;. ii) all return flows from the use
accrue to the Wild and Scenic reach; and iii) the use
does not cause a depletion or a change in timing of
the flow (other than incidental evaporation or
seepage) as determined at the point(s) of return,
whether or not the depletion or change in timing can
be measured within the designated reach. Examples
of such uses include: i) run-of-the-river
hydroelectric facilities; ii) fish propagation uses;
and iii) other similar uses. Replacement water
rights means all irrigation appropriations issued for
. the same purpose of use and place of use covered by
an existing water right with no increase in period of
use, diversion rate, and, if applicable, vol\!llle oL
water. To be considered a replacement water right:
i) no element of the· new appropriation may exceed
that of the original water right; ii) only the original
or the replacement water right or part of each water
right may be used .at the same time; and iii) the
. replacement water right cannot be used when water
would not be legally and physically available under
the original water right.
c.
The administrative provisions of paragraph 3 of the
Stipulation are incorporated herein by reference.
d.
These additional provisions contained in element 10
do not fall within the other elements listed above and are
necessary to: (1) define the unique characteristics of these
.federal reserved water rights; and· (2) describe. the rights
and uses to which these federal reserved water rights are
subotdinated in order to provide for proper administration
of these water rights and other existing and future water
rights.
·

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATEDNovezrtber

.

.

Ih

2004.,

\

.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTR1C1l@/ri!~6 Pii £1:

3

. ;,·;·"SR>~.

STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN EALLS.

"'AJ~jl
FILED·--.:._-~

T''J1''.1
r:.r, : ... h\.
JH, h i l".~!.....). '>JV.,

INRESRBA

)
)
)
)

CASE NO. 39576

PARTIAL DECREE FOR
Federal Reserved Water Right 81-10625
Middle Fork Clearwater Wild and Scenic River

. 1. Name and address of owner:

2. Source of water:

Middle Fork Clearwater River

3. Quantity of right:

a. When the stream flow at the Middle Fork Clearwater
River quantification site as defined in Section 3.d. below
("Middle Fork Clearwater site") is less than 37,900 cfs, the
United States is entitled to the following flows:

Period of Use

DiscbarP:efcfs)
2070.
2070

'

Janµarv 1-15
Januarv 16-31
February 1-15
. Febru.arvl6°2&{29)
Marchl-15
Mar<;h l 6-31
Aoril lcl5 .·
Aoril 16-30
Mav 1-15.
May 16-31 .
June 1-15
June 16-30 .

I

·.

'

'

2070
2070
.2070.
4040 .
6850
12700··
18200
25100
22000
13000

'',

'

'

Period of Use

,.

I

'

'

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, on behalf of the
U.S·.D:A Forest-Service
550 W. Fort Street, MSC033
Boise, ID ,83724

'

',

''

'

'

'

July 1-15
Julv 16-31.
Ammst J-15
.A.u,rust 16c3.1
Seotember 1• 15
Seotember 16-30
October 1-15
October 16-3 J
November }sJ5
November J6-30
December 1.15 ·.
December 16-31

Discbawe( cfs)

'

6250
. 3100
2320
1730
1480
1660.
1920.
2070
2070
. 2070
2070
. 2070

'

'•,

''

b. When the stream flow at the Middle Fork Clearwater
site is greater than or equal to 37,900 cfs (asadjusted by
upstream junior depletions, including dep]<::tions from water
dghts enjoying the subordin;i.tion provided in this.right), the
. United States is entitled to all flows, up to 80,700 cfs;
. PARTIAL DECREE FO.R federal Reserved Water Right 81-10625, Middle Fork Clearwater Wild and
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c. This water right does not prohibit the appropriation,
diversion and use of water within the Middle Fork
Clearwater River basin upstream from .the ending point of
the Middle Fork Clearwater Wild and Scenic River at the
town of Kooskia when the stream flow at the Middle Fork
Clearwater site exceeds the flow amount in Section 3.a. and
is less than 37,900 cfs.
d. Tue quantification site for the flows identified above is
at or above the ending point described below, either: based
on the sum of the discharges measured at the USGS Lochsa
River near Lowell gage, number 13337000, located in
SWl/4SE1/4, Sec. 33, T33N, R7E, Boise Meridian;
Latitude N 46° 09' 2;1 ", Longitude W 115° 35' 10.6", and
at the USGS Selway River near Lowell gage, number
13336500, located in SE1/4NE1/4, Sec. 25, T32N, R7E,
Boise Meridian; Latitude N 46° 05' I 1.6", Longitude W
l15° 30' 463", or the discharge measured at a new stream
gage to be established in the vicinity of the ending point
described below.
e. This water right precludes any diversion of water out of
the watershed of the Middle Fork Clearwater River Basin
upstream from the ending point of the Middle Fork
Clearwater Wild and Scenic River at the town of Kooskia,
except for transfers of points of diversion from above the
· ending point to below the ending point.

4,

.Priority date:

. 5, ']>oint of diversioJl:

October 2, 1968.
There is no diversion associated with this instream flow
water right The legal description of the beginning and
ending points of the instream flow .water right are as
follows:
Beginning point: Confluence of the Lochsa and Selway
Rivers at the town of Lowell, Idaho -- NWI/4SW!/4, Sec.
4, T32N, R7E, Boise Meridian; Latitude N 46° 08' 25.0",
· Longitude W 115° 35' 54.8\
Ending point: Town of Kooskia, Idaho· - NE!/4SW1/4;
Sec. 4, T32N, R4E, Boise Meridian; Latitude N 46° 08'
. 26,6", Longitude W H5° 57' 54.S".

I'Alt'J'IAL DECR~E F()R Federal Reserved Water Rights 81-10625, Middle Fork Clear>Vater Wild and
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6. Purpose of use:

To fulfill the purposes of the \Vild and Scenic Rivers Act,
Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, Oct. 2, I968 (codified as
amended at 16 U:S.C. §§ 1271, et seq.).

7. Period of use:

01-01 to 12-31.

8. Place of use:

This instream flow water right is used throughout the
designated Middle Fork Clearwater Wild and Scenic Ri,:er
from the beginning point to the ending point as identified
above.

9. Annual volume of
consumptive use:

This instream flow water right is non-consumptive (other
than evaporation and evapotrarispiration which may take
place witJ,Jn the designated segmentr

10. Other provisions necessary
for definition or administration
of this water right:

a.
This is a federal reserved water right based on the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 9.06,
Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et
seq.).
b.
This Partial Decree is entered pursuant to that
Stipulation among the United States, the State of Idaho and
other objectors effective September I, 2003 (the
"Stipulation"), and pursuant to that Stipulation this water
right is subordinated to the following water rights and uses
that are junior to this federal reserved water right and that
have points ofdiversion or impoundrrient and places of use
v.dthin the Middle Fork Clearwater River Basin upstream
from the.ending point, as described in element 5 above:
(I)
All water right claims .filed in the Snake
River Basin Adjudication ·(SRBA)
of the
effective date of the Stipulation to the. extent
ultimately decreed in the SRBA.

as

(2)
All applications for permit and permits Vvith
proof of b,:neficial use due after November 19,
1987, on file wrth IDWR as of the effective date of
the Stipulation,. to th~ extent such applications for
permit or permits ll!"e ultimately licensed; and all
.water right licenses with proof of beneficial use due
after November 19, 1987, on file with IDWR as of
the effective date of the Stipulation.
I'ARl'IAL DECRElt FOR l'ederal Resel'.Ved Water Rights 81-10625, Middle .Fork C.learwater Wild and
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(3)
All domestic uses, which for purposes of
. this Partial Decree shall be defined as set forth at ·
LC.§ 42-lll(l)(a) & (b) to mean the use of water
for
homes,
organization
camps,
public
campgrounds, livestock and for any other pm:pose
in connection therewith, including irrigation of up
to one-half acre of land, if the total use is not in
excess of thirteen-thousand (13,000) gallons per day
or any other uses, if the total does not exceed a
diversion rate of four one-hundreds (0.04) cubic feet
per second and a diversion volume of twenty-five
hundred (2,500) gallons per day, provided that this
domestic use subordination is limited and defined
by LC. 42=11! (2), so that t.lie subordination shall
not and does not apply to multiple ownership
subdivisions; mobile home parks, or commercial or
business establishments, unless the use meets the
diversion rate and volume limitations set forth in
LC. 42-lll(l)(b) (0.04 cfs/2,500 gpd), and by r.c.
42-111(3), so that the subordination shall not and
does not apply to multiple water rights for domestic
uses which satisfy a single combined water use that
would not itself come within the above definition of
domestic use.
(4)
All de minirnus stockwater uses, which fot ·
the .purposes this Partial Decree shall be defined as
set forth at I.C § 42-1401A(l l) to mean the use of
water solely for livestock or wildlife where the total
diversion is not iii excess of thirteen-thousand
{13,000) gallons . per day.
This de minimus
stockwater use subordination is limited and defined
by LC. § 42~H I (3), so that the subordination shall
not and doesnot apply to multiple water rights for
stockwater uses which satisfy a single· combined
water use that would not itself come within the
above definition of stockwater use.
(5)
(A) Water rights other than those described
in paragraphs (3) and (4) above claimed or applied
for after the effective date of the Stipulation with a
total combined diversion of 40 cfs (including not
· inore than 500 acres of irrigation. with a maximum
PA.RTIAI.. DECREE FCIR Fe~eral Reserved. Water Rights 81-10625, Middie Fork Clearwater Wild and
Scenfo Riv¢r • Page 4
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diversion rate of 0.02 cfs/acre. The 40 cfs of
diversion and not more than 500 acres of irrigation
are in addition to the 40 cfs of diversion and not
more than 500 acres of irrigation from each, the
Selway and Lochsa Rivers upstream from their
confluence with the Middle Fork Clearwater River.
This subordinated amount does not include storage,
other than incidental storage, which is defined as
storage of not more than a 24 hour water supply for
any beneficial use.
(B) Water rights of the United States,
instream · flow water rights,. nonconsumptive water
rights and replacement water rights shall not be
deducted from thi;: subordination a.'1iounts identified
in this paragraph (5) for future rights.
Nonconsumptive water rights mean all beneficial
uses of water having these characteristics: i) the use
involves no diversion from the designated reach of
the Wild and Scenic River as identified in this
Partial Decree; ii) all return flows from the use
accrue to the Wild and Scenic reach; and iii) the use
does not cause a depletion or a change in timing of
the flow (other than incidental evaporation or
seepage) as determined at the point(s) of return,
whether or not the depletion or change in timing can
be measured within the designated reach. Examples
of stich . uses include; i) run-of-the0 river ·
hydroelectric facilities; ii) fish propagation uses;
and iii) other sirniliir uses. Replacement. water
rights means·
irrigation appropriations issued for
the same purpose of use and .place of use covered by
an existing water right with no increase in period of
use, diversion rate, and, if applicable, volume of
water. To be considered a replacement water right:
i) no element of the new appropriation may exceed
that of the. original water right;. ii) dnly the original
or the replacement water right or part of each water
right may be used at the same time; and iii) the
replac~ment water right cannot be used when water
would not be legally and physically available under
the original water right

all
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c.
The administrative provisions of paragraph 3 of the
Stipulation are incorporated herein by reference.
d.
These additional provisions contained in element 10
do not fall within the other elements listed above and are
necessary to: (l) define the unique characteristics of these
federal reserved water rights; and (2) describe the rights
and uses to which these federal reserved water rights are
subordinated in order to provide for proper administration
of these water rights and other existing and future water
rights.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DA.TED November_.-'-/fo_. _ _, 2004.
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RECEfVED

NOV 2 4 2004
RECEIVED

NOV l 8 2004
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RINGERT CLARK
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

7 PH
,

...... ,

O;~~Lqt~~

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE: SRBA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO .. 39576

Consolidated SubcaseNo. 75-13316
Wild & Scenic Rivers Act Claims
(Encompassing.Subcases 75.,.13316, 77-l l94lt 77-13844
78-11961, 81"10472, 81-10513 and 81-10625)

Amended Order Approving Stipulation and
Entry of Partial Decrees

The District Court of the Fifth Judicial District in and for the County ofTwin Falls,
having entered its Commencement Order on November 19, 1987, commencing the Snake River
Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"); the United States of America, the State ofldaho and the other
· objectors to these consolidated subcases, through their respective counsel, having presented a
·.. Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Entfy of Partial Decrees, with
the effective date of September 1, 2003 (''Stipulation''); due notice of the requested approval of
the Stipulation and t~e proposed entfy of the Partial Decrees having been given pursuant to the
· Idaho Rules ofC:ivil Procedure and the SRBA Court Administrative Otder I; a timely objection
having been filed by Thompson C:reek Mining Company("Thompson Creek"); Thompson
Creek's objection having been resolved by agreementas to the form of this Order; the Court
'

.

.

.

having reviewed the Stipulation, the proposed Partial Decrees and supporting affidavits and
AMENPED()RDER APPROVING STIPULATION AND ENTRY OF PARTIAL DECREES
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having heard the parties concerning these matters;
THE SRBA DISTRJCT COURT NOVI FINDS AS FOLLOWS:
The parties have satisfied the requirements of Chapter 14, Title 42, Idaho Code, including
Section 42-1411A, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and SRBA Administrative Order 1. The
Stipulation is a fair and equitable settlement of all the United States' claims in the SRBA for
federally designated Wild and Scenic Rivers. The Stipulation does not adversely affect the
·interests of persons not party to the Stipulation and good cause has been shown for granting .the
Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED; ADJUDGED AND DECREED that:
l.

The Partial Decrees for the. United States' Wild and Scenic Rivers Act federal

reserved water rights claims numbered 75-13316, 77-11941, 77sl3844, 78-11961, 81-10472, 8110513 and 81-10625, as attached to the Stipulation (the "Partial Decrees"), are hereby ratified,
collfinned and approved. The. Court shall retain jurisdiction for the purpose of resolving disputes
regarding the interpretation and implementation ofthe Partial Decrees.
2. .

The Stipulation is hereby approved, provided, that the provisions of paragraph 2

.of the Stipulation ("paragraph 2") that address administration of water rights are covenants .
among the signatory parties only and shall not be· binding on this Court or non°signatory parties
withregai:d to administration of water rights byIDWR. The Court retains jurisdiction for the
purpose of resolving disp-q.tes among the signatory parties regarding the implementation and
enforcement of the Stipulation. The provisions of paragraph 2 shall not affect the rights of
Thompson Cr~ek or any other non-signatory partytQ participate in and objectto any motion for
.

.

·· · interim administration, proceeding for creation ofa water district, or other administrative action
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or other judicial proceeding affecting their water rights or their use, diversion, or measurement of
water; nor shall the provisions of paragraph 2 affect the disposition or review of such
proceedings.
3.

Nothing in this Order, the Partial Decrees, or the Stipulation shall affect

Thompson Creek's decreed water rights or the stipulated subordination of the United States'
Partial Decree for the Main Salmon River to Thompson Creek's decreed water rights that was
approved by this Court, nor shall this Order, the Partial Decrees, or the Stipulation be construed
aslimiting IDWR's authority to administer water rights as provided by State law.
4.

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 408, nothing in the Stipulation, including the

stipulated entry of Partial Decrees for these claims and any affidavits or other evidence or
pleading submitted or relied upon for approval of the Stipulation, or any offers or compromises
made in the course of negotiating the Stipulation, shall be construed as admissions against
interest or tendered or used as evidence to support Or oppose any party's claims or objections in
. the. SRBA or in any other adjudication involving claims for the same or similar purpo?es,
indudillg the quantities of water claimed, or.in any other manner by any party in the SRBA in
.. ·. wiy future proceedings in the SRBA, in any appellate proceedings concerning the SRBA, or in
any other proceeding; other than those for futerpretation, enforcement oradministration of the
· Stipulation or the Partial Decrees or for a purpose contemplated by Rule- 408. This Order is fully
in. accordance with Idaho Rule of Evidence 408; as well as the policy underlying that rule and the
policy of the SRBA Collrtdirected at furthering the strong public policyfavoring out-of-court .
settlement of disputes over)itigation.

.ORDER APPROVING STIP0LA110N AND ENTRY OF PARTIAL DECREES
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5.

The water rights adjudicated by the Partial Decrees are in full satisfaction of all

the United States' claims in the SRBA for federally designated Wild and Scenic Rivers.

6.

This Amended Order supercedes the OrderApprovi11g Stipulation aiid E11try of

Partial Decrees dated November 16, 2004, which was issued in error.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED November 17, 2004.

JOHN M. MELANSON
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the AMENDED ORDER
APPROVING STIPULATION AND ENTRY OF PARTIAL DECREES was mailed
on November 17, 2004, with sufficient first-class postage to
the following:
ALBERT P. BARKER
JOHN K. SIMPSON
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
205 N 10TH ST, STE 520
PO BOX 2139
BOISE, ID 83701-2139
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
113 MAIN AVE WEST, SUITE 303
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-6167
JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
409 WEST JEFFERSON STREET
BOISE, ID 83702
UNITED STATES DEPT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATURAL RESOURCE
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
JEFFREY C. FEREDAY
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
PO BOX 272.0
BOISE, ID 83701-2720

LAWRENCE (LAJRD) J. LUCAS.·
PO BOX 1612
BOISE, ID 83702
MERLYN W CLARK
PO.BOX 1617
BOISE, ID 83701
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
~OISE, ID 83720-0098
JERRY R. RIGBY
RAY W. RIGBY .
RIGBY, THATCHER, ANDRUS, RIGBY
KAM. & MOELLER, CHTD.
PO BOX 250
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250
DANIEL V. STEENSON
RINGERT, CLARK CHTD.
PO BOX 2773
BOISE, ID 83701-2773

JAMES C. TUCKER
IDAHO POWER CO
. PO BOX 70
BOISE, lb 83707
. ROGER D LING
LING, . ROB:tNSON & WALKER
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350
MlCAAEL MIAANDE
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/S/ DIANAR DELANEY
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER
CREATING WATER DISTRICT NO. 170

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)

AGENCY'S CERTIFICATE
OF RECORD SECOND
ADDENDUM

)
) ss
)

I, David R. Tuthill, Jr., Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources, .do hereby
certify that the above and foregoing record second addendum in the above-entitled matter was
compiled and bound under my direction, and is a true and correct record of the pleadings, papers
and proceedings therein as shown in the index to this record.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set by hand and affixed.the seal of the
Department of Water Resources.at Boise, Idaho this / 0

-t:?:-

day of May, 2007

-{.'2...... l ~
DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR.,. ·
Director

AGENCY'S.CERTIFICATE OF RECORD ADDENDUM• P11ge 1
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LAWRENCEG. WASDEN
Attorney General

13.~~
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CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division
PHILLIP J. RASSIER (ISB #1750)
CHRIS M. BROMLEY (ISB #6530)
Deputy Attorneys General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Tel: (208) 287-4800
Fax: (208) 287-6700
. Attorneys for Respondent IDWR

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER
CREATING W ATERDISTRICT NO. 170

THOMPSON CREEKMINING COMPANY,
. Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,
Respondent. .

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2006-66

IDWR'S RESPONSE TO .
MOTIONS TO AUGMENT
RECORD AND FOR
EXTENSION OF TIME
FOR FILING BRIEF

COMES NOW, RespondentIDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
· RESOURCES (''IDWR"), pursuant to R,ule 84(0) of the Idahq Rules of Civil Procedure,
and hereby responds to Petitioner THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY's

IDWR'S RESPONSE TO MOTIONS TO AUGMENT RECORD AND FOR EXIBNSION C>F TIME ..
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("THOMPSON CREEK") April 26, 2007, Motion to Augment Record and Motion for
Extension of Time for Filing Brief ("Motion").

I.

lNTRODUCTION
Dissatisfied with IDWR's order creating a water district, Thompson Creek seeks

to augment the record with documents it did not present to the Director of IDWR for his
review during the course of the water district formation proceedings. Thompson Creek
requests that the Court add the new documents to the record and then rule on the merits
of IDWR's order without giving IDWR an opportunity to review the documents and
modify its order if necessary. The Idaho Supreme Court recently ruled that this tactic
violates the statutory process for augmentation. See Crown Point Dev., Inc. v. City of
Sun Valley, No. 32264, 2007WL.936118, -- P.3d -- (Idaho Mar. 30, 2007). Thompson
Creek fails to meet the requisite standards for augmenting the record.
Thompson Creek also moves for an extension of time in which to file its opening
brief. IDWR does not object to Thompson Creek's motion for an extension oftime.
IDWR through this response stipulates its agreement to have Exhibits .T, K, N, Q
and R added to the official agency record. These five exhibits were part of Thompson
Creek's November 18, 2005, written comments received by IDWR in connection with .the
underlying proceeding and should have been included in the addendum section of the
record. 1 IDWR

will submit a second addendum to the agency record containing these

documents. Accordingly1 remand is not necessary for the augmentation of these five
exhibits.. This response addresses the remaining exhibits.

1

These fh;e documents may also be added to the recordpursuanttoLC. § 67°5275(3).
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IL

ARGUMENT
Under the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act, the agency record constitutes "the

exclusive basis" for agency action in contested cases and for judicial review, unless
otherwise provided by statute. LC.§ 67-5249(3); LR.C.P. 84(e). Judicial review is
confined to the record initially created before the agency unless a petitioner seeks leave
of the court to present additional evidence and it is shown to the satisfaction of the court
that the additional evidence is material, relates to the validity of the agency action, and
that there were "good reasons" for failure to present the additional evidence in the
proceeding before the agency. See LC. § 67-5276. A court may then remand the matter.
to the agency to take the additional evidence and conduct additional fact finding. Id . .It is
not the agency who must defend the record on judicial review, but rather it is the
petitioner who must demonstrate why additional documents should be included.
The law is clear when considering Thompson Creek's motionto augment. Idaho
Code§ 67-5276 provides:
(1) If, before the date setfor hearing; application is made
to the court forleave to present <1dditional evidence and it is shown
to the.satisfaction of the courtthat the additional evidence is
material, relates tothe validity of the agency action, and that:
· (a)
there were good reasons for failure to present it in
the proceeding befo~e the agency, the court may remand the
matter to the agency with directions that the agency receive
additional evidence and conduct additional factfinding.
(b)

there were alleged irregularities in procedure before
the agency, the court may take proof on the niatter.

. (2) The agencymaymodifyits action by reason of the
additional evidence and shall fil~ any modifications, new findings,
or decisions with the reviewing court.

·. IDWR's RESPONSE TO MOTIONS TO AUGMENT RECORD AND FOR EXTENSION OF TIME
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Thus, Thompson Creek's burden under Idaho Code§ 67-5276 is three-fold. 2 It must
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Court that the additional evidence is both material
and related to the validity of the agency action. Additionally, Thompson Creek must
show good rel;!Sons for its failure to present the evidence to IDWR for the latter's
consideration in the water district formation proceeding. Thompson Creek does not state
it is moving to augment on the bl;!Sis of section 67-5276. It fails to articulate good.
reasons why it did not submit the documents for IDWR consideration during the
proceeding. In addition, Thompson Creek fails to meet the three-pronged test because
the proposed documents are immaterial and unrelated to the validity of the agency action.
Its motion to augment should accordingly be denied.
A. Thompson Creek's documents were not part of the record below and should
not be part of the record on review.
"[J]udicial review of disputed issues of fact must be confined to the agency record
for judicial review as defined in this chapter (I.C. § 67-5275(1)), supplemented by
additional evidence taken pursuant to section 67-5276, Idaho Code." Idaho Code§ 675277. The Idaho Supreme Court has recently noted the difficulties inherent in the scope
ofjudicialreview for district courts but also pointed out that the constraints nonetheless
must be followed. In Crown Point, the Idaho Supreme Court explained:
We are sympathetic to the situation faced by the district
court - reviewing findings of fact based on an analysis by
several individuals of existing documents the City's

m

2

Notably, Thompson Creek attempts to steer tbe Court away from th.is sectiori and instead directs tbe. Court
to. section 67-5275 oftbe Idaho Code, Section 67-5275(3) states generally.that "[t]he court may require
corrections to the rr~ord." A more specific statute controls over a general statute where there is any . ·
connict between the two. See Estate of Collins v. Geist_l 43 Idaho 821, l 51P.3d 1167, 1173(2007)>
ThompsonCre~k's suggestion that because of the "lack of any detailed standards in this statutoryprovisiori
[67-5275] ... th.is Court has broad. discretion to correct the re.cord by supplementing it with additionlll •·
relevant documents" is misleading. Motion, pp. 4-5 .. More detailed st;mdards .are found in sectiou 67-5.276,
.and indeed, section 67-5276 governs Thompson Creek'imotion to augment.
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possession, but not the existing documents themselves.
However, we are constrained by LC. § 67-5277, which
limits judicial review of disputed issues of fact to the
agency record.
Crown Point Dev., 2007 WL 936118, at *4. In other words, because the documents at
issue were not part of the record considered by IDWR in the water district formation
proceeding, those documents should not be included in judicial review of that decision.
To determine otherwise would suggest to petitioners that they do not have to present all
relevant documents to the agency during the decision-making process because a court
may allow the petitioner another opportunity to provide support for its arguments if the
petitioner does notlike the agency's final decision. The Idaho Supreme Court makes it
clear that "[i]n situations where no procedural irregularities before the agency are alleged
and the case is heard as an administrative appeal, the hearing must be confined to the
record." Clow v. Bd. of County Comm'rs, 105 Idaho 714; 716,672 P.2d 1044, 1046
(1983) (citations omitted).
This is not the situation in examples where the agency included the wrong
document in the record or an incomplete copy of a document it meant to include.:,
Certainly, in those examples, a court could correct the record pursuant to section 675275, Idaho Code. See Petersen v, Franklin County, 130 Idaho 176,186,938 P.2d 1214,
.1224 (1997). What Thompson Creek proposes, however, is not a correction but a
significant augmentation of Exhibits Ac!, L-M, O"P, and S-T, which requires it to meet
the standards of section 67-5276, Idaho Code, and it has not done so.

R Thompson Creek has notshown that itha4gooclreason

for failing to present ·

the additional evidence to IDWR in the water district formation proceeding or

.

3
.

In the presenfcase, IDWR' s agreement to in~lude Etlibits J, K,
the oversight. ·
·

N, Qand Rin the agency record <X>rrects, ·
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that there were any procedural irregularities nor that the additional evidence is
material or relates to the validity ofIDWR's order.
Thompson Creek's motion to augment should be denied because it fails to satisfy
the requisite standard for augmenting an administrative record. Thompson Creek
attempts to avoid the three-part test of section 67-5276 by suggesting other more general
statutes apply. It fails entirely to address the third prong requiring good reason for its
failure to present the documents to IDWR during the proceeding below. It also fails to
show the materiality of the documents and fails to show how those documents relate to
the validity of the creation of the water district.

I. Thompson Creek wholly fails to satisfy the third prong of section 675276 of the Idaho Code.
Thompson Creek failed to state its reasons for failing to produce the documents to
IDWR during the water district creation proceeding and did not allege any irregularities
in procedure. As mentioned above, and fatal to its motion to augment, Thompson Creek
does not rely on section 67-5276, instead relying on more general statutes, which do not
require the.third and crucial element of the three-part test. Th<>mpson Creek mentions the
controlling statute in passing .suggesting that it.will first attempt to augment via the
general statutes, and if that does not work, it will try again pursuant to section 67-5276.
Motion, p. 6. Without good reason(s} for its failure to provide the documents at issue to
IDWR for consideration during the administrative proceedings, Thompson Creek should
not be allowed to augment the record with those documents now. Thus, the re.cord
should not be augmented
with Thompson Creek's Exhibits A-I, L-M, O-P, S-T..
.
'

.

'

'

2. The exhibits are not material or related to. the validity of the agency
order.
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A separate reason for denying Thompson Creek's motion to augment is
Thompson Creek's failure to satisfy the other two prongs of section 67-5276. Thompson
Creek has not demonstrated the materiality of the documents nor that they are related to
the validity ofIDWR's order.
Thompson Creek improperly seeks to augment the record with documents related
to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement, exhibits A-I, L-M, 0-P, because the State of
Idaho was a party to a particular subcase in the Snake River Basin Adjudication
("SRBA"). Items of public record, however, do not necessarily become part of the
agency record, Crown Point Dev., 2007 WL 936118, at *4. Except for the State's
motion for interim administration in the SRBA, other proceedings and subcases of the
SRBA are immaterial to IDWR's creation of the water district. The adjudication of
Thompson Creek's water rights, those of the United States or the State ofidaho, or any
other claimant in the affected basins are not relevant to the formation of the water district
except that the water rights ultimately were or will be partially decreed.
The follo:wing description of the SRBA provides additional reasons why the
above
listed documents are irrelevant and do not relate to· the validity ofIDWR' s order.
.
-

.

'

'

'

The. function
of the SRBA is to adjudicate all. water rights d~ims within its jurisdiction
.
,·.
,·
.

. .

'

_:

.

'

'

'

'

See
Walkerv.
Big Lost
Irrigation .Dist., 124 Idaho
78, 80"81,
856 P.24 868, 870-71
•;
..
.
.
.
.
·

,

'

'

(1993). Separate from the SRBAadjudication, IDWRis requir~d bystatute to divide the
state into water districts for the purpose of administering water rights in the State of
Idaho. Idaho Code § 42c604. However, whi. le the SRBA
is ongoing,
section, 42-.1417 of
'
.
.
.
.the Idaho Code provides for interini administration by IOWR for those basins. Merely
because the State of Idaho was a parfy to an SRBA subcaseand receive4 all pleadings in ·
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that subcase does not suggest those subcase pleadings are material evidence in the
creation of a water district pursuant to section 42-604. IDWR itself is not a party to any
SRBA subcase pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1401B(3). Those documents sought to be
added concern some of the many water rights that will be administered in the newly
created district. Yet Thompson Creek characterizes the documents as "critical to
understanding the history of the creation of' the water district. Motion, p. 9. Thompson
Creek fails, however, to explain how that tangential history relates to the validity of the
order. See In re Application for Zoning {Brower v. Bingham County Comm'rs}. 140
Idaho 512, 516-17, 96 P.3d 613, 617-18 (2004) (upholding district court's decision that
petitioners were not entitled to present additional evidence on review because, inter alia,
the documents constituted neither facts relevant to the challenged decision nor related to
the validity of the action). The record should not be augmented with these exhibits.
Thompson Creek also seeks erroneously to augment the. record with Exhibits S
and T, reasoning that because they are similar to the type of documents already in the
record that therefore they should be included. Exhibit S is a February 9, 2005, letter from
IDWR's Tim Luke to representatives of certain then-existing water districts in the Upper
Salmon River BasinannoundngIDWR's intent to hold public informational ineetll).gs
. regarding the creation of theUpper Salmon Water District and assuring the
representatives that their districts will be unaffected ih 2005, While Exhibit S does touch
on the creation of the water district, the crux of the letteris to inform the representatives of what is going.on and what to expect going forward. Similarly, Exhibit Tis aJune 17, .
2005, letter also written by Tim Luke, extending an invitation to certain water users to
· form.a steering committee. The official record.does not include these two exhibits;
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neither letter was submitted to the Director in connection with the consideration of the
proceeding. See Idaho Code§ 67-5249. Thompson Creek has not articulated a basis for
their inclusion besides similarity. The standard for augmenting pursuant to section 675276, however, requires more than mere reference to the decision. The record should not
be augmented with these exhibits. Therefore, Thompson Creek's motion to augment
should be denied.
C. Thompson Creek's requested relief misapplies the relevant statutes.
Even if Thompson Creek met the three-prongs of section 67-5276 of the Idaho
Code, which it did not, the relief suggested by that statute would be to remand to IDWR
to consider the new evidence, conduct additional fact-finding and modify its action, if
necessary. See Idaho Code§ 67-2526(l)(a). Despite that remand remedy explicitly
contemplated in section 67°5276, Idaho Code, Thompson Creek's. motion to augment
improperly attempts to side-step a cornerstone of administrative law, agency decisionmaking.
Thompson Creek moves to augment uiidetsection 67-5275, Idaho Code,
requesting the Court make any corrections to the record. Motion, pp. 4-6. The
documents at issue, however, were not excluded. from the record as the result ofan
agency error that rnay be corrected by the Court. The documents can orily be added to
the fecord through remand to the agency if the Court fmds Thompson Creek has satisfied ·
the three-part test of section '67-5276 aiid thaithe documents should be part of the record
consistent
with. the Idaho Supreme
Court's decision in Crown
.Point Dev.. See 20()7.WL
.
.
.
.
'

'

· ·. 936ll8, at *4 (vacating the district court's order to augment finding the district court
·.. relied on improperly admitted additional evidence to reverse some ofthe governmental
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body's factual findings). See also Petersen, 130 Idaho at 186, 938 P.2d at 1224
(remanding to the agency for additional development of the record). Moreover, the
fundamentals of administrative law also suggest remand is the appropriate remedy if the
Court finds that augmentation is necessary. In reviewing an agency's decision, a court
should .not substitute its judgment for that of the agency, especially if the reviewing court
finds the agency should consider additional documents. See Idaho Code§ 67°5279;
Crown Point Dev., 2007 WL 936118, at *4.
Accordingly, if the Court determines that Thompson Creek met its burdens under
section 67-5276 and that the record should be augmented, the Court should remand to
IDWR to considerthe additional evidence, conduct additional fact-finding and modify
the decision if needed. Despite Thompson Creek's suggestion to do so;it would be error
for the Court to augment the agency record under the guise of correction and then review
the merits ofIDWR's decision.
III.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Thompson Creek's Motion to Augmentsh~rnld not be

granted expectto the extent stipulated to by ID WR in this Response.
RESI'ECTFULLY SUBMITTED this jO +i-.. day of May, 2007..

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Attorney.General
CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief,Natural Resources Division

Deputy Attorney General ·..
Idaho Department of Water Resources
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho,
employed by the Attorney General of the State of Idaho and residing in Boise, Idaho; and
that I served a true and correct copy of the following described document(s) on the
person(s) listed below by mailing in the United States mail, first class, with the correct
postage affixed thereto on this J~·V,. day of May 2007.

Dociunent(s) served: IDWR's Response to Motions to Augment Record and for
Extension of Time for Filing Brief
Person(s) served:
Scott L. Campbell
Dylan B. Lawrence
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett,
Rock & Fields, Chtd.
l O1 South Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box829
Boise, ID 83701
Reed W. Larsen
Cooper & Larsen
151 North 3rd Ave., 2nd Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
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05/14/2007 02:49 FAX

20838553F~

lil!002/004

MOFFATI' THOMAS

Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISBNo. 7136
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
18976,7
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DIS1RICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE
UPPER SALMON RNER BASIN WATER
DISTRICT(DESIGNATED AS WATER
DISTR[CT NO. 170)

TIIOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY,
Petitioner,

Case No. CV-2006-66

NOTICE OF EXPEDITED TELEPHONIC
HEAIUNG ON MOTION TO AUGMENT
RECORD AND MOTION FOR EXTENSION
OF.TIME FOR FILING BRIEF

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,
Respondent.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that. petitioner ("TCMC"), by and through undersigned
counsel, -will call up for telephonic hearing its Motion to Augment Rerori and Motion for

BOI_MT:Z:650013.1
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05/1412007 02:50 FAX

20838553, 0

14!003/004

MOFFA'IT THOMAS

Extension of Time for Filing Brief in the above-captioned Court, before the Honorable Brent J.
Moss, on Wednesday, May 16; 2007 at 2:00 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard.
Petitioner, TCMC, will initiate the call.
DATED this 14th day of May, 2007.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

ByD~~~rm
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining
Company

NOl'ICE OiiEXPEDlTED•BEARJNGQN MOTION TO
. AUGl\fENTREC<>RD AND MOTION F<>REXTENSION
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MOFFATT THOMAS

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of May 2007, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF EXPEDITED HEARING ON MOTION TO AUGMENT
RECORD AND MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING BRIEF to be served by the
method indicated beloW,and addressed to the following:

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(X) Facsimile

Director
· IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

Idaho Water Center
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700

Phillip J. Rassier
Garrick L. Baxter
Chris M. Bromley
Deputy Attorneys General

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(X) Facsimile

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF.WATER REsOURCES

Idaho Water Center
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700
Reed W. Larsen
COOPER & LARSEN

151 North 3rd Avenue, 2nd. Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, II> 83205-4229 ·
Fax: 208-235-1182

( ) U.S. Mail, PostagePrepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
. (X) Facsimile

NOTICE OFEXrEDITEDQEARJil!G ON MOTIQN TO
AUGMENT RECORD.ANDMOTJONFOREXTENSION
OFTIMEFORFILINGBRIEF-3.
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